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The living room of this home inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright's

"Boomerang House" showcases a magnificent collection of Memphis art
glass along with mid-century modern furnishings.

30
by Robin and Howard Hecht Saxbo pottery's graceful forms and immaculate

glazes have influenced several generations of modern ceramicists around
the world.

33

lim Sweeney Architect Donald Lee Sickler, a member of the Mies van
der Rohe Office for nine years, provides an insider's view on Mies and
the development of modern architecture.
by
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36
by William Ferrall Yladimir Kagan shares his thoughts from his summer
home on Nantucket on his extensive career, the development of the
modern furnishings market, his contemporaries of the 1950s, the resurgence of interest in his organic modern style, and the debut of his Classic
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by Robin Cohen This once-abandoned home built by Frank Lloyd Wright's
chief contractor and engineer has been meticulously restored to its

I

original specifications and tastefully furnished in mid-century modern.
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by Tran Turner

Mr. Turner poses the question, or perhaps the challenge,

"why is there no accurate published history of studio crafts of the 20th
century?"
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"Mr. Shearer, I read with great pleasure
your article on my friend, the unsinkable
Eileen Gray. (see Echoes Fall 1996) I lived
on the rue Bonaparte, a block from
Eileen's apartment and her old studio on
the rue Visconti.
We met in1974 when she was 96. Tea
was served in the salon by her septuagenarian housekeeper, Heloise, who padded
about in plaid felt concierge slippers.
Abelard, the alley cat (rescued starving
from the street), rubbed against our legs.
The 18th century moldings and fireplace
were kept intact, but that was all that was
'vieille France' about Eileen's ambience.
Modern architectural sketches were
propped up on the mantel. We both
happened to have the same bright yellow
Russian avant-garde pochoir print by
Larionov hanging on our walls. Her
vintage chrome-plated chairs and table
were scattered about the room, which was

comfortable but far from 'decorated.'
Eileen was delighted when I plaYed
with the black lacquered panels of her

folding screen, designed in 1929 and
beginning to flake a bit. 'I'm so glad you
like it. It's meant to be moved and
changed,' she said. She thought it was
'absurd' that her 'Destin' screen (1913)
had fetched $38,000 at the |acques Doucet
auction in1,972.'To think that it was so
difficult to sell my furniture 50 years ago!'
she smiled. 'People were shocked by it.
They would come and stare' Those who
did buy, like the Marquise de Brantes,
were terrible snobs who bought my things
because they wanted to be talked about. I
was often discouraged, but I could not
exist if I didn't design.'
What would Eileen have said if she
had lived to see the white lacquered
version of the screen I was rearranging hit
a new auction high of $66,000 in 1994? She
was always saddened that her furniture
was only accessible to the elite.
Eileen Gray was a true gentlewoman;
modest, self-effacing, and shy. Understandably fragile at 96, one still sensed the
strong will and integrity which fueled her
imagination through a century of unique
designs. Blind in one eye, she was active
to the end. She was determined to design
a lamp for me. 'Do you want a standing
Iamp or sorr.ething for your desk?' It would
have been of metal, but she died before
completing the proiect. My best to you."
Ginger Moro
Los Angeles, CA
4

"Thank you for publishing our story
about the Kalakala. We are deep in the
midst of raising the money needed to
bring this Art Deco masterpiece back to
Puget Sound. Having a national Presence
in your magazine is a boost. We have had
some contacts from the article, and I'm
happy to let you know that people are
impressed when I mention that we were
published inEchoes.
Here's a bit of information for you.
Mitchell Wolfson, whose collection of 20th
century design is currently on display at
the Seattle Art Museum (Echoes is sold at
the museum to go along with this
exhibition), stopped by our offices while
in town for the opening. He toured our
gallery and metal foundry and talked
with Kalakala Foundation president Peter
Bevis. Mitchell was very familiar with the
Kalakala. So much so, he told Peter that
he considered the Kalakala to be the icon
of the Art Deco movement. He invited
Peter to speak at the Art Deco conference
in Florida this January. Peter will attend
and will be giving a presentation on our
efforts to save the world's first stream-

Iined vessel.

In 1935 the Kalakala made worldwide
news. Sixty years later, you are helping us
do it all over again."
Alan l. Stein, aia e-mail
Kalakal a

F

ound at i on Hi st o r ian

Seattle, WA

"Now that I am on the Net I thought I
would first take advantage of the system
to e-mail you a thank-you for such a great
thing! I found your magazine in a
bookstore in Berkeley, California. It
stopped me dead in my tracks. 'How
could someone Put together such a great
product that pertained exactly to my
interests,' I thought. I purchased it right
away, and read it too fast as there was a
bit of a wait until my subscription began,
which I have had now for just about a
year. Again, thank you for everything!"
D. Ray Reece,aia e-mail
Fremont, CA

.
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lmogine yourself enjoying o "montecristo" ond o snifter of brondy while
lounging comfoiiobly in the lobby of the Hotel Nocionol in 1940s Hovono. Thot's whot
designer ond croftsmon
Fernondo Alvorez visuolized when he designed the Club Hovono Lounge Choir, The choir's
linen-covered cushions
- trimmed in soft. sueded leother - evoke the fomous "dril
cien" linen suits once worn by Cubon genlemen The
frome is crofted of mohogony, o fovorite wood species once prevolent on the islond. This choir
is truly for

lounging;

It beckons you to sit bock ond sovor the finer things. Avoilobte through Design
Americo (g00) 367-3003,

5

whot's hot

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

Inspired by Isamu Noguchi's
stone sculpfures, Bashir Zivari

(

designed the Kin-der-Link"
Family Computer table in a
similar form. Bent in North

I

\

Carolina from a single sheet of
white birch, the 37 x 28 inch
work space provides enough
room for computer equipment
and space for two. The table is
mounted on locking casters for

E

easy mobility, comes

with

a six-

plug surge protectot and ships
fully assembled. For further
information contact Skools, Inc.
at (21,2) 674-1150.

Ten years ago when designer Melina Copass began
collecting vintage fabrics, she realized there was a

iltT

5
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"In The Mood" is a collection
of original 1940s style clipart
encompassing over 1,700
illustrations, available on CDROM or diskette. For further
information call Havana Street

need for reproduction textiles in the marketplace.
After much research, she located a company which
still weaves raw Barkcloth - the original home
furnishings fabric of the 1950s - today. Working
with the company, Copass produced seven designs
featuring atomic and geometric motifs of the '50s,
hand-screened using Pigment color inks. Available
from Melinamade Fabrics (415) 333-6109.

S

at (512) 892-4650.

Wonderful as a fireplace screen or radiator
cover, the lvlanhattan screen is constructed of
handcrafted geometric ironwork with a fine
metal screen backing. Both the ironwork and
the screen have a black finish' 42"w x6"dx
32"h. Available for $975 from Deco Echoes
(800) 695-5768.

Earlier in this century, Charles Edouard
Jeanneret, better-known as Le Corbusier,
pioneered the idea of functionalism in modern
architecture and furniture design. Corbusier's
LC4, included in MoMA s Permanent collection, is available from Cassina (516) 423-4560.
5
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Georg Jensen - Excellence ln Silver
IN EVERY ERA AND IN EVERY FIELD

Academy enabled Jensen to travel to Paris

of the Arts, certain people are stars. Some
reach this height and are remembered from
generation to generation for their skill and
creativity. Such an individual was Georg
Arthur Jensen of Copenhagen, Denmark.
Perhaps his own mother had feelings

and Rome where he was exposed to the collections of major museums and the work of
the major artisans of the day.
Upon his return to Copenhagen, fensen
attempted to earn his living as a sculptor'

Throughout his Iife he thought of himself

about his future, because she recognized his
artistic ability early in his childhood and
encouraged its development. Jensen was
born in 1866 in Raadvad, Denmark' This
small town in the center of beautiful Deer

as a

Park, about one hour from Copenhagen,
was the site of a knife factory in which
Jensen's father worked as a grinder' As was
common with other local children, Georg

worked there from time to time with his
father. When Georg Jensen was 14 his

mother arranged for an apprenliceship with
a goldsmith in Copenhagen. She wanted
him to acquire a skill which would suPport
him as an adult, and in the late 1800s this

was the best route. Upon completing this
training, he did not go into a smithy; instead
he entered the Academy of Art in Copenhagen, where he excelled as a sculptor. The
awards and prizes he earned while at the
8

sculptor, first and foremost. At his death
natural granite boulder in a small, beautiful cemetery in Hellerup was simply ina

scribed "Georg Jensen, 1866-1,935,Sculptor."
By the time he embarked on this career
he was married for the first of four times

(he was widowed three times) and had a
growing family. Despite critical praise, sales
of his sculpture just could not support the
family; |ensen looked to another art form
to increase his income. As an alternative he
and a friend, Christian Joachim Petersen,
opened a ceramic shop, but again he was
not able to earn sufficient money to suPport
his brood which eventually numbered eight
children.
To solve this problem Jensen, at age 38,
began a new career by opening a small shop

in which he sold silver jewelry of his own
design. As the sole person in the business,

he designed, made, and sold the jewelry
himself.
Jensen's designs caught on rapidly, and
people with an eye for fashion, art critics,
and the Danish museums began to acquire
his works. His success with jewelry allowed
him to design additional items in silver. As
his financial situation improved, he added
vases, candelabra, trays, tea sets, cups, and
bowls to his inventory. These too sold well.
As a result, it became necessary to move to

successively larger quarters, hire new employees, and establish a system for greater
productivity. By 79'18, he had relocated to a
five-story smithy and had 250 employees.

International distribution, which had
started in 1909 in Germany, rapidly expanded. Although it was temporarily impeded by World War I, growth increased
again as shops opened in Paris in 1918, > I0
LEFT: Cockloil Shokel (#8,l98) designed
by Sigvord Belnodotle, circo I945- I952, 7"h x
3.5" dio., molked Georg Jensen ond wendel A/
S. ABovE TOP: Tobocco Jor (#530) designed by
Georg Jensen in 1926. ABoVE RIGHT; town ond

ABoVE

Squirel pin (#318) designed by AIno
Molinowski, circo 1945, 1.8" squore.
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(continued t'rott page 8) London in 1920, and
New York in7924. Jensen's designs became
more and more in demand in Germany,
France, England, and the United States.
Georg ]ensen's recognition came at the
end of the Victorian and Art Nouveau eras.
He often used handsomely detailed natural motifs such as flowers, leaves, birds,
grapes, and small animals for ornamentation. jensen became renowned for beautifully crafted silver with distinctive style and
highly refined hand-craf tsmanship.
Jensen's jewelry pieces were his signature. They depicted butterflies, owls, cats,
and other objects from nature. He frequently
used silver shaped into a cabochon jewel in

bracelets and pins. Semi-precious stones in
the same shape were also set in jewelry and

a peak of productivity between 7925 and
1935. It crossed all borders and all forms of
artistic expression: architecture, fashion,
jewelry, painting, book design, sculpture,
ceramics, interior design, industrial design,
printing, and metalwork.
The ornate, flowing, sinuous design of
the flowers, fruit, and sensual maidens of
the Art Nouveau period were transformed
in Art Deco designs. Straighter lines replaced the voluptuousness. The fountains,
flowers, animals, and human forms became

Wars there were enormous changes in life

styles throughout the world. The social
structure was altered and women were
largely emancipated from their former roles
as housewives and mothers. With their
emergence into the business world and with
new freedoms, styles of dress and living
changed greatly. Corsets were done away
with, the bosom was flattened, the waistline dropped, hairstyles were shorter, and
smoking and drinking became the rage.
Telephones, radios, cars, trains, and airplanes accelerated the tempo of life. The
shape of these machines became more
streamlined. Due to the use of new materials and new types of mass production everything took on the appearance of speed
and forward motion.

slender and angular. Geometric shapes were
used to indicate sunbursts or stars. Streak-

ing lines and arcs were used as backgrounds. Lines suggesting acceleration appeared in the jewelry and other silverware
of |ensen's firm and of his contemporaries.
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A disploy of spoons represenling sEverol Jensen potterns. FRoM LEFT: Porollel, Pyromid, Lodby, Agove, Beoded, Belnodotle, Acodio, Coclus, Pine, Rune.

some unique servers. One pattern of flat-

ware called Coral includes a small coral
stone, and several hollowware designs are
decorated with such jewels. The settings
were wavy or curved and had the intricacy
associated with Art Nouveau designs. Excellent hand-chasing and oxidation highIighted the motifs.
Although Georg Jensen died in 1935,
the firm of Georg Jensen continued production of Jensen's designs and carefully main-

tained his standards of workmanship.

GeorgJensen's jewelry is still charming and
of continued interest to Jensen customers.
Over 92 years have passed since the first
pieces were sold, yet young women of today who are inheriting Jensen jewelry from
grandmothers or great-grandmothers value

it
l0

as

much as their grandparents did.
In the years between the two World

In 1925 an exposition was mounted in
Paris entitled "The Exposition Internationale des Arts Decoratifs et Industriels
Moderne." In it were displayed the works
of furniture designer Emile-Jacques
Ruhlmann, the French silver of Puiforcat,
and the Danish silver of Georg Jensen
housed in contemporary-styled buildings
created by a number of prominent architects. Art historians often choose a single
word or phrase to describe a period in the
arts, i.e. Renaissance, Art Nouveau, Arts
and Crafts, and Modernism. Shortening the
title of the exposition, Art Deco caught on
as descriptive of the style of this time span.
It was at this world exposition that Georg
Jensen received the "Grand Prix" for his
designs.
Art Deco was international, its years

extending roughly from 1910 to 1940, with

How then did Georg Jensen, whose
own work has an Art Nouveau look, move
into this Art Deco period? Early on in his
silver career, fensen recognized the need to
recruit other artists to work for his company. He encouraged their presentation of
ideas and put their designs into production.
The completed jewelry or silverware appeared with the Jensen marks but fully credited to the original artist. This was accomplished by imprinting the artist's initials
under the finished object.
Through this arrangement Jensen developed a long and fruitful association with

|ohan Rohde, a successful Danish painter.
Their collaboration led to the now-famous
Acorn pattern of silver (1915). Rohde also
designed Acanthus (7917), Scroll (7927),and
Rune (1,937). Many wonderful hollowware

items for which ]ensen has become >
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orig. 1950's tcxtilc (Detail)
109 Church St. #10
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FURNITURE. POTTERV. ART GLASS. LIGHTING

Philr., PA 19422
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(215)922-6573

ln the Eostwood Building on Son Corlos btwn.5th & 6th
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exhibitions

CURRENT MUSEUM AND GALLERY SHOWS

&

EVENTS

States" exhibition at MoMA,
European Art and the 1913 Armory Show, the Regionalist
movement, and the formation of
the WPA.

York through January

1.9, 1997 ,

is an extraordinary exhibition
featuring the architectural designs and futuristic drawings
that provided the vision for the

play are paintings by Kent,

1939 New York World's Fair.
Presented are 40 original illus-

O'Keeffe, and Pollock; sculpture

trations which have been

by Lipchitz, Lachaise,

lected from the Museum's collection of nearly 400 works by

Among the items on disand
Smith; prints and drawings by
Calder, de Kooning, Hopper,
and Gorky; photographs by

se-

artists whose job it was to "Build

the World of

Tomorrow > 63

Adams, Evans, Lange, Ray,
Stieglitz, and VanDerZee; textile
arts by Liebes, Reeves, Steinberg, and Testai and decorative
arts by Eames, Nelson, Rohde,
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and Russel Wright.
The Baltimore Museum of
Art is located on Art Museum
Drive at North Charles and 31st

Streets, three miles north of
Baltimore's Inner Harbor. The
Museum is open Wednesday
through Friday, 1Oam to 4pm;

!

part of the 20th century remains
a remarkable period in the history of art. So many prominent

Saturday and Sunday, 11am to
6pm. Admission is $5.50. For

artists were at the center of

396-7100.

movements that literally altered
the face of art. The four decades

between 1910 and 1950 saw

momentous currents move
through the U.S., changing the
fabric of American society. No
single description of 'an

further information call

(410)

Drawing the Future: Design
Drawings for the 1939 New
York World's Fair, on view at
The Museum of the City of New

Ameri

can' could define America's
people, and Modernist art in
The Face of America: Modernist Art 1910-1950, on display at

America had as many faces and
forms as our nation's people.
Whether melting pot or mosaic,

the Baltimore Museum of Art

Modernist art was made in

until December

29, surveys the

Manhattan and on Hopi Indian

momentous currents of change
that swept America and Ameri-

reservations; it looked representational and familiar in some
hands, and abstract and alien in
others; it was made of bronze or
paint on canvas, but also of clay,
chrome, or printed cotton."
Recognizing that artists often reacted to the world around

can art during the years that
bracketed the two World Wars.

Showcased are nearly 200

works, including painting,
sculpture, prints, drawings,
photographs, illustrated books,
textiles, and Native American

and decorative arts. Drawn
from the BMA

s

permanent col-

lection, the exhibition is filled

with unexpected conjunctions
of works in diverse mediums.

Notes exhibition curator
Brenda Richardson, "The first
12

them, a timeline of historical
events and a chronology of cultural landmarks is presented at
the exhibition entrance. Among

the topics explored in the
exhibition's narrative are Immi
gration, the Machine Age, the
1941 "Indian Art of the United
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A rendering of the Chrysler Motors Building, c.1938, designed
NYWF. Jomes Gomble RogeIs, o]chi-

by Roymond loewy for the 1939

CENTER LEFT: The Holl ol Speciol Evenls, os proposed by Nembord N.
Culin (designer ond delineolor) in I938 lor the 1939 NYWF. Frost, Flosl &
Fenner, orchilects. BoTToM IEFI: Vetlo Pesonte by Altredo Borbini, c.1962,
porl of lhe exhibition "llolion Gloss, 1930- 1970: Mosterpieces of Design"
ot The Corning Museum of Gloss. ToP RIGHT: A blonze by Jocques lipchitz,
c.l92O, port ol lhe BMA's "The Foce of Americo" exhibition. cENTER RIGHT:
Brooch by Morgorel De Potto, c. I950, polt of the "Ameticon Sludio Jewelry" exhibition curlenlly on view ol lhe CIonb]ook Museum. BoTToM
RIGHT: Edword Wormley's I947 "Listen To Me" choise. To view odditionol
works by Wormley, visil "Edword Wormley: The Other Foce of Modernism" ol lhe linlweinberg Gollery.
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Controversiol Conservotion: Wright's Pope-Leighey House
YOU DON'T NORMALLY ASSOCIATE

Despite stories of Wright being difficult

Frank Lloyd Wright with Washington, D.C;
however, he did design three houses in the
Washington area. Trvo remain private residences, but the third, Pope-Leighey House,
just reopened to the public after nearly two
years of major renovation. It's one of the few
Wright-designed buildings in the eastern
United States that are open to the public.

to deal with, the architect was "the most
charming person I've ever known," says
Pope, "and the smartest." Pope adds that

The Pope-Leighey House is one of
Wright's wooden Usonian houses. His bestknown homes are the mansions and vacation retreats he designed for wealthy clients,
such as Fallingwater. The Usonian homes
were his attempt to create a house design
for the common man.
Loren Pope was a young copy editor
at the Eaening Sfar when he wrote a letter
to Wright, asking him to design a house for
him. Pope was intrigued by a 1938 Time
cover story on Wright and Fallingwater. He
read Wright's autobiography - three times.
He was captivated by Wright's Usonian
houses, and visited one he built for another
newspaperman in Wisconsin.
Pope says it wasn't Wright's architecture that attracted him, it was his philosophy of how people should live. In fact, he
wasn't even fond of modern architecture at
the time; his original planned house (with
another architect) was a Cape Cod.
t4

Wright reduced his fee when the house costs
began to mount up, and redesigned the first
proposal because it was too expensive. Pope
estimates the final cost at $7,000, or a few
thousand more than a typical tract house in
those days.
What was it like living in a Wright-designed house? Pope says "the house had a
sense of great repose." Upon returning from
his high-stress newspaper job, he says, "he
felt relaxed the minute he walked in the

door."
He moved out after seven years, hoping to have Wright design a larger home for
his growing family (Wright died before that
could occur). But living in the house has left
a mark on Pope. "I've never left it spiritually," he says.
The house was saved by its second
owner, Marjorie Leighey, who donated it to
the National Trust for Historic Preservation
in 1964 when it was condemned to make
way for Interstate 66 in Falls Church, Virginia. The house was dismantled and rebuilt

at the nearest Trust property, Woodlawn
Plantation near Mount Vernon, Virginia.
Ironically, notes Susan Olsen, director

of both houses, the Pope-Leighey House
didn't have to move. The interstate turns at
that site, and while a corner of the lot was
destroyed, the house could have stayed, albeit with a close view of the freeway.
During the current renovation, the
house was again disassembled and rebuilt
on a new foundation , at a cost of $650,000.
Unstable soil had cracked the original concrete pad on which the house sat, twisting
its woodwork strucfure. The flooring and
masonry have also been replaced. (These
had been replaced in the 1964 move as well.)

One of the goals of the renovation,
Olsen says, was to maintain the visual separation of the houses. Although the Georgian
Woodlawn manor and Pope-Leighey House
are a five-minute walk apart, visitors to one
can't see the other. To accomplish this, the
house was moved about 30 feet on its site.
Pope-Leighey is downhill from Woodlawn,

and the land between is heavily wooded.
Although the house's compass orientation
differs from the Falls Church site, the hilly,
The Pope-Leighey House, one of
Wright's Usonion houses, glows like o lonleln

ABOVE tEFT:

in the twilight. ABovE ToP RIGHT: A view of lhe
librory inlerior, showing the inlricote woll teneslrolions ollowing lillered light into the .oom.
ABoVE BOTTOM RIGHT: An exlelior side view ot lhe
Pope-Leighey in ils wooded surtoundings.

wooded site matches the original lot.
Anyone who has visited Pope-Leighey
House before will note several changes. The
approach to the house was changed to more
closely match the Falls Church site. Visitors
used to approach from above, and the flat
roof dominated their first view of the house.
The access path now comes around the side
ofthe hill, so you approach the house head-

at the crossroad

//

on the internet? Turn here:

on.

The renovation was aided by the discovery of some color film of the interior,
shot in 1940. Comparing that to the present
interior revealed that the woodwork had

http: //www.deco-echoes.com

darkened considerably from aging, waxing,
and cigarette smoke. Marjorie Leighey, who
smoked, lived in the house until her death
in 1983. The wood has been restored to the
original "butternut" color. As a result, the

interior seems substantiatly lighter.
Air conditioning has been added to
make the building more comfortable and to
better preserve the interior. Also, the new
windows don't open. Pope, who lives less
than a mile from his relocated house, and
headed the restoration committee, has
philosophical problems with these changes,
saying they are to "tourist-proof" the house,
although he recognizes the National Trust
is trying to protect the house.

For information on adding your
business to the Deco Echoes
site call 508.428.2324

Visit the Deco Echoes rveb site for all your
modern needs. Stop by and you'll find .Vintage shops offering online shopping
.An online bookstore and product catalog
.The Modern Map vintage shop locator
.A calendar of events with show info. pages
.Hundreds of classifieds to browse
.Sample articles frorn past issues of Echoes
.An online subscription form for Echoes
.And much more, updated regularly

During the years the windows opened,
the only support for the roof was the cantilever construction. As testament to Wright's
design, and the craftsmen who executed it,
the roofnever sagged enough to prevent the

windows from opening.
The renovation also includes a landscape feature that was part of the original

*

I

site but wasn't replicated in the 1964 move:

a "hemicycle" of bushes that frames the

I

view from one side of the house. Interestingly, Wright's house designs from this era
tend to stress the horizontal and usually
consist of intersecting rectangles. It was
shortly after he designed Pope-Leighey
House that curves and circles began to play
a prominent role in some of his buildings.
The best known of these is the 1956 Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum in New York.

Visitors are now required to wear paper booties over their shoes; the pressure of
thousands of visitor's feet, often in sneakers with hard ridges, was too hard on the
surface. The floor is red concrete covered
with wax in one of Wright's signature colors, "Cherokee red."
The house's overall design stresses its

horizontal forms. The interior masonry
walls have a detail Wright often used to accentuate horizontal lines - bricks are laid in
horizontal rows. The vertical gap between
ends of bricks is filled completely with mortar. From a distance, only the horizontal
lines between rows of bricks are visible. The
horizontal orientation even extends to the
screws in the walls - their slots are turned
so they are all

horizontal.
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POSTERS OF THE \TPA
Limited edition serigraphs from images
originally created by artists of the tt(rPA
Federal Art Project. Each hand-pulled print is
faithfully reproduced on Stonehenge 1O0%
rag and archival heavyweight paper in the
original size and number of colors.

Order: Send check/money order to Deco
Echoes, PO Box 2321, Mashpee, MAOe649.
Credit card orders call (800) 695-5768.
Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.

To

TAADE
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22x28" - $129 22x28" - $129

'19

xe4,' - $1e9
I5
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Iimited edition serigraphs

Printed with water-based ink on'1007o acidjree archival museum board with

"t

a 2" border. Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity, bearing the Tamara
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de Lempicka Estate Crest and the signature of Baroness Kizette de Lempicka.
Clockwise from top right:
Prinlemps 17 x 13 inches, edition of 175, $2,000
La Belle Rafaela 25 x 36 inches. edition of 195, $3,500
Ladyln Lace Lithograph 26 x 15 inches, edition of 300, $1,200

I

Le Modele 41 x 27 inches. edition of 195. $3,200
*very limited quantity
Adam & Eve 45 1 12 x28 31 4 inches, editi0n ol 195, $6,000
Musician 39 x 24 inches, edition 0f 195, $2,600
Femmea La Golumbe 17 x 13 inches, editi0n 0f 175, $2,000
Auto Portrait 31 314 x25 inches, editlon of 400, $2.500
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Pope-Leighey House
(continued t'rom page 15) The ceiling

in the

000 square foot sh olvroom

main hallway and most rooms is fairly low
(although not unusual for a Wright house);
a person who stands six feet tall has little
clearance. But the large windows, rather
atypical of Wright houses, make the home
seem more airy and roomy, Olsen notes. The
main room, with its higher ceiling, appears
very spacious. The large windows, and the
fact that the house is not a solid box but instead is broken into intersecting rectangu-

CI:I:

I

o

l.{O I

lar forms, makes it seem larger than its 1,200
square feet.
One feature Olsen especially likes is the

built-in cabinets. Open the closet in the
master bedroom and you'll find a chest of
drawers. Wright believed in building-in as
much furniture as possible.
Like any building, the house has some
flaws. The flat roof has had leaks, not unusual for a Wright home. The kitchen is tiny,
again not atypical of designs by Wright.
And while Usonian homes were supposed
to be for average families, this house has
some high-maintenance features, such as
the waxed floor and the wood interior and
exterior walls.
Today the idea of demolishing a Wright
house may seem unthinkable, but Olsen
says it's worth remembering that PopeLeighey House was saved before historic
preservation - especially of 20th century
structures - was the major movement it is

buy. sell . rent
.50s jetson's & modern
.60s futurist
oheywood-wakefield

IE

street
75226

.microphones

.lightingl
.bakelite
.industrial design

today.

The Woodlawn site offers an interest-

l-/

ing juxtaposition. Woodlawn is the dream
house of a wealthy young woman in 1805.
Pope-Leighey House is the dream house

of

a young man of modest means in 1940.
Woodlawn's architect was William Thornton, the first architect of the U.S. Capitol.
So the site offers "two of America's most
important architects," says Olsen.
According to Olsen, 40Vo of the visitors
to Woodlawn see both houses. The number
of visitors to Pope-Leighey House ls g.o*ing, and is projected at 12,000 visitors in
1997. Olsen attributes this to more interest

I

I

I

I
I

Richmond Highway (U.S. Route 1) at

its

intersection with State Route 235, 10 miles
south of Alexandria, Virginia, and just north
of Fort Belvoir. Hours are daily 9:30am to
4pm, March to December; weekends only
inJanuary and February; closed Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year's Day. Admission is $5 ($9 for both houses).
Visitors can also reach Woodlawn Plantation via southbound Metrobus Route 9
(marked "Fort Belvoir") from the Huntington Avenue exit of the Huntington Metrorail

station (the southern end of the Yellow
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in Wright and more concern about how

homes are designed
Pope-Leighey House is located at 9000

herman miller for tre home
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Line). This route runs approximately every
25 minutes on weekdays, with longer > 68
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modern eye
FACTS, DETAILS, CONNECTIONS TEXT BY STEVEN CABELLA

choice for all things cool from
the plastic world. Tupperware',
Frisbees@, model car kits, blow-

up furniture, fiberglass surfboards... this is what they meant

by "Better Living through

P.ul &.tlO, A.S,!,D.

Chemistry."
1997 marks the fortieth anniversary of the original plastic
lawn flamingo, created by artist Don Featherstone for the

Union Products Co. in 1957.
Which is also the year that
Abooe: In the early 1950s, fear
of the atomic bomb ran high.
Planning ahead, architect Paul
Laszlo enais ione d p o st - e xpl osio n

life as a flourishing,futuristic
underground community

he

designed and named "Atomaille,
U.S.A." Belozo right: The
reissued Boomerang Formica is

aoailable in Grecian Blue,
Charcoal, Bianco, and Rosetta
colorways. Far right: Pink
flamingos; they may be tacky, but
you can't help but smile as you
drizte by one perching on
someone's front lawn.

- Steve Cabella has been collecting
aintage modern furniture, products, and design facts for nearly 20
years, and he is hnppy to answer
your questions and share your interests. Write to Gnclude SASE):
Steoe Cabella, Modern i Gallery,

500 Red

Hill

Apenua, Son

Atrselnro, CA 94950.

originally referred to as the
"ATOMVILLE, U.S.A." is what
American architect and industrial designer Paul Laszlo called
his design for an underground
community in 1950. Offered as
a new and exciting way of life

after the bomb went off, this
planned community was to be
our best hope of surviving with
our futuristic outlook intact. It

jim and Lynn from Ohio write
to ask if the boomerang patterned plastic counter top material is still available as they
would like to use it in restoring
the kitchen of their classic 1957
ranch-style home.
Well, yes and no. What you
are thinking about is the boo-

merang pattern designed by
Raymond Loewy for the
Formica@ Corporation in

the mid-fifties, one of
several designs he did
for them. This particu-

lar pattern is now
back in production

thanks to nostalgic demand and
can be ordered
through any

eral mica used in early electronic insulation. Once it was
produced in sheet stock, it became an ideal material for
counter tops and wall paneling.

soon found its way into the
hands of American designers
and architects. From Loewy's
designs to Frank Lloyd Wright's
Formica-topped Usonian tables,
Formica was everywhere.
Teflon@, the super-smooth,
space-age material, was first
used on bombs for the "Manhattan Project" in 1944, but it became a household word when
it blasted into our kitchens as
slick cookware in early 1960.

Dacrono polyester, invented by accident in 1948, was
the original wash'n wear fab-

ric. It became an instant hit
with

the fashion world, and the

black sheep of the textile indus-

try. Its recent resurgence in

Formica

clothing supports the contention that
no trend is too hideous to make

dealer near

a comeback.

you. Though
now referred to as
the "Boom-a-rang" pattern, in
l8

Formica was invented in 1913
as a replacement for the min-

This smoother, tougher, and
printable cousin of Bakelite

was, sadly, never built.....

the pre-nuclear world

Velcro@ was born.....

"Atomic" pattern by Mr. Loewy.

it

was

1970s style retro-chic teen

Polyethylene, the big dad-

dy of plastic, was a wartime
invention discovered in 7942
and became the material of

An alert reader and record
hound sent in this recording of
Frank Lloyd Wright issued on
the Decca Label in the mid-'50s.

Entitled "WISDOM - conversations with the elder wise men of
our day," it's the recording of
the NBC program of the same
name. While the man doesn't
really sing, he sure talks! And to
all who asked if I have a CD or
tape of these recordings by architects and designers, well, I
am working on it and it should
be available soon, so drop me a
Iine if you want to reserve a
coPy.

MOD€RNISM GRLL€RV
RRT D€CO RND MID.C€NTURY MOD€RN
We buy, sell, trode, rent, reseorch, ond opproise Americon ond French
modern furniture, lighting, gloss, bronzes, ond intere$ing ortifocts,
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M
We speciolize in Americon designers: Fronkl, Rohde, Deskey, Wright, Hoffmon, Versen,
ond onyone else who did quolity work in the 20th century,
RIC EMMETT
1622 Ponce

deleon

RENEE PROSPERI

Blvd,

Corol Gobles, FL 33134
otfice (305) 443-3074 tox
E moil: modernism@gnn.com

(305) 442-8743

Visit our

Antiquorion Bldg, / 159 W. Kinzie Street
Chicogo, lL 60610
(847) 304-9191

office

(3 I 2) 527-0533
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FOCUSING ON 2OTH CENTURY GLASS DESIGNERS TEXT BY HOWARD J, LOCKWOOD
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Koj Fronck
THE YEARS BETWEEN THE TWO
World Wars found many different countries
creating great art glass. These countries included Sweden, France, Italy, Austria, and
the United States. The years immediately
following the second World War were vastly
different, with only two regions in the world
creating memorable art glass. These two
regions were the small island of Murano
and the Scandinavian countries of Sweden
and Finland. Though Scandinavia had a
long history in the production of utilitarian
glass, it was Finland that made the greatest
strides in art glass. This success can be attributed to a triumverite of master glass
designers: Thpio Wirkkala, Timo Sarpeneva,
and Kaj Franck.
The least known of the three, Kaj
Franck (1911-1989) was an extremely productive designer whose philosophy of design differed from the Italians and the other

Scandinavians. As his work developed
throughout the 1950s, it became very obvious that, for him, the most important element of design was function. Every piece
20

{"

l9l I - 1989

must serve a function, and more importantly, it must serve a utilitarian function.
His definition of beauty was, "Necessary,
functional, justified, right."' After many
years of recognition by major museums, his

work is finally being recognized by collectors for both its creativity and utilitarian
functionalism.
Franck's first design work in the decorative arts was for the ceramics company
Arabia; in 1945 he became their chief designer.

In

1946 the Finnish glass company

Iittala decided that they wanted to rebuild
their image. This would be accomplished
by holding a contest for the best new design. This concept had been tried with great
success in 1936 by the glassworks at
Karhula. It was for that competition that
Alvar Aalto designed his award winning
Savoy vase. Kaj Franck entered the Iittala
contest and succeeded in a very auspicious

manner. The submitted designs were so

good that Iittala had to award two first
prizes. Franck ended up sharing the award
with the great Tapio Wirkkala. This compe-

tition was to become a major influence on
the careers of both Wirkkala and Franck. In
fact, it is their work in glass that will be the

most remembered.
Franck's work at Iittala consisted of a
series of glasses and decanters called the
Tupa series. These were very functional,
utilitarian items. He also designed a group
of mold-blown vases and bowls in clear
glass. These pieces used a grouping of air
bubbles throughout the base as a design element. Most of the glass vases were signed
with an engraved signature of Franck and
Iittala. They were in production from 1948
to about 1954.
In 1950, the glass factory at NuutajArvi
ABovE

tEFT:

The Ring plote, designed by Koi

Fronck for Nuulojolvi-Notsi6. Collection oI Arl
Liu. cENTER ToP: Three mulli-colored Pokels by
Koi Fronck lol Nuuloi6rvi-Notsio. Colleclion of
the outhor. CENTER BoTToM: A smoll vose with oiI
bubbles by Koi Fronck lor litlolo. Collection ol
the oulhor. RIGHT: The vorious shopes of lhe
Kremlin Bell deconler. Designed by Koi Fronck

for Nuutojorvi-Notsi6. Colleclion of Art

Liu.

had a devastating fire. Rather than rebuild
the factory, the owners sold the glassworks
to Wartsila Concern. Wartsila was the corporate owner of Arabia. Being impressed

CTRONINO's (ADILLA(
---

with Franck's work at Iittala and his previous stint at Arabia, the new owners of
Nuutajiirvi hired Franck. He was to be chief
designer and artistic director of the company, which was to be called NuutajiirviNotsjo. He remained the artistic director
untll 1976. His era at Nuutajiirvi is best
known for a catalog that stressed utilitarian concepts with art.
Franck's tableware is legendary. He designed many different series including the
Beehiae, Seagram, Polo, Prisma, Faceted, and
Conical series. All were pressed glass, and
many were sold in decorated gift boxes that
held up to six glasses. Sets could include
up to 12 different items. It was not unknown
for many of the glasses to be stackable. After all, Franck was utilitarian in concept, and
what better design could one have than to
have space-saving glasses.

soap bubble.

They entered production in 1954 and remained in production until 1961.

It was also in

114-6e1-4217
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called Soap Bubbles. These vases were thinwalled vessels with a knobbed top. They
a

(nt(A(o

I

One of his first artistic designs for
Nuutajiirvi was a series of organic vases
were in the shape of an egg or

sAINT LOUIS

rOR THT VISUALLY LITTRATT

1954 that Franck started

to achieve worldwide fame. He was
awarded a Diploma of Honor at the Milan
Triennale for his stylized fish. The Italians
were well known for their fish, fish that
used metallic inclusions as a design element
to highlight the color. Franck's fish were also

produced using metallic inclusions, but his
use was to create a mottled coloration. The

fish were produced from 1954-1960. The
Woodcock, a bird, and the Frog Pond, a
bowl, both designed with the same interior

coloration, were put into production the
same year. The bird remained in production
1968, the bowl only until 1958.
Franck's first combination of utilitarian
with art was the 1955 introduction of a decanter that used a bird as a stopper. The bird
was created using the same type of metallic

until

inclusions, whereas the decanter was
monotoned transparent glass in very clean
lines. This series was produced until 1968.
It was a forerunner of his most famous design, the Kremlin Bell decanter.

The Kremlin Bell consisted of two interlocking decanters. It was suggested that
the upper decanter could be used for juice
while the bottom decanter was to be used
for water. The decanter were topped off
with a ball-shaped stopper. Kremlin Bells
can be found in two versions. The most
popular version has a bulbous bottom decanter. The second version has a straight
bottom. Generally, the lower decanter was
in either smoke or clear glass. The upper
decanter and stopper could be many > 6E
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modernism, eh?
REPORTING ON MODERNISM IN CANADA
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Canadian consumer electronics companies have been especially prescient in preserving
equipment and archives. Bell Canada has over 35,000 telecommunications items. Electrohome recently opened a
museum featuring working radios, televisions, and stereos from the turn of the century onward. Citytv has a
historically significant collection of televisions. Rogers has preserved much of its ground-breaking technology. Which
begs the question: why can't the companies get together and create a single, world-class museum of consumer
electronics? Until that sane day arrives, you can still view some remarkable collections, if you're willing to travel a little.
E lectr olr crrie Upen s ll usell rr-r
Electrohome Limited of Kitchener, Ontario,
recently opened a museum featuring more
than 200 items manufactured by the company, including radios, stereos, televisions,
and household items. Most products are operational, such as a restored 1949 television
with 12-inch screen.
The company, founded inl907, manu-

factured radios in the 1920s and 1930s under the names Grimes and Phonola. It was
also one of the forerunners of the private
label brand movement, making a myriad of
consumer electronic equipment for Canadian department stores such as Eaton's and
Simpson's, as well as the U.S.-based retailer

and lemon, and were manufactured in the
mid-1960s.

- Any private label stereos under the
Wanamakers nameplate. The backs of the
cabinets are labeled Dominion Electrohome
or Electrohome.
- A unique, hinged can opener that fastens
onto a wall, under the Electrohome label.

The museum is located at

the
company's plant at 809 Wellington Street N.,
Kitchener, Ontario. For information on the
museum, or if you own any of the abovementioned products, please call (519) 7447111.

Rogers Batteryless radio (the world's first);
a 1.934 Rogers Majestic radio with the early
electric clock timer; a 1954 Rogers compact
portable receiver that operated on both AC
and DC currents; and a 1948 Rogers Majes-

tic "projection" television based on telescope projection technology.

The company, founded by the current
CEO's father, patented and produced the
first commercial AC tube and subsequently
the world's first batteryless radio receiver.
Rogers Sr. launched batteryless transmitters
into commercial broadcasting. He founded
the country's first all-electric radio station,
Toronto's CFRB, which commenced broadcasting in 1.927. The station's call letters
stand for "Canada's First Rogers Batteryless." For further information on viewing
the collection, contact Don Adams at > 69

Wanamakers. Since the early 1980s, the com-

The vast media empire of Ted Rogers

pany has focused exclusively on industrial
electronic products.

(Rogers Telecommunications Inc., Rogers
CableSystems, Maclean Hunter, et al) has a

To complete its collection, Electrohome
is actively seeking the following products:
- A Circa 703 Stereo and its companion Circa
704 Sound Chair (see photo above). The
cabinet is 36" in diameter and 25 7 /2" high,
and was manufactured in the mid-1960s.
- Special " colorized" editions of its popular
7ll "bubble" stereo (see photo above). En-

small collection of consumer electronics
products. The bulk of the collection can be
viewed at Rogers CableSystems headquarters in Don Mills, Ontario. A few more
pieces reside outside Mr. Rogers' office at
the company's Toronto headquarters. And
still others are located at the Rogers Communications Centre at Ryerson University,

ABoVE LEFT:

titled "Smarties," the anodized aluminum

Toronto.

c.1960s. The Electrohome Museum is oclively
seeking lhese three designs for ils colleclion.

bases are colored plum, tangerine, grape,
22

The main collection includes a 1927

I960s odvertisemenl for Elecllohome's Circo 703 Slereo "perlectly round lo
moke it timeless in design," ond Circo 704
Sound Choir wilh buill-in speokers ond sound

controls "the luture...lodoy."

ABoVE

RTGHT:

Eleclrohome's "Smorties"- speciol cololized
versions of ils populor 7l I bubble stereo - hove
brightly colored, onodized oluminum boses,
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Announcing
Edward J. Wormley:

I

The Other Face Of Modernism
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An exhibition highlighting the designs of
Edward J. Wormley. February 5

-

I

March

2, 1997. Presented by LinlWeinberg
Gallery in conjuction with Chris

Kennedy/American Decorative Arts.

Side Chair. Vladimir Kagan d.e.s;gg
or Kigan-Dr€yf uss, calt g s z 'r!4

f

ART GLASS & LAMPS, ARTS & CRAFTS,
ART DECO & MODERN AT AUCTION
Three times a year, in January, May and October, Skinner offers major auctions of 20th
Century
designed furniture and accessories. The next sale will be Saturday
18,Ig97,in
Boston ar
|anuary
lI a.m. with catalogues available by |anuary 1,1997.
Please contact Louise

Luther or

Paul Royka at (508) 779-6241

or fax (508) 779-5144.

Cload-Form Sofa, aaetioned at Shinnerfor $31,050
on October 19, 1996.

SKINNE,R
A*cthnens and Apqtrnisns of Antiques and Fine

The

l{eritage On The Garden, 63 Porh plaza, Boston, MA 02116 Tbl: 617.350.s400

Art

o 357

Main S*eet, Bobon, MA 01740

Tbl: s08.779.6241
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ouction highlights
REVIEWS, RESULTS
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PREVIEWS OF 2OTH CENTURY AUCTIONS
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Swonn Golleries' Posler Sole
Highlights of Swann Galleries' sixth annual
summer Poster sale, held on August 7, in-

cluded a poster for the Greta Garbo film
Mysterious Lady, c.I927, which sold for
$6,210; and Weimar Pursell's ChicagoWorld's
Fair, c.1933, illustrating the Hall of Science,
which garnered $3,450.

Among a large selection of Olympics
posters offered, Ludwig Hohlwein's image
of a skier for thelVthOlympicWinter Games,
Berlin, 1936 brought $2,990 in German and
$2,300 in English. The top lot among the
travel posters was Roger Broders, Le Soleil
Toute l'Annee Sur Ln Cote d'Azur, c.7931,
which realized$2,990.

Ireodwoy & ToomeY 20th CenturY
The Treadway and Toomey Galleries held a
20th Century Sale on August 25 in Oak Park,

Illinois.
The Modern Design session of the sale

demonstrated the growing interest in this
field with almost 400 lots finding buyers.
Active phone and absentee bidding complemented the floor bidders. Highlights of the
sale included a pair of Kem Weber Airline
chairs which reached $15,400 after spirited
bidding; a rare H.V. Thaden experimental
chair sold for $5,500; $5,500 also bought an
Art Deco bronze frieze in the style of Edgar
Brandt. A Pierre Paulin Ribbon chair in an
outstanding original fabric by jack Lenor
Larsen brought over three times the high
estimate, selling for an auction record of
$4,12s.

Designs from Herman Miller remained
strong with a Charles Eames storage unit
selling for $7,150, an Eames LCW in original leather going for $2,200, and a George
24

Nelson jewelry cabinet bringing $3,080.
Nearly all other lots from Herman Miller
sold at or above their estimates.

Marc Lalique in 1939. This vase was done
in the Louis XVI style and it achieved $2,300

An impressive collection of Natzler ceramics drew the attention of many bidders.
The phone lines were jammed with collectors competing for work from this husband

which sold well was the clear and frosted

and wife team. A footed bowl brought
$3,190, a 7" vase in a black metallic glaze

Additional decorative items offered
included a Sarouk carpet from North Per-

sold for fi2,640, and a small 4" vase brought
fiz,750. Overall the collection brought more
than double the estimates.
Italian glass sold well with strong interest across the board for pieces such as a
Barbini aquarium sculpture, which sold for
$1,760. Venini bottles are staging a comeback as a blue and black t'asce aerticali sold

sia, c.1925, which sold well above its $3,0005,000 estimate at $12,650. The silver section

for $1,650, a Vistosi murrina brought $880,
and many other pieces sold within estimate
as nearly every lot was sold. Even though

at auction. Another example of Lalique
glass Marissa vase, c.\927, patterned

with

fish in a green patina. This vase achieved
$2,760 at auction.

of the sale was well represented by a Georg
|ensen sterling silver acorn patter flatware
service, totaling approximately 117 ounces.

The flatware set achieved $8,625, well
within its estimate of $7,000-9,000.
Williom Doyle's Eslole JewelrY
Rare colored gemstone and diamond jewelry highlighted the September 19 auction

several rare Venini pieces slipped through
under estimate - anincalmo and zanfirico fan
vase sold for $2,420, and a Fulvio Bianconi
zanfirico clothed figure sold for $2,420 - it
was a respectable showing for art glass from

of Important Estate |ewelry at William

Murano.

18,000) which sold for $26,450 after a fierce

Williom Doyle's Belle EPoque
Successful results echoes across all categories at William Doyle Galleries' September
11th auction of Belle Epoque and Lalique.

Among the furniture stYles which
proved very popular with bidders was an
Art Deco rosewood buffet attributed to
Leleu. This buffet had a presale estimate
of $1,000-1,500, but due to the attention of
numerous bidders it rose to a final bid of
96,037.

The Lalique highlights included a clear
and frosted glass Versailles vase designed by

Doyle Calleries.
The top lot of the day was a 1940s emerald and diamond passerby ring, signed

and numbered by Cartier (est. $12,000round of bidding from the floor. The ring,
which graced the cover of the Jewelry catalog, was platinum set with an octagonal-cut
diamond, approximately 3.46 cts., and an
octagonal-cut emerald, the shoulder set
with twelve assorted baguette-cut diaFIom Swonn Gollelies' Posler Sole,
Sut Lo Cole D'Azut by Lucien SeIIe, Polis,
c. l93l , which reolized $2,990 ot the sole. ABovE
RIGHT: A George Nokoshimo wolnul heodboord
ond Plolform bed, c. I957, in oliginol tinish, f ]om
lhe eslote ol lhe originol owner reolized $5,175
ol Skinner's Arl Deco ond Mode]n Design sole.

ABOVE LEFT:

Other important pieces included a
fancy sapphire, diamond, and emerald
brooch from the Estate of Marguerite K.

fu rn itu re

lamps

"'"" E

pottery
drinking sets

Carpenter which brought 920,700; a pave-

tI 0il ern

diamond flower brooch which sold for
$18,400; and a pair of diamond dress clips,

signed by Van Cleef & Arpels, which real-

ized a price of 917,250.

dishware
linens

Contemporary

greeting cards
frames

gifts

Swonn Golleries' Phologrophs
On October 1st, Swann Galleries hosted a
sale of 19th and 20th Century Photographs.
Highlights among the 20th century works
included Alfred Stieglitz's Equiaalent,
c.1929, which realized $21,850; Robert
Frank's Coney lsland, 4th of I uly , c.1958, sold
for $5,060; and an exceptional group of 139
photographs from the 1939 New York
World's Fair brought $1,955.
Vintage prints by prominent women

oo"rt"
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photographers included Tina Modotti's
hand-colored 9leep, c.1927, which brought
$8,625; Berenice Abbott's Sunday Afternoon,
Colliersoille, Tennessee, c.1930s, fetched
$6,440; Ruth Bernhard's Pulitzer prize winning photograph C/assic Torso, c.1952, realrzed $2,7 60; Dorothea Lan ge' s Trac t ored O ut,
Childress County, Texas, mid-1930s, brought
$5,060; and

Margaret Bourke-White's toned

silver print

Sf

andard Oil of Olllo, c.1930s, sold

for a high bid of

l-/

95,060 over a presale of

Russian photographs were also well

which brought

$1

ltA

herman milhr for tre home

50,8,t22a.235A

i

represented, including four Constructivist
photocollages of the USSR's State Circus,
-1.920s,

ilantucket,

&

$3,000-5,000.
late

44 llain St.
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]

1,500.

Skinner's Arl Deco And Modern
Skinner's mid-October weekend auction
featured its 50th Arts & Crafts sale on Fri-

\

day, October 18th, and Art Glass & Lamps,
Art Deco and Modern Design on Saturday

-

I

the 19th.

A full complement of European art
glass was offered in the second session on
the 19th. Of particular note were two

\ry,

Lalique Tiara bottles; with their imaginative

and graceful forms, they are evocative of
Lalique's earlier jewelry and are coveted by
collectors. Both sold above estimate; the

I

I
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269 Lofoyetle Street, New York, Ny I0012
(212) 941-5757
362 Allontic Avenue, Brooktyn, NY I l2l7
(718) 85$8566
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Bottchort Fleurs dc Pommier soaring to $10,062

over a presale of 94,000-6,000, and the
Bo u c hor r Azl rrres

re

command i ng $9,200.

An unusual group of Scandinavian and
Italian art glass pieces were offered as well,
including many selections recently discov-

ered from a storage lot of previously

d**

Y

l

I

.4

unoffered items dating to pre-WWII.
Of note in Italian glass was a Barovier
and Toso

Vnso a Canne

which realized 92,300;

a Barovier and Toso Intnrsio vase by Ecole
Barovier with red, green, and colorless
squares sold for $4,600; a Venini Studio
Glass chicken by Fulvio Bianconi, c.1950,
garnered $1,380; and a Venini Tessttto vase
designed by Carlo Scarpa and exhibited in
the Biennial in 1940 reached $2,530. > 26

Mid-Century Modern

i

Sir:

Furniture, Lighling
ond Accessories
..HEYWOOD HEAVEN:
City Barn... the most
comprehensive selection
Iof Heywood Waketield]..."
New York Magazine
t0t23/95
25

Auclion Highlights
(continued from page 25 ) Scandinavian pieces

included an Orrefors Studio Glass decanter

attributed to Vicke Lindstrand, c.1930,
which brought $1,380; and an Orrefors Ariel
Dove and Portrait vase by Edvin Ohrstrom
which was purchased for $3,335.
Items by William Spratling performed
well, with a Spratling rosewood and silver

t
.

t,

bracelet of geometric shapes, c.1931-45, garnering $1,495; a cuff bracelet of silver and

rosewood half moons, c.1937-45, realizing
$1,610; and a set of Spratling salad servers

with geometric handles and a foliate design

,

Vnlogn
l-ing*ooJ-

fetching $1,380.
The Art Deco and Modern portion of

the auction demonstrated particular
strength in furniture. A cloud-form sofa
designed by Isamu Noguchi in the late
1940s for Herman Miller dominated the section, rocketing to $31,050 over a presale of
$600-800. Fifteen lots of furniture designed
by George Nakashima brought a total of
$43,528, highlighted by a walnut credenza

WoknfinlJ

\llOt 5. Di*in High*o,,
D.l- 0",, h, f I ) 14Or

Wo,l

Ln..-Sol. ll om - 5pm

which sold for$7,475, a walnut daybed with
plank back which reached$6,325, a walnut
headboard and platformbed which realized
$5,175, a walnut slat-back settee which sold
for $1,955, two walnut side tables which
reached $1,840, and two walnut chests
which went for $5,750 and $4,887 respectively.

It is not surprising that several telephone bidders pursued Avery's paintings
vigorously elevating the price to reach
976,750 for Repose. The human form was
always one of Avery's preferred subjects.
The development of his figurative representations becomes evident when comparing
Repose with an earlier figure study dated
stylistically from the 7930s,The Green Chair,
which realize d fi77,825.

Impressive among the paintings by
other celebrated 20th century American artists was Romare Bearden's large gouache
and collage Mecklenburg Autumn, which
brought $54,625. Two seminal tempera on
masonite works by Robert Vickery each sold
within estimate withClown in Armor reaching $11,500, and Clowrt in Striped Sleeoes realizing$,9,200. Another painting by a contemporary American artist that drew a great

deal of attention was Richard PousetteDart's Small Spiral which launched fierce
competition to raise the price to$1.4,375.
Outstanding modern works on paper
also surpassed presale estimates. A watercolor and charcoal sketch of Roif erdam Harbor by Paul Signac realized $16,675 (est.
$7,000-9,000) and a gouache painting of colorful biomorphic forms entitled Paaots by
Alexander Calder fetched $11,212 (est.
$4,000-6,000).

Chrislie's South Kensinglon
Williom Doyle's Pointings & Drowings
William Doyle Galleries'well attended sale

of European and American Paintings and
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Drawings held on November 6th featured
a broad selection of paintings by 19th and
20th century artists, in addition to a strong
collection of five canvases by the modern
American master Milton Avery. According
to Alan Fausel, Director of William Doyle
Galleries' Paintings and Drawings Department, "We are pleased with the overall results of today's sale, which achieved healthy
prices within all collecting categories." He
added, "We are especially delighted by the
tremendous amount of interest the Milton
Avery paintings generated, causing prices
to propell well beyond the presale estimates. We eagerly anticipate that five additional Avery paintings, from the same estate, will attract the same level of interest

when offered at auction next Muy."

The demand for Milton Avery paintings brought competitive bidding and
strong prices as evidenced by the top lot. A
sum of fi98,750 (est. $60,000-80,000) was
paid by a private collector for Avery'sFrench
Landscape. The extraordinary appeal of this
painting is heightened by the fact that the
work is dated 1953, a year after the Ameri-

can artist first traveled abroad. The influence of Matisse and the Fauves on Avery is
demonstrated in his rich use of color applied in thin layers over broad flat areas of
his French Landscape canvas.

On Saturday, September 14, Christie's South
Kensington held their Modern Design sale.

Results were generally quite strong, although the large number of graphics which
were offered resulted in lower bids for that
section of the sale.
Items from Marcel Breuer performed
extremely well, including a birch lounge
chair manufactured by Windmill which realized $1,092 over a presale of $400-500; a
pair of B55 armchairs, c.1932, designed for
the bar at the Hotel Metropole in Brussels
garnered $2,300; three lacquered nesting
tables designed for Isokon, c.7936, fetched
$14,95, and an early laminated birch lounge
designed for Isokon, c.7936, commanded
$2,875.

Sales of note by other designers included an Alvar Aalto filing chest which
realized $920; an Ernest Race early laminated folding chair, c.1953, went for $862; a
painted metal and brass chandelier by
Pierre Guariche, c.1950s, commanded
$1,495; two Jacobsen Egg chairs, c.1958, re-

alized $2,530 and $7,265, respectively;

a

Panton "S" chair for Thonet, c.1,966, soared
to $1,955; and a yellow Ball chair by Eero
Aarnio designed in1,966 for Asko also sold
*
above estimate for $2,760.

future auction listings, consult the Calendar of Eaents in this issue on page 50.
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OVER 600 DIFFERENT EXHIBITS EACH WEEKEND
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AND LONG, DARK NIGHTS )

FEW SURVIVAL TIPS:

A NICE

BRIGHT RED EGG CHAIR,

rUT COTON WILL MAKE YOU SMILE ON
DARK DAYS AND NOTHING COULD
CQZIER
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BE

CURL UP AND READ A

GOOD MAGAZINE IN DURING A
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SNOWSTORM,
SUBSCRIBE TO AUCTION CATALOGS.
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EVEN IF YOU
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WHIP YOURSELF INTO A FRENZY OVER
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WILL GIVE YOUR CHEEKS A ROSY

GLOW AND YOU'LL

FINALLV
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SAXBO STYLE
SAXBO'S GRACEFUL TQRMS AND IMMACULATE GLAZES HAVT INFTUENCED MODERN CERAMICISTS AROUND THE WORLD
A room filled with even the most elegant of modern Scandinavian
furnishings will seem naked without the proper accessories to provide balance. To the world, the name Saxbo conjures the image of
pottery unmistakably Danish in style and glaze. Saxbo was perhaps the finest independent art pottery studio in Denmark and
had few peers in Western Europe. The output of Saxbo influenced
several generations of modern ceramicists throughout Scandinavia
and beyond. In fact, many of Scandinavia's finest ceramicists either trained, or graced the wheel, at this studio. The new factory
benefited from early collaboration with such legends as Axel Salto,
J.f. Bregno, and Jais Nielsen. Saxbo was imported to the United
States on an extremely limited basis in the fifties, sold exclusively
through Georg Jensen's Manhattan location. In spite of its scarcity
in this country, knowledgeable American pottery enthusiasts are
beginning to acquire this exceptional pottery in earnest for their
own collections.
Ln1.91.9, Nathalie Krebs, a trained chemical engineer, began
her career at the Bing & Grondahl porcelain factory and remained
there for ten years, developing both glazing and management skills.
Ln7929, she and Gunnar Nylund left Bing & Grondahl to collabo-

rate on the establishment of a small workshop on the premises of
Royal Copenhagen legend Patrick Nordstrom's former workshop.
It was a primitive setup, with only two coal-fired ovens and a worktable, but Bing & Grondahl generously made their lab available to
the fledgling studio. Nylund and Krebs, as the factory was christened, quickly gained critical attention for its beautiful and affordable stoneware. In 1930, Nylund returned to Sweden and took up
residence at Rorstrand, eventually becoming its artistic director

and definitively influencing Scandinavian biomorphic design.
Krebs moved the factory to Herlev, near Copenhagen, and renamed

it "Saxbo."
1n7932, Eva Staehr-Nielsen (nee Wilhelm), fresh from her training at Copenhagen's Craftsman School, joined Krebs at Saxbo and
one of the most remarkable artistic partnerships in Denmark's illustrious ceramic tradition was born. The impact of this creative
alchemy was immediate and profound.

Krebs focused on the production process, applying the scien-

tific principles of her training to the manufacture of stoneware,
and perfected her extraordinary glazing and firing techniques.
Krebs believed that if the process of making stoneware could be
replicated accurately every time, perfect and inexpensive pottery
could be made availalbe to the public. Krebs'goal was technical
perfection, illuminated by every flawless piece that left the studio.
Imperfect pieces were destroyed, and test glaze pieces assiduously
guarded and never released for sale. She hired only the best
throwers and oversaw every aspect of production herself. StaehrNielsen matured into an extremely gifted designer whose development of the "Saxbo Style" is internationally renowned and was
a dramatic departure from contemporary ceramic vessels. Her
forms became instant classics and fixed forever Saxbo's place in
the Danish design canon. Her unadorned, modern, and timeless

pieces were worthy venues for Kreb's immaculate glazes.

Saxbo's glazes were refined and deceptively simple, always

in pursuit of the Asian ideal, whimsically assigned names like
"jrmgle," "harefur," "snakeskin," and "eggplant." The studio introduced several new glaze colors into the traditional palette, including several variations of blue. Kreb's favorite glaze, and the
technical triumph she was most proud of developing, was the soft
yellow striped glaze introduced in 1932. There was consistent experimentation with iron, coppet silver, and cobalt as well as firing
temperalures. Saxbo glazes are inimitably their own, and are instantly recognizable for the juxtaposition of their complexity against
the frequent literal forms of the pottery.
Krebs also tinkered with the studio's signature markings. From
1,929 to 1931, the pottery was impressed with an oven with flames
emerging from it, along with a simple "Nylund and Krebs." In 1931,
she changed it to the yin-yang symbol in a circle. This was the mark
used until the studio's demise in 1968. Every piece made after 1931
is impressed with the word "Saxbo."
Kreb's reputation for excellence and her skill at detecting new
talent attracted the best young ceramicists to the studio. In 1938,
Edith Sonne Bruun, another alumni of the Copenhagen Craftsman
School, joined Saxbo after having maintained her own studio with
Gitte Gisseman and Cfuistian Poulsen, powerful artists in their own
right. She Ieft after ayear, and after a prolonged absence from ceramics, rejoined the studio in 1945. Sonne, as she always signed

her work, threw elegantty simple forms, but specialized in particularly deep and complex glazes. Throughout her long career/
she ceaselessly experimented with different ingredients and chemical compositions to achieve her signature glazes. She is widely con-

sidered the first lady of Danish ceramics and her pieces are included in many important collections, including that of the astute
pottery expert, King Gustavus VI of Sweden.
Saxbo's output was significant, and was a big hit in Denmark
from the beginning. Krebs was an early proponent of the Danish
principle that everyday items should be useful and beautiful, an
Arts & Crafts principle obsessively absorbed by 20th century Scandinavian designers. Saxbo pitchers, plates, bowls, and vases were
not only functional and strong, they were lovingly handmade and
provided visual and tactile pleasure. The pieces were used on a
daily basis performing the tasks for which they were intended, but
could also stand alone as decorative obiects, quietly commanding
the space around them. Saxbo's beauty and utility influenced designers as disparate as Gustavsberg's Berndt Friberg (although
Saxbo's glazes never attempted the delicate, etheral perfection of
Friberg's glazes) and Per Linneman-Schmidt, whose popular
"Palshus" line was directly influenced by Nathalie Krebs' glazes.
Ln"1957, Saxbo was awarded the Milan Triennial gold medal.
Soon after, pieces began appearing in the collections of the New
York Museum of Modern Art, the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Hague, and even the Swedish National Museum
> 49
in Stockholm (an impressive nod towards a studio from

An unsigned soxbo round pedestol bowl wilh "horefur" gloze from the 1940s,4" high, S" diomele]; This soxbo bell
gloze
is olso nol signed,4" high; Jois Nielsen designed lhis low-relief womon's heod trivel lor Soxbo in 1931, teol
ior vose with o groy ond blue
gloze,2.75" diometer. oppostlE CENTER Row FRoM LEFT: A I950s obstrocl condy bowl with gloy ond blue gloze by Eric Roht lor Soxbo, 2" high,4" long;
This striking high-relief plote depicting o smoking nude wos designed by J.J. Bregno lor Soxbo in l93l,leol gloze,4.5" diometel; A miniotule
squore shoulder vose with mocho gloze by Notholie Klebs tor Soxbo, 2.25" high. oPPostIE BoTToM Row FRoM I-EFT: FIom lhe sholl-lived yet cliticollyoccloimed Nylund & Krebs sludio o ribbed covered box wilh hond-corved lid, c.1929, leol gloze,3" high,4.5" diometel; This osymmellicol bowl
designed by Evo Stoehr-Nielsen for Soxbo in I958 feolures o high-lired blue ond brown gloze ond heovily incised decolotion,8" high, l2" long;
Leon Gollelo's 1956-7 cylinder vose lor Soxbo is occenluoted with high-reliet diomond polterned ribs, o dolk blue gloze, ond on iron rim, 7" high.
oppostTE
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Ludwig Mies van der Rohe may or may not have originated the phrase "God is in the
details," but he certainly worked as if he believed in it. Baltimore architect Donald Lee
sickler, who studied under and worked for Mies, recalls that "we worked hard on details." He remembers the amount of time he devoted to one staircase for One Charles
Center in Baltimore: "I worked with Mies for 30 days to get it right.,,
Sickler recently sat down in his Baltimore home and discussed Mies and his legacy
with Eclloes magazine. Sickler studied architecture under Mies at the Illinois Institute of
Technology in Chicago. After graduating, he spent a year doing architectural work for
the Chicago Housing Authority. He was then invited to join Mies-'s office for a year - a job
which ended up lasting nine years. After that, he continued to do some associate work

with Mies's office on various projects.

Lately, Sickler has been consulting on the renovation of several of Mies's American

buildings. He has been overseeing the renovation of the two apartment towers at 860880 Lake Shore Drive in Chicago, one of Mies's most famous American projects. Sickler
says-just about every time he's there, he sees a tour group, usually a.chit"itr, stopping
out front. Sometimes, if he has the time and the inclination, he stops and offers-them
some insights into the building and Mies. once or twice, he's even taken a group inside,
most recently a group of architecture students from Mies's hometown of Aachen, Germany.

Sickler notes that the Lake Shore Drive buildings have had some problems with
leakage over the years, but the design is very forgiving. Waterproofing the exterior is
easier now than it was when the complex was built in 1951 he says, ,,beiause the chemistry of sealants is greatly improved."
modern, glass buildings are often blamed on the design and the technoll"u\?
i"but Sickler points out that he's seen multi-million dollar repair j6bs on 20th century
!8l,
brick buildings because of leaks. "The early Mies buildingr *"i" ra[her simple systems,
and therefore it's rather simple to fix them," he says. -I think that g60 has been rr".y uury
to fix, despite almost 40 years of neglect and poor repair.,, Sickler says what tne uultaing
needed most was a change in maintenance philosophy: "I have been successful in convincing them that working on it every year is better than waiting for 10 or 15 years and
then having a disaster on your hands.,,
Mies's contribution may be hard to see in the 1990s because much of what was innovative in his work in the 1950s and 1960s is now commonplace, such as curtain wall
design, all-glass facades, and flexible interior space. The ubiquity of his innovations today is a testament to his influence.
rn a 1.964 interview with editor John peter published in Tlte oral History of
> 34
Designed by Mies von der Rohe in 1952, the 26 stories of sreel ond gloss which
moke up ,he oporlmenl lowers ot 850-680 Loke Shore Drive in Chicogo, lllinois, ore morvels
of
retined ptecision' Exte]io] restorolion of lhe lowers wos overseen by Donold lee sicklel
in 1992.
ABoVE LEFT: Donold Lee sickler photogrophed eorlier lhis yeor outside
the Gloss povilion ol Johns
Hopkins Universily in Bollimore, Morylond. ABoVE RrGHT: ludwig Mies von der Rohe (lgg6-1969).
The cigor wos o personol lrodemolk of Mies photogrophs. Ihis porticulor photo
wos presented
to Donold Lee sickrer upon his deporture from rhe MVDR ofrice in I963.
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29) Modern Architecttne (.\brams), Mies revealed that he

firms today, which can have

viewed copies of his work as affir-

dozen people working in the office
when Sickler was there in the 1950s.
When the firm did the Seagram Building in New York, five people worked
on it. Every detail of a building was

(continued t'rom page

mations that he was headed in the right
direction: "Sometimes people say,'How
do you feel if somebody copies you?' I
say that is not a problem to me. I think
that is the reason we are working, that
we find something everybody can use.
We hope only that he uses it right."
The flexibility of Mies's designs
makes them very popular today. The top

a

or more people, there were less than

a

equally important to Mies. Working 30
days on a staircase wasn't unusual in
that office, Sickler says. Mies felt stairs
were very important, and he wanted to
make the experience of walking up and

Mies's office also worked on the revival
of the MR Chair in the 1950s. Mies first
designed and produced the chair in 1927
while he was in Germany. The original
drawings had been lost, but Sickler says
a chance occurrence aided the office.
One of Mies's associates was in the mili-

tary at the time and was stationed in
Arlington, Virginia. He discovered one
of the original chairs in a second-hand
store, bought it, and shipped it to Mies's
office in Chicago. Mies and his staff used

"I DON'T WANT TO BE INTERESTING. I WANT TO BE GOOD,"
floor of 880 Lake Shore Drive originally
had eight apartments. Units have been

down stairs in his buildings as easy

combined over the years to create more
spacious residences, resulting today in
two large apartments taking up the entire top floor. While many people would
like to live in the Lake Shore Drive tow-

Mies used full-height doors in several buildings. That eliminated the need

ers now, in the 1950s a glass-walled
building was a radical design and "you
had to be somewhat adventurous" to

used in the 1956 Commonwealth Prom-

move in, Sickler adds.
While Mies is probably best known
today for office and apartmentbuildings
in New York and Chicago, as well as the
master plan of, and the many buildings

on, the Illinois Institute of Technology
campus ir939-1.956), his office had
projects in many North American cities.

for a heavy lentil over a door, Sickler
says, and avoided the common problem
of cracks above the door. This design was

enade apartments in Chicago. Sickler
adds that it was necessary to make sure
that anyone who decorated the interior
of an apartment did not install a light
fixture too close to the door. If the light
was close to the hinged side of the door,
it might be broken if the door was
opened all the way.
Tenants might not understand whY
the design worked the way it did, but

A Critical Biographl

"you wanted it to look like it couldn't

(University of Chicago Press), Franz
Schulze notes that Mies left his mark

be any other rvay." Mies valued subtlety
over flashy design, Sickler notes. He was
fond of saying "I don't want to be interesting, I want to be good."

ln Mies oan der

Rohe:

on almost every major city in the Western hemisphere, either with buildings or

unbuilt projects. He was, for instance,
responsible for a high-rise office building in Baltimore (One Charles Center,
1963), the main library in Washington,
D.C. (1968), the Bacardi Office Building
in Mexico City (1961), and the Dominion Centre in Toronto (1969).
Sickler was drawn to architecture
while in the Navy in 7947. He was stationed in New London, Connecticut, and
happened to see the first exhibit on Mies
at the Museum of Modern Art. He was
so impressed he applied to IIT's architecture program, which Mies headed.
There was a sense while working in
Mies's office that great things were being done. "We invented a lot of the modern details in Mies's office," he proudly
notes. "We just felt at the time we were
leading the world." "We were certain,"
he adds, "that Mies was the best of the
modern architects, not only in the form
but also in the details." Sickler proudly
declares that "everything we did was
above average."

Those who worked in the office
handled many asPects of a project. Un-

like some of the large architectural
34

as

possible.

Another examPle of attention to
detail was the plaza in front of the
Seagram Building in Manhattan. He
spent a year trying out various designs
for the plaza. Mies often built models of
buildings, sitting silently and staring at
the models to puzzle out solutions, says
Sickler.
One of the issues Mies considered
about the Seagram Building plaza was

whether or not sculPture would improve it. He eventually decided the answer was no, but not before inserting
various scale versions of sculptures into
a model of the project. Schulze notes in
his book that at the time the Seagram
Building was built (1958), there were few
major office buildings in Manhattan with

LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE

that chair for measurements.
Once they had measured the 1.927
chair, they made the templates for the
steel and cut the leather out themselves.
Twelve were produced to see how the
design would work. Eventually, Knoll
produced the chairs. Sickler has two of
those original MR Chairs in his home.
He notes that he cut the leather for them
himself.
Sickler says details are often where
architects fail. For instance, few architects can successfully take a building
around a corner - interior or exterior he says. (He feels Mies was especially
good at handling corners.) Their solutions are often "bandage solutions." He
uses the analogy of interior drywall. In
places where panels of drywall meet, on
a corner of a flat surface, the meeting place is literally bandaged over with
tape before being painted, because it's
so rough and awkward. Rather than concealing materials, Mies often dramatically revealed the building materials at
corners.

Mies was designing not according
to current architectural fads but for the
long term. He was reaily a classical architect using modern materials, Sickler
says, pointing'out that one of the architects Mies mentioned most often was
Karl Friedrich Schinkel, a 19th century
German architect wl"ro produced classi-

cally influenced architecture. Sickler

spacious plazas around them, one excep-

says one of Mies's favorite sayings was
"Fashion is like a sine wave, and you can
try to follow fashion, you can try to lead
fashion, or you can establish a line that
you wish to follow and then fashion will
cross you every once in a while." "And
I think that's the approach Mies wanted

tion being Rockefeller Center'

to take," Sickler adds'

Schulze also Points out that the
Seagram Building didn't occupy all the
square footage that zoning allowed.
Mies stressed design over squeezing in
more office space. However, it was also
expected that the building would fill up

quickly;

it

was premium office space

designed by a well-known architect.

LESS READING, MORE VIEWING
The best way to appreciate architecture
is to experience it. Following are the 1o-

cations of several of Mies's buildings
which have been mentioned in this article. Some may be viewed onlY from
the exterior; others offer tours at > 52
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LEFT To RIGHT: Dlowing of one cholles cenler Ploce (1963),
o high-rise otfice building in Bollimore, Morylond, designed by Mies von der Rohe with Donold lee sickle] os occomponying proiect
Archilecl; Designed by
Mies in 1927, the MR choil wos le-engineered in 1958 by the Mies of f ice which
mode l2 custom fromes. This choir,
owned by Donold Lee sicklel' wos one of lhe oliginol l2 fromes mode; The Highfield
House oporlments (foreground) designed by Mies von der Rohe with Donold Lee sickler os Associole
Architecl in 1963. Reslored by Donold
Lee Sickler in I990. The Winthrop House oportmenls (bockground) designed
by Donold lee Sickler in 1975. cENTER
Row |EFTTo RIGHT: Designed by Mies for his I929 Botcelono Povilion,
lhe Borcelono choir is Mies,s tinest furnilure
design This potliculol exomple wos porl of the Mies von der Rohe Exhibition held
ol lhe pompeodeou cenler in
Poris in lhe mid- l gEos; The Gloss Povilion ot Johns Hopkins universily
in Bollimore, Morylond, is o clossicol modern
building designed by Donold Lee Sickler in 1975. BoTroM Row LEFT To RrGHT: An inlerior
view of the Gloss povition ot
Johns Hopkins Universily designed by Donold Lee sickler. The building
conloins o smoll lheoler, music rooms,
ond dining focilities; one of 43 oiI lloffic conllol towers designed by Donold lee
sickler ond Jomes lngo Freed of
Pei' cobb ond Fleed between 1964 ond 1967. The pentogonol-shoped topering
towers ore construclec, ot sleel.

ToP Row
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by vlodimir Kogon' Shown ore
Ihe inlerior of the Kogon-Dreyfuss lnc. sludio ot 125 Eost 57th Stleel in New York City, designed

Kogon's#l50BccirculorFree-Formsolo(lg4g), #4l2Tri-symmelricsculpluredwolnutcockloil toble(1952),sculpturedwolnutpull-

when he met Kogon ond convinced him lo
up choir (1953), ond wolnul credenzo. Hugo Dreyfuss wos o relired textile monulocturer
yeor
ossociotion. Kogon-Dreytuss, lnc. wos omong the firsl
lel him toke over lhe fobrics end of the business, beginning their IO
Kogon poses briefly lor o publicity photo'
Monholton design firms to develop lheir own lexliles division. RIGHT ToP: The energelic
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WILLIAM FERRALL PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY VLADIMIR KAGAN AND CHRISTIE'S'

HIS SCULPTOR OF ORGANIC MODERN FURNITURE IS WINNING ANOTHER GENERATION OF ADMIRERS
"My appoinlments these days depend on the
tides," declares Vladimir Kagan, the pioneer-

!}i

ing modern designer of free-form, bio-

morphic furniture.
Speaking from his summer home on the
F
island of Nantucket, Massachusetts, Kagan
explains that he joins local residents in raking tidal pools for scallops at this time of the
year. On sunny afternoons, he often sets sail
on one of his several small sailboats.
Activities so close to nature seem fitting
for Kagan, who says his best inspirations have come from natural
forms like trees and bony skeletons. "As a young man, I loved to
sketch trees: the gross patterns of the trees, the way the branches
come out to the leaves. Very elegant," avers Kagan.
Form and craftsmanship have always been hallmarks of a
Kagan piece. The inspiration he found in organic forms, and his
hands-on sensibility in design and manufacture, marked the early
work that brought him to preeminence among haute couture fuiniture designers during the 1950s and 1960s.
Kagan himself has described his early furniture as ,'organic
sculpture modernism." Others have used terms like ,'amoebic; and
"animated" to describe his curvaceous, swooping sofas and his
graceful, sinewy chairs and tables. Exotic woods and rich, textured
fabrics provide the refined, lux look of a Kagan piece.
Says Michael Gladfelter of Mode Moderne in philadelphia,
"Kagan's furnifure is very well made but expensive, which sometimes makes it hard to get people to spend the money on it. Usually it's an older couple who can afford it, but there are some real
fans of his work out there."
New fans may be surprised to learn that Kagan has been ac_
tively designing furniture and accessories on a continual basis since
1947.In fact, Kagan has explored other realms of furniture design

besides his organic modern look, including architectuial

minimalism in the 1970s, and Post-modernism in the 19g0s.
Now, with the recent introduction of his Vladimir Kagan Classic Collection, this master designer is winning renewed ippreciation and another generation of admirers.
has already created a substantial body of work for such
_ ,Kagan
celebrity clients as Marilyn Monroe, film director David Lynch,
the. DuPont family, numerous art dealers, and others. Corporate
and public clients have included the Jamaican Ministry of bevelopment, The United Nations, and General Electric. His signature
pieces are collected by museums as diverse as the Vitra"Design
Museum in Germany, the Victoria & Albert Museum in Londo,-n,
and the Brooklyn Museum and Cooper Hewitt Design Museum in

New York City.
Born in 7927, the son of a Russian furniture maker living in
Germany, Kagan credits much of his early renown to an appienticeship in his father's cabinet shop and to his association with a
prominent New York City department store. After migrating with
his parents to the United States in 1938, Kagan joined-his fither,s
furniture making and cabinet shop when he was a teenager. "My
father was a modernist," says Kagan. "He was ..ery mufh motivated by and sympathetic to the Bauhaus. Our family collected
the German Impressionists. Many artists and painters came through
our home."

After graduating from the High School of Industrial Art in
New York City in 1946,Kagan briefly attended the School of Architecture at Columbia University while working with his father.
According to Kagan, his association with his father's business
- and his father's modernist notions of furniture design - taught
him invaluable skills and gave him realJife practice in produc-

tion. "My father employed four excellent German cabinetmakers,"
explains Kagan. "I would come up with a creative idea and take a
sketch into those guys. Then we would buitd it up by hand.
My barrel chair was the first chair made in that factory. It was
'1.946
or'47, and I was just out of high school. It was a departure for
us, because we weren't really in the upholstery business. For me it
was a catalytic design - from that first chair flowed the design for
my first sofa and for many other pieces."
[n1.947, the Kagan firm won the contract to create furnishings
for the delegates' cocktail lounges at the first United Nations Headquarters in Lake Success, New York. The job came after a sales representative introduced Kagan to the contract furnishings department of the John Wannamaker Department Store.
"Wannamakers was the store of class and quality in home furnishings," asserts Kagan. (Wannamakers had been contracted to
furnish the UN Headquarters; Wannamakers in turn sub-contracted
the cocktail lounge work to Kagan.) "Their original designs were
for Alvar Aalto furniture," reveals Kagan, "but they decided that
Aalto was too lightweight for the American taste, so they wanted
something more solid."
says he has lost the drawings from that job and remem-bers Kagan
little of those designs except that they were mostly case work,
cocktail tables, and perhaps some chairs. Kagan also associated at
thistime with Raymond Loewy's design firm, which occasionally
worked with Wannamakers as well.
By late1,947, Kagan's early success and the attendant publicity spurred him to open a shop on East 65th Street in New york.
Kagan's was one of only two or three design shops in Manhattan
that focused on modern idioms, and Kagan was ilready committed to offering an antidote to the popular design aesthetics of the
time.
"The furniture business was very bleak in design terms after
the Deco era and after World War II," recalls Kagan.;What we had
in modern furniture we called 'Grand Rapids Modern'.', (Today,
Kagan says he has a "kinder eye" for the better mass-market, mi_
chine-made furniture of the era such as Baker Furniture and
Heywood-Wakefield Co.)
For Kagan, the shop was an opportunity to take his innova_
tive_designs and his superior craftsmanship directly to customers
on the street. The shop on 65th also became a showcase for mod_

ernist impulses from other artist-designers, as Kagan commissioned
craftsmen to make table tops, ceramicists to make lamps, and textile makers to create fabrics for his furniture. Those io-ventures

led to a meeting of Kagan and Hugo Dreyfuss, a retired textile
manufacturer who was the relative of a Kagan-associated artist.
Dreyfuss proposed that he join Kagan to handle the fabrics
end of the business. Thus began the 10 year association known as

Kagan-Dreyfuss, Inc.
- Kagan-Dreyfuss became among the first Manhattan design
firms to develop their own textiles division. A large loom was Jet
up in a new showroom on 57th Street, with a w"av"i creating > 39
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Designed in

#lOl Sculptured Sling dining choil'

ond the #201 Round extension toble o]e
mode o, wolnul, the toble hos o rosewood
top; #176 Curved flooting seot ond bock
soro wilh o sculpluled wolnul lrome (1952);
The #Ul

I2 Unicorn side choil (1960) is in the

permonenl colleclion ot lhe Coope]-Hewitt

Museum. THIS PAGE, BOTTOM ROW FROM [EFT: ThE
#7050 Unicorn loble desk is port of the Vitro
Museum collection; A ]oom full of Kogon

designs seems olwoys in motion; Kogon's
Conlileveled ChoiI (l9E0s) is o depolture
from his otgonic slyle. tEFT: A sketch ,or o
choil design llom Vlodimir's dlowing pods
of the I95Os/'6Os which wos never put into
production. oPPoslTE PAGE, IEFT: The KogonDreyfuss showloom, designed by Vlodimil
Kogon. oPPoslTE PAGE, RIGHT FRoM roP: This
solo, cuslom-mode lor Douglos Wollo ond
Jill Sussmon's New York opoltmenl in I989'
reolized $4,370 ol christie's June 7, I996
2oth Century Design ouction; the occomponying Kogon bulled wood ond gloss coffee
loble, c. 1990, Ieolized $748 ot this some
sole; Another view of the Kogon-DIeyfuss
showroom; Vlodimil ond his wife Erico,
photogrophed eorliel lhis yeor, enioy o
"nicely symbiotic" relotionship soys
VlodimiI.
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(continued
from page 37) custom fabrics for Kagan furniture. printed
fabrics were added to the offerings. Textile designer Dorothy Leibes
created fabrics with woven metallic threads for the Kagan-Dreyfuss

firm.

All in all, it was a prosperous and meteoric decade for the
twenty-something furniture designer and his partners. By the mid1950s, Kagan had added his free-form sofa, the curved floating sofa,
tri-symmetric tables, and his famed #175 rocking chair.
By the end of the decade the line had expanded to include the
aerodynamically sumptuous chaise lounge, the unicorn chair and
tables, as well as numerous dining tables, chairs, and occasional
pieces.

Kagan also branched out from the small design-shop nature

of his business. He first developed a line of modern-styled oak

furniture for Butler Specialties, which included end tables and other
pieces. Later, he designed approximately 150 different items for
Grosfeld House Furniture in New York.
Kagan says his Butler designs were not entirely successful.
"Those designs were very much in keeping with my own original
designs, but they weren't right for that market," he explains. ;'The
right piece of furniture in the wrong market will bomb," says Kagan.
Grosfeld's Kagan line performed much better than Butler's,
but Kagan now evaluates the Grosfeld furniture as much less typical of his signature designs. "It's incredibly well-made," says Kagin.

,,

"It's rare to find a piece of it now because most people don't recognize it as being my work, so it's not collected as much."
Despite the chestnut about imitation and flattery, Kagan has
been disconcerted by the occasional knock-offs of his work. At least
two furniture manufacturers have reproduced poor facsimiles of
Kagan designs in recent decades. His tables have inspired mass-

produced products from Lane Furniture and others. Recently
Kagan's legal advisors have issued cease and desist orders to a
current company, while Kagan contemplates another legal protest
against a west coast company making copies of his sofas. "Check
the joinery and fabrics if you're in doubt," says Kagan. "We made
incredibly intricate knuckle joints. Our fabrics were the best handmade quality and were applied very carefully to the frames."
Kagan has long admired the work of other furniture designers of his period, especially Ward Bennett, Harvey probber, and
Tommi Parzinger, along with prominent designers for Knoll and
Herman Miller. Kagan also recognizes the similarities between his
own work and that of modern Danish designers. "We tried at one
time to find Danish manufacturers for our lines," says Kagan, "but
their factories were too simplified for our more complicated hand
methods." Kagan himself collects all-wooden chairs by the 19thcentury furniture maker George Hunzinger.
Whatever remains of Kagan's purely commercial work from
the 1950s, his custom pieces were (and stilt are) the most > s2
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FULLY RESTORED AND STRIKINGLY FURNISHED IN MID€ENTURY MODERN
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Tom Verwest and his partner, Tom Walsh,

t, ;t

had just finished renovating their 1950s
ranch home in Birmingham, Michigan in

,l|

'*a -

not looking for a new home.
However, while out for a drive in neighboring Bloomfield Hills one day shortly thereafter, Tom Walsh stumbled upon a home in
complete disrepair that had been for sale for
some time. Despite its condition, the archi1990, and were
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tecture and design of the home was ex-
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tremely unique. The two saw enormous potential in this very unusual home and could
not resist the challenge of restoring it to its
original condition once they had begun to
research its histor,v.
The home was built in 1956 in the style

of Frank Lloyd Wright's
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"Boomerang

House." This was no coincidence, given the
fact that this particular home was one of approximately 15 homes designed and built in
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the area by Harold Turner, Frank Lloyd
Wright's Chief Contractor and Engineer. All
were somell'hat similar in design; each contained many design elements using specific
materials which were totally unique to residential home construction of the time.

C
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Following Wright's style of design
closely, spaces inside the home expand into
the outdoors through the use of butted glass
windows at corners and floor-to-ceiling windows, all single pane. Ceiling lines follow a
straight line into overhangs outside.
Because of its low, horizontal form, the
home seems to grow out of its surroundings.
(It is, in fact, actually built into a hill.) This
effect was emphasized by the use of wood
and other natural materials within the home.

Most interior walls and ceilings are con-

ABoVE

LEFT:

Tom Verwest

ond his portner Tom Wolsh relox in lhe librory wilh their dog, Polis. Behind

lhem is disployed one of Tom Wolsh's lovorite colleclions - o group of soldier heods flom the
dilferenl bronches of lhe mililory doting bock to WWll. These heods were the originol "Chio Pets,"
growing "hoir" on lheir heods when filled with seed ond woler. ToP RIGHT: An extetior view of this
1956 house inspired by Wright's "Boomerong House." BoTToM R|GHT: The librory is o truly slunning
loom with o wonderful blend of color ond design, os well os o gorgeous view of lhe front yord.
The overhongs ond buill-ins ore perfecl for disploying lhe couple's collections; up obove, Blenko
gloss sporkles in the sun. Desk ond choir designed by T.H. Robsiohn-Gibbings. Block leolher
"sforzesco" choir designed by Pier Giocomo Costiglioni in I959. The lwo I950s lloor lomps - lhe
Itolion white gloss ond stoinless sleel, ond the orc lomp in blushed oluminum - ole by unknown
monufoclurers. Plotlorm bench by George Nelson for Hermon Miller, c.1947. AIm choil by Wendell
Costle for Arc lnlernolionol. Designed by Vicke Lindstrond, etched cryslol voses (shelf lo foI right)
tor O[eto]s, ond on the desk, for Kosto. Vorious Fornosetli pieces include snock cups on shelf in
uppel right, toll Obelisk lomps on bock counler, lroy wilh lobocco lor ond smoking occessories
on bock shelf , inkwell on desk, ond lhe mognificenl lwo-sided screen on lefl woll. Toll lwo-piece
gloss sculplure of o mon ond womon by deRoi. The two smoll metol sculplures ol bock ond
Cenlour with bow in fronl, by Frederick weinberg. The lwo nude figurol pointings ot bock ore by
Glodys Rockmore Dovis, c.1950s. Two Venelion deconters by Solvioti. Iwo-dimensionol Cubisl

structed of tongue and groove pecky cypress.
The remaining walls are raw exposed brick.
AII uncarpeted areas are finished in random
slate, and all cabinetry and millwork is birch.
Many of the rooms feature built-in shelving
and furniture designed to complement the
room. All doors within the home, including sculplure by Victor Voserely. Polished oluminum cube oshlroy (on Nelson bench) by Phillipe Slorck.
cabinet doors, are hung with piano > 42
4l

the bedroom, oil poinlings by orlists such os Millon
Stein, Morio De Vries, ond Leiner form on unusuol heodboord. The orm choir, entitled "Poloce," is Memphis, designed in 1983 by George Sowden. To the side, o Venelion
gloss side loble wilh leolher top, c.1950s.
tEtT: ln

I

(continued t'rom page 41) hinges. The home has radiant

floor heating (copper pipes run through the floor),

which was designed to sufficiently heat the walkout
lower level from above.
The home's small bedrooms are characteristic of
the Turner/Wright designs, as is the exterior gate work.
A carport, which takes the place of a garage, is separated from the foyer and living area by a floor-to-ceil-

ing window and serves as the front entrance to the

,

home.

In researching the home's history, Tom and Tom
found that the original owners of the home had evidently run out of money during its construction. For

t

this reason, some of the specifications on the plans were
never completed. For example, the plan called for slate
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to be used on all floor surfaces which were not carpeted
as well as for the counter tops in the bathrooms. Instead, an inexpensive linoleum was used on the floors

in the bathrooms and the kitchen, and an alternative
lo'w cost product was used for the counter tops. In restoring the home to its original condition, the slate work
was completed as specified. In all other areas as well,
they continually referred to the original plans to carry
out the restoration as originally intended.
Once the restoration was completed, the two felt it
only proper that the home be furnished in a style indicative of the period in which the home was built. Tom
Verwest, an interior designer himself, set about finding the right pieces for the home with the help of Tom
Walsh. Both were excited by the designs and colors of
mid-century modern furnishings, and they were > 62

sholp ongles of the bolh moke il o very interesling room despile ils smoll size. Toke nole how lhe mirror poinl exlends beyond the
window ond ends on lhe outside. The slote flools ond counlel lops were instolled during lhe renovotion. The colleclion of smoll fish on the window
sill represenls diffelenl gloss mokels such os Doum, Lolique, Christophe, ond Murono. ABovE RTGHT: R. Lolique jeweled cryslol glosses odorn lhe top
shelf in lhe kitchen. On the second shelf, o loll columnol celomic vose ond low dish in block ond white lor Alchimeio, designed by Alessondro
Mendini, c.1979-1980; Memphis cup ond soucer "Pepper," "Cobboge" leopot, ond "Rodish" sugor bowl oll designed in blocI ond while by Aldo
Cibic, c.1985. On the thild shelf, Bimini hond-blown cockloil glosses, c.l920s Germony. Fourth shetf, Memphis ceromic teopol "Chod,,, ond torge
fIUil bowl "KoIibo," designed in 1982 by Motleo Thun. Botlom shelf , block ond white cerqmic voses designed by Ettore Soilsoss. for Bitossi, c.1960s.
ABoVE: The
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TWENTIETH CENTURY CRAFT A CRITICAL PERSPECTIVd
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Century American Craft. Sounds productive,
doesn't it. Kardon saw it as the start-up program for "entering the contributions of art-
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Despite the exuberant outlook professed by
many for the state of existence within contemporary crafts, what does not exist today

for artists working in the five dominant
material-based genres of ceramic, glass,
metal, wood, and fiber is a satisfactory pub-

lished history of studio crafts in the 20th
century, no focused examination of the individual responses to the material and aesthetic concerns which have allowed crafts
artists to remove themselves from applied
arts tradition and establish the uniqueness
of their genre of object production' Con-

versely, there is no published investigation
of the ways in which industry utilized this
growing acceptance of the craft artist/creator for their own commerical ends, nor is

there much written about the ways "fine
artists" adopted crafts practices and contributed to the critical acceptance of craft media.
At the beginning of 1990, Janet Kardon

at the American Craft Museum initiated
their decade long Centenary Project to examine, document, and exhibit the history
of American craft by offering a two-day
symposium titled A Neglected Histoty: 20th

TEXT BY TRAN TURNER PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY THE
44

ists working in craft media into the larger
history be it material culture, design, American civilization, decorative arts, or art history."l Why not simply the history of American craft? With the exception of John
Perreault's essay "Developing a Critical Vocabulary for Craft" in which he recognized
the strength of craft-based art for its own
hierarchical historical unfolding, the American Craft Museum's Centenary Proiect was
then and still looks dangerously close to
overlooking its own purpose.2
Also struggling to gain some understanding of the meaning of "craft" was New
York University' s 1992 national symposium
Criticism in The Crat'tarts. NYU's Judith
Schwartz and field colleague Rose Slivka
rounded up 25 prominent art world officials
to consider the "craftarts in relation to:
criticism, 20th century American art history,
the galleries, the role of museums, and the
vocabulary of materials."3 Again, why not
simply the history of American craft? If even
a third of the participants had known something about the history of American craft,
particularly that it did not start when Peter
Voulkos threw the pot which was heard
around the world, this gathering may have
been of some significant value. With Clement Greenberg as the keynote speaker, who
was notorious for marginalizing craft while
admittedly knowing little if anything about
it, Schwartz and Slivka unfortunately structured all of the topics to concentrate on Post1960 crafts, with particular emphasis given
to current activity. Aside from a handful of

contributions, mainly those of Matthew
Kangas and John Perreault, the overriding
mentality presented crafts as having a his-

tory and critical framework beginning after World War ll with the now-common interest in the production of "crossovet" >46

Texlile oltisl Leno]e Towney cleoles
sponloneously in her Chicogo sludio, 1957.
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AMERICAN CRAFT COUNCIL
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A disploy of
studio ceromic pols by Koren
Kornes ot lhe Gote Hill Cooperotive orlist community, midI950s. Top RTGHT: Mossochuselts
THIS PAGE TOP LEFT:

melol orlisl Poul Evons wilh o
disploy of his silver vessels ond
,lolwore, 1954. CENTER rEFT: Melol
ortisl Allon Adler in his Los
Angeles studio, 1954. CENTER RTGHT:
A group of silver vessels by Allon
Adler from the eorly l9S0s.

Ceromic oitisl Koren
Kornes in her Stony Poinl, New
York studio, I958. BorToM RtGHr;
Poul Eshelmon, wood orlisl, wilh o
disploy of his work in his MossoBOTTOM LEFI:

h.

chusetls sludio, 1954.
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kontinuerl from page 44) obiects (those that

formally or iconographically relate to painting and sculpture).
This is also true for the major texts that
one can actually go to for learning about
some aspect of craft history. Tlrc Eloqucnt
Object:The Eoolution of Anrerican Art in Craft
Media sirtce 1945 (1987), which wants to be
the closest thing to a serious investigation

available today, reads like the guidebook
that Schwartz and Slivka used for their 1992
"craftarts" melodrama.* Granted, while the
11 essays (including one by Slivka) collectively offer a worthwhile mix of critical,
(fine) art historical, ethnological, and traditional applied arts persPectives, neither individually nor as a whole do they tackle the
compelling problem of gaining a chronological and separate history for craft.

intelligent and productive history for studio crafts of the twentieth century.5 Although the essay does not extensively focus on the craftsmen involved, giving a

their production respected the functional

blow-by-blow account of who did what and
when, Lucie-Smith provides the closest
thing to a separate history that bridges the
Arts and Crafts Movement with the post1960s "crossover" object, and he does it
without setting a tone for craft as having

is certainly still the case for the artists of
today, whose primary concerns are to Promote their objects as a vehicle for vital aesthetic expression with historical continuity

Perhaps the difficulty resides with the

something to prove. Using this essay as perhaps the best model to date, it is time to
show that craft does have a separate studio
tradition throughout this century with the
dominant production method of one maker
in control of all creative, technological, and
material aspects, where the emphasis is on
aesthetic interests and innovation, and function is really more the presence of an abstract quality, not comparing it to but much

underlying and mundane conflict of craft
versus art, of those closest to craft wanting

like the construction of subject matter in
conventional art forms as a catalyst to ab-

so desperately to beat off the slings and ar-

stract manifestos of style and/or social conditions. It is time to delineate the artists in
charge of crafted objects during the past
century as representing a separate history
from fine and applied arts traditions.
Since the late 19th century, with the two
world wars acting as points of reference,
studio artists creating handmade obiects of

rows of the New York art world to prove

that contemporary craft can stand up
against the spotlight of the Whitney Biennial. It isn't necessary to dismiss, demoralize, or claim ignorance about studio crafts
of the first half of the 20th century simply
because you can't find the post-1960s
"crossover" obiect before 1960. Nor is it necessary to promote studio crafts of the first
half of the 20th century as an integral part
of modernist industrial design history as a
way to make craft eat its Wheaties{i (e.g.
Janet Kardon's Craft in tlrc Machine Age,
1920-1945; R. Craig Miller's Modern Design
in thc Mctropolitan Musewu of Art 1890-1990;

Martin Eidelberg's Design 1935-1965: What
Modcm Was; Richard Guy Wilson's The Macltine Agc in Anrcricn 1918-1941; the Detroit
Institute of Arts' Design In America: The
Cranltrook Vision'1925-'1950; and the Whitney

Museum of American Art's Higft Styles:
Tuerrtieth Century Anrcricarr Design).

Edward Lucie-Smith's "Craft Today:
Historical Roots and Contemporary Perspectives," which is hidden inside of the
American Craft Museum's Croft Today: Po'
etry of the Physical (1986), is a much more
46

functional form (or form perceived to be
functional) declared themselves independent of the social and economic, as well as
the formal, tradition of applied arts. These
proponents of the handmade and wouldfunctional in clay, glass, metal, wood, and
fiber created a studio movement as a separate constituency within the history of crafts
production, establishing a critical framework more closely aligned with the canon
of modernist art history. These artists also
sought to develop a market that would support their separateness, and consequently
a rhetoric aligned with that of their contemporary modernist practitioners in painting
and sculpture. Whether through a formalist vessel aesthetic conditioned by mediaspecific interests, the employment of threedimensional formal abstraction, or the use
of ironic or socially inspired subject matter,

be

tradition of their various media, a tradition
they chose to follow both as a point of historical reference and self-identification. This

from earlier theory and history of crafts production toward the power of the accompanying rhetorical criticism that has surrounded crafts production since the 1950s.
It is appropriate that at this moment,
when art historians are questioning the validity of received histories, when the
screaming of modernist "idealism" is being
dissected through the critique of its artist/
promoters (e.g. Le Corbusier U887-79651
and others), and the institutions that the
modernist movement fostered (e.g. the Museum of Modern Art in New York), a different historical frame for the late 20th century
crafts movement, one that posits a separate
history of craft, be proposed. It is an alternative history, one based on social attitudes
and aesthetic positions referencing the loss
of individuality in urban, industrial societies of the late 19th and 20th centuries, an
expression of personal aesthetics, creativity,
and skills focused on the shaping of functional and functional-like objects in the context of an ever-dominant, impersonal, and
mechanized consumer society.
As with all contemporary craft media,
the aesthetic imprints we find within the
20th century studio crafts movement as a

whole have their origins in the historicist,
nostalgic, anti-industrial sentiment of the
mid to late 19th century reform movements
that encompassed the applied arts as well
as the burgeoning crafts movement.
Through philosophical promoters like
William Morris (1834-1896) and Charles ) 56
ABoVE FROM IEFT:

lnloid wood box ti?led "Jungle"

by Howord whipple, lote I940s; Wood ollisl
Howord Whipple in his Berkeley studio, I950;
Wood orlisl wolker Weed in his Gilford, New
Hompshire studio, I957; Korl Drerup, enomel
ortist, in his Thornton, New Hompshire studio, 1957.
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George Jensen
(corttinued from plge 10) famous were from
Rohde's sketches.

GeorgJensen's own silver flatware pat-

custom furniture

terns were called Fuchsia (1904), Coral (1905),
Continental (1906), Rose (1913), Perl or Rope
(1976), Akelaje (1918), Blossom (1919), and
N ord isk (1927). The inspiration for Con t inen-

specializing in

fnl came from an early handmade Norwegian wooden spoon. In contrast, the Beaded
(1919) pattern is more in the Deco style. The

.":,]'"

remaining patterns are distinctly Nouveau

in their design.

ln 7924, the Smithy was purchased by
the Pedersen family and |ensen's role in the

H

D

WAKE TlE
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refinishing

firm began to change. P.A. Pedersen took

repairs

french polish
custom upholst€ry
handcrafted fumiture

veneet work

formica work
custom color mixing

he crafted silver in his own workshop,
keenly aware of the changes in life style and
design tastes occuring around him.

mon. - sat.9M-5PM

He returned to Copenhagen later in

2820 Gilroy ST.
LA, CA 90039

at the age of 60, and began designing
a workshop in his home. By this time,
he had achieved great acclaim and his beautiful silver designs were in homes and mu1.926

from

213-667-1838
213-667-1241 Fax
http:i/www. penny-la ne.com/

\tl oril

over the management of the Silversmithy,
and Jensen's brother-in-1aw, Thorolf Moller,
assumed management of the retail shop.
Unhappy with the part he now held in the
firm he had created, Jensen and his family
moved to Paris during 1925 and 7926.Here

seum collections around the world. Although Jensen retained his position as Artistic Director of the firm until his death in
1935, the newer Deco models emerging

0lll 0ll. /

from the Smithy were products of the other
designers in the firm. Of course, they still
required Jensen's supervision and approval
before production. The primary designers
of Art Deco work for the firm were Johan

Rohde, Harald Nielsen, Cundorph
Albertus, Arno Malinowski, and Sigvard
Bernadotte.
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key person in quality control for the firm.
With his strong influence, he assisted the
other Jensen designers in final modifications of their ideas for new silver items.
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Harald Nielsen, Jensen's brother-inlaw, designed the Pyrnntid flatware pattern
in L926. The opening of King Tutenkhamen's tomb in 7922-23 had sparked an interest in Egyptian design and may have influenced his concept for this pattern. By
comparison to Jensen's own flatware patterns, Pyramid had great simplicity. Even
today it is still one of the most collectible of
the flatware patterns.
Nielsen designed the Agaoe flatware in
1937. This is the most Deco-styled of all the
Georg Jensen patterns. Nielsen remained
with the firm until his retirement and was a

designed the very popular flatware pattern
Cactus in 1930. This stylized cactus motif
was later used in hollowware and in a modified form in the flatware patternPine or Bitterszoeet (1940).

Both Nielsen and Albertus

were related to Jensen through |ensen's
third wife Johanne Nielsen.
O. Gundlach Pedersen designed the
Relief or Parallel flatware pattern in 1931.
Interestingly Pedersen, an architect who
had designed a number of the prominent
buildings in Denmark, managed the Smithy
from1927 to 1931.
Th.e Bernadolfe pattern of flatware
(1939) was designed by Prince Sigvard
Bernadotte of Sweden, the son of the former
King of Sweden and brother of the former
Queen of Denmark. The Prince, an industrial designerby training, employed graphic
and geometrical motifs in most of his designs. The cocktail shaker (see photo pg. B) is
a fine example.
During this Art Deco period the firm
produced jewelry, flatware, and hollowware
which were characteristic of the period. A
number of artists are responsible for these
pieces, but the work of Arno Malinowski is
the most typical. Malinowski was born in
Copenhagen in1897 and had great success
as a sculptor and engraver before he began
jewelry design for Jensen. His depiction of
the fawn and other animals all have the stylized lines of the period (see photo pg.8). The
attention to minute detailing is characteristic of his work.
Jensen's ability to change his style with
the times is exemplified by the Tobacco Box
(see photo pg. 8). This simple cylinder with
hand-hammering and an ebony finial has a
cover with a repetitive geometric design
around its border. This is a great departure
from the more ornate and adorned pieces
found in |ensen's earlier works, such as his
Blossonr covered dishes, melon-shaped tea
sets, and grape motif pitchers.
The photographic examples included
in this article are but a few samples of works
from the Georg fensen Smithy. Created during the Art Deco period, some, but not all,
are still in production today. This silverware
is collectible both because it is characteristic of the period, and because its quality still
makes it exceptional. The firm, over its 92
years of production, has never remained
static from an artistic standpoint. On the
contrary, there has always been an attempt
on the part of the Smithy to make jewelry,
servers, flatware, and hollowware pieces
that would appeal to the ever-changing
marketplace.

Jensen

The work produced during the 1940s

brother-in-law was a sculptor like Jensen.
He began work with fensen in 1911 and for
more than 40 years monitored the quality

and '50s was sleeker and more modern than

Gundorph Albertus, another

of production. Because of his high standards, many pieces not meeting his require-

ments would be melted and remade. He

that of the Deco period. Newer items are
constantly being offered in today's "contemporary" styles. Although changing dramatically from the start of this century, the
quality, originality, and refinement of > so

Soxbo Style
(continueil
from page 30) cultural rival Denmark). The Copenhagen Industrial Arts
Museum, an early and diligent supporter

of Danish decorative arts, acquired a wide
selection of Saxbo pieces for its collection.

412'

In the

1950s, the designs swiftly
changed at the studio when Eva StaehrNielsen moved from wheel-modeled pottery to molded pottery and began experimenting with sculptural shapes and incised
patterns. It was at this point that Krebs
agreed to set the glazes free, allowing them

Ave

'7222

N.Y 10021
New York,

993

to run and dribble down the large, dynamic
pieces Eva and Sonne were now gleefully

producing.

With the glaze determining new and
exciting decorative effects, a new era was
inducted into the Saxbo studio. During this

period, two influential ceramicists began
working at the studio. Leon Galleto, a ceramicist from France, worked at Saxbo for
two years, 1956 and 1957. His neo-cubist
themed cylindrical vases with high-relief

Decorative fire screen
of bronzed iron
circa 1 920, Austrian
Length 27 3/4"
Total Height 29 1/2"

crisscrossing ribs had never been seen be-

fore and were enthusiastically received.
Kristen Weeke, who joined in 1955, was
Krebs' niece and one of the ceramicists
who helped develop Saxbo's transition to
earthier patterns with more vigorous glaze
and decorative elements. She stayed with
the factorv for five years and later relocated

to Los Angeles.
Edith Sonne Bruun began an independent collaboration with Saxbo in 1951 and
began exhibiting under Saxbo's aegis in
1952. Her soft and sensuous designs provided continuity to Saxbo's earlier, simpler
forms, and her glazes achieved a depth and
complexity that earned her a place in many

of Europe's more important exhibitions
and museums.
Saxbo's production continued until
1968, when Krebs decided to retire. She had
replaced Saxbo's noted coal ovens with an
electric kiln in 1965, but the old glazes could
not be successfully reproduced in the new
kiln, in spite of the reduced firing time.
Krebs did not wish to start over with new
glaze formulations, and the studio was becoming too expensive to operate profitably.
She closed the studio permanently, rather
than entrust it to the new generation of ceramicists whose careers she had helped
launch. Eva Staehr-Nielsen moved on to
Royal Copenhagen where she remained
until her death in 1976.
Although she continued her collaboration with Saxbo, Edith Sonne Bruun became
Bing & Grondahl's senior artist-in-residence
beginning in 7962 and moved to Royal
Copenhagen herself following the merger

between Bing & Grondahl and Royal
Copenhagen in 1990. Krebs destroyed the
production molds and designs, ensuring
that Saxbo would never be licensed, reissued, or copied. She died inL978. > s6

lf you want fabulous Art Deco accessories, you can take a trip
around the world, oryou can come to Deco Deluxe. We have
furniture, too, and we are very interested in buying.

A

AND

Edward Johnson
Nancy Antiques and Books
PO Box 4894
Timonium, MD 21094
Phone: 410-683-1519
e-mail : nancyant@erols.com

ES

KS
Books for sale on 20th century
design from the aesthetic movement to 1970s. Subjects include
ceramics, glass, silver, jewelry,
interior design and furniture.
Specializing in out ofprint
American & European books plus
books in print from Europe and
England. Catalogues are not
issued. Inventory changes
regularly. If you have specific
topics or titles you are interested in
you can write, phone, e-mail or see
my entire inventory at antique
shows. Regular shows include the
New York Pier Shows and Coliseum shows. Miami Modernism
and Beach shows, Washington DC
Art Deco show and Chicago
O'Hare shows in April and August.
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I996, JANUARY, FEBRUARY, MARCH, APRIT I997

u

Thru |anuary

FL (es4) 563-6747
11 Sotheby's Watches Auction, New

Contemporary Art inChicago, lL (312)

York, NY (21.2) 606-7000
14-15 Naples Winter Antiques Show,
Community School, Naples, FL (954)

Thru January 19 "Drawing the Future: Design Drawings for the 1939

563-6747

seum of the City of New York in NY

546-1000

14 Sotheby's Animation/Toys/Dolls
Auction, New York, NY (212) 606-7000
14-15 David Rago Auction's Modern
Auction, Lambertville, NJ (6090 397-

563-6747

(21.2) 534-7672

Graduate Center, New York, NY (212)

(203) 7s8-3880

Thru February 2 "The Furniture of
R.M. Schindler" at the University Art

(310) 455-28e4

Santa Barbara, CA (805) 893-2951

Oak Park, IL (630) 879-5603
22-23 Atlantique City Spring Festival,
Atlantic City, NJ (800) 526-2724
23 LA Modern Auction, Los Angeles,
cA (213) 84s-e456

Thru February 18 "Three Buildings
by Frank Lloyd Wright: American

25 William Doyle Galleries' Couture
& Textiles Auction, New York, NY

A uction, New Y ork, NY (272) 427 -27 30

31 '50s Rockin' New Year's Eve Party,
San Jose Museum of Art (408) 271-

25-26 11th Orlando Collectibles Extravaganza, Orlando, FL (800) 759SHOW
30 Swann Calleries' Posters Auction,
New York, NY (212) 254-4710
31-2 Metropolitan Vintage Fashion &
Antique Textile Show, New York, NY

6840

(212) 463-0200

lectibles Show, W. Springfield, MA

(21.2) 427-2730

5-5 New York Coliseum Antiques
Show, New York, NY (272) 255-0020

9 William Doyle Galleries'

Belle
Epoque- 19th & 20th Century Decorative Arts Auction, New York, NY (2i 2)

427-2730

11-13 O'Hare Spring Antiques Show,

Rosemont Conv. Ctr, Rosemont, IL
(e54) 563-6747

12-13 The Sixties Show, New York
Armory, NY (212) 255-0020
12-13 Eastern States Antiques & Col(203) 758-3880

1 Sotheby's Collectibles

York, NY (2^12) 255-0020
10 Christie's Watches Auction, New
York, NY (272) 546-1000
15 William Doyle Calleries' Belle
Epoque Auction, New York, NY (212)

York, NY (212) 606-7000
7-9 Sarasota Antiques Festival, Civic

127-2730

50

Auction, New

Auditorium, Sarasota, FL (954)

26-27 The Michigan Modernism Exposition, Southfield, MI (81 0) 465-9441

563-

Thru January "Humane Technology:

7-9 Southern Florida Antiques Show,
War Memorial Aud., Ft.Lauderdale,

The Eames Studio and Beyond" at the
SFMOMA in San Francisco, CA (415)
357-4000

6747

Museum, University of California in

22-23 20th Century Limited Show,

9 William Doyle Galleries' Lalique

4-5 New York Coliseum Show, New

ish Glass, '191,8-7939" at The Bard
501-3000

563-6747

29 Cincinnati 20th Century Revue
Show, Cincinnati, OH (513) 738-7256

and lndustry: The Brilliance of Swed-

Terminal, NY, NY (212) 255-0020
15-15 Modem Times Show, Clendale,

Arts Auction, New York, NY

Sotheby's Collectibles Auction,
New York, NY (212) 606-7000

(408) 294-2787

Thru February 2 "An Alliance of Art

8-9 Triple Pier Expo, Passenger Ship

20 Christie's Contemporary Art Auction, New York, NY (212) 546-1000
23-25 Miami Modernism Show, Miami, FL (305) 861-0108
24-26 Miami National Antiques Show,
Radisson Expo. Ctr., Miami, FL (954)

17

DC (202) 737-421.5
Thru February 2 "American Art 19t101965: Traditions Reconsidered" at the
San Jose Museum of Art in San Jose,

cT

14-15 Holiday Collectibles Extrava-

606-0400

NY (212) 219-9565

Thru January 26 "Encounters with
Modern Art: Works from the Rothschild Family Collection" at the National Gallery of Art in Washington,

cA

ganza, Methuen, MA (800) 759-SHOW
15 Christie's East Auction of The Collection of Dr. & Mrs. Jerry Raphael of
Contemporary Class, New York, NY
(212) 606-0400
15 Christie's East 20th C. Decorative
(212)

tion of Works by French Avant-Garde

Artists" at Calerie de Beyrie in NYC,

1-2 Triple Pier Expo, Passenger Ship
Terminal, NY, NY (2-12) 255-0020
1-2 Stratford Armory Vintage Clothing, Jewelry & Textiles Show,Stratford,

18 Skinner ArtGlass & Lamps, Arts &
Crafts, Art Deco & Modern Auction,
Boston, MA (617) 350-5400

9374

New York World's Fair" at the Mu-

Thru fanuary 20 "Inaugural Exhibi-

cA
16 Metropolitan Textile Swatchbook
Auction, New York, NY (212) 463-0200
77-20 20th Annual Miami Art Deco
Weekend, Miami, FL (305) 672-2074
17-19 Sarasota Winter Antiques Show
Civic Auditorium, Sarasota, FL (954)

280-2660

Auction, Chicago, lL (513) 321-6742
15-16 Stratford Armory Antiques &
Collectibles Show, Stratford, CT (203)

niture & Decorative Arts Auction, London, England (071) 493-8080

13-14 Christie's 20th C. Decorative
Arts Auction, New York, NY (212)

Thru fanuary 12 "Meret Oppenheim:
Beyond the Teacup" at the Museum of

15 Treadway Gallery's 20th Century

758-3880
21-23 West Palm Beach Antiques Show,
W. Palm Beach. Auditorium, W. Palm
Beach, FL (954) 563-6747
28 Sotheby's 19th & 20th Century Fur-

I

5 "Messengers of Modernism: American Studio Jewelry 19401.960" at the Cranbrook Art Museum
in Bloomfield Hitls, MI (810) 645-3312
Thru January 12 "The Arts of Reform
and Persuasion" at the Seattle Art Museum in Seattle, WA

Left: Att cxtraordinary builcling design
proltosed ht1 Austrian inrigri Frank
Rudolph Poul for the 19i9 Nczu York
World's Foir. Part of the exhibition
"Drntt,irrg tlrc Future: Design Drouings
for thc-1939 Neto York World's Fair" on
ztieztt at tltc MCNY throtgh lonuary 19.

Spirit Alive in Japan" at the National
Building Museum in Washington, DC
(202) 272-2448

Thru March 23 "Art In Chicago, 19457995" at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago, IL (312) 280-2660
Thru April 27 "New York Toy Stories
at the Museum of the City of New
York, NY (212) 534-1.672
Thru June "Art and Design in the Modern Age: Selections from the Wolfsonian Collection" at the Wolfsonian in

Miami Beach, FL (305) 531-1001
Thru July "This is the Modern World
Furnishings of the 20th Century" at
:

MFAB in Boston, MA (617) 267-9300
January 11-April 5 "Shaken, Not
Stirred: Cocktail Shakers and Design"
at the Louisiana State Museum in New
Orleans, LA (504) 568-6968
January 28-April 20 "Henry Dreyfuss:
Directing Design" at the CooperHewitt National Design Muscum in
NY (212) 860-68e4
February S-March 2 "Edward Wormley: The Other Face of Modernism" at
the Lin/Weinberg Gallery in NY (212)
2t9-3022
Note: Ettent schedrles are subject

to clrange, Pletse call to cotrt'imr dates,
locatiotts E tiwes.
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Vlodimir Kogon
(cttrrtinuatlJi'ornpage 39) coveted. In 1956, the
Museum of Modern Art recognized Kagan's

DIII(Il
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more of a sculptural quality." Meyer and his
wife Gunda own some 16 pieces of original
Kagan furniture in their home on Long Island, including a sofa, chairs, lamps, and
various cabinets and tables. "It's really quality stuff," says Meyer. "And back in the 1950s
it cost more than some new cars."
By the time he was that well estab-

vrllrI(r tll{xr(flil flLYil

lished, Kagan had begun philosophically
and artistically to explore architectural

industry

minimalism and the use of "negative space"
in his designs. Kagan chairs and tables appeared in which open, transparent spaces
allowed the viewer to see beyond the piece
of furniture, to gaze upon art and decora-

tinued

(O{TUt[l{ J{\v{LtrU

ll rl

7529 Forsyth Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63105
314.721.4221

tive accessories that might otherwise be
obscured. A Plexiglas and olive-wood
desk, for example, allowed a residential client to always see her oriental rug.
During this same period, Kagan's personal life also changed dramatically when
he married in 7957. The union has been a

Iong and productive one between Kagan
and Erica Wilson, the British needlepoint expert known by her numerous books, her instructional series on PBS, and her continu-
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Kagan's
status as an

leader con-

to
grow, with
more than
10 Kagan
showrooms

opening
around the
United States. For the Interior Design Fair
of New York in '1979, Kagan joined other
design illuminaries in presenting his vision
of the 21st-century house.

(se e

ahot,c) As one

review noted, "Energy conservation and
space-efficient design are the highlights of
Kagan's 21st-century fantasy house."
The year 1980 brought Kagan an honor

ing line of needlepoint products. The two

that might have signaled the end of an illustrious career for others. The Fashion In-

have often worked closely, despite their ap-

stitute of Technology in New York City

parently diverse artistic styles in which
Wilson focuses largely on traditional de-

mounted a gallery show titled "Vladimir

signs while Kagan pursues the more outre.
"It has been nicely symbiotic with me
and Erica," explains Kagan. "She would
bring me her needlepoint plans, which she
had to explain well enough for me to draw
up. Early on we collated and stapled together
her instruction books at our kitchen tab1e."
During the decade of the 1960s, Kagan
on his own won acclaim as a senior member of the interior design and furniture industries. At the same time, he began expressing his concepts for the "house of the

f

52

Dreyfuss ended their decade-long association. Kagan then combined his showroom
with his factory on East End Avenue in New
York City - until the factory was destroyed
by a devastating fire in1.971..
By the mid-1970s, Kagan's residential
and commercial lines began to reflect the
post-modern styles of architectural minimalism and Neoclassicism. His "Omnibus"
design allowed for multiple levels of seating and other activity within a contained,
modular grouping. Still, Kagan's bent for
organic forms remained present even in
these other idioms.
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ing as well. In 1960, Kagan and Hugo

collector Daniel Meyer. "But Vladimir's
work was more sensuous and had much

rrlLltril (LI{{

o

1965.

In his retail business Kagan was evol'n,-
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excellence by awarding him its "Good Design" award. Today, Kagan's work of the
1950s through early '60s is the most sought
after by Kagan fans.
"Danish modern was the popular furniture of the time," says long-time Kagan

furniture industry in Jamaica in

Kagan: Three Decades of Design," featuring
Kagan's designs from1.947 to 1980.
Kagan endures into the nineties, despite his reluctant business decision in7987
to divest himself of the 10 showrooms bearing his name. His current commercial line
for Directional Furniture, which has been
produced since 1990, includes shapely, curvilinear chairs and sofas perched on arching bases. Kagan's earlier amoebic outlines
have been transformed into slightly more
delineated shapes that gracefully limn the

future." Man-made, industrially created

forms of more complex natural structures
like chambered sea shells and flowering

materials like aluminum, glass, and

plants.

Plexiglas were increasingly used as integral
elements in Kagan furniture. In an exhibit
at the New York City Armory for General
Electric, Kagan created a stereo-phonic chair
and a cocktail table with a flip-up television.
Kagan's "Room for Total Living" ap-

In a sense, Kagan has returned to his
earliest roots. On the one hand, he continues to develop broad-based commercial
products under contract with Directional.
But he also continues his custom-made
work, and now returns to self-producing his
custom and classic designs from a new factory in Long Island City, New York.
"I now preach 'small is beautiful' in

peared as a project with Chemstrand in
1962, followed by his re-design of Disneyland's Monsanto Plastics "House of the
Future" for the 1964 World's Fair. The U.S.
Agency for Industrial Development enlisted
Kagan's help in developing the chipboard

terms of my own business," says Kagan. "We

have just a couple of employees, and the
overhead is much less."
> 53

Individual clients, though, may not always want less. Kagan notes a significant
change in both his clientele and in the kinds
of furniture they want when compared to
the 1950s and 1950s.
"Back then," notes Kagan, "my clients
were wealthy professionals, a rather bourgeoise crowd: doctors, Iawyers, and corporate people. Art dealers, too. At one time
many major galleries in New York had
Kagan furniture. A chair might have cost a
few hundred dollars; a sofa several hundred
more, but that was a lot then."
"Today," he says, "young people want
Kagan. My clients are young, hip designers, architects, and writers. It's a whole new
ball game, with people who live below 24th
Street in Manhattan. I'm thrilled that they
like what I do."
And Kagan insists that his prices today
actually reflect more value for the dollar.

VLADIMIR KAGAN CLASSICS
For informotion

col/212-289{031
tox2l2-36U7307
For cotolog send
$25 to Dept. E
Vlodimir Kogon
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"We're building huge new things for

:

people," he discloses. "Some of our custom
sofas are over 40" deep, with enormously
high cushions. A small room and limited living space is no longer of great concern.
People want large pieces of furniture." (A
new 144" free-form Kagan sofa retails today
for over $12,000 depending on fabric.)
For their part, Kagan and his wife divide their time between New York City and
Nantucket, where their three grown children and their families are frequent visitors.
They are contemplating the development of
an Erica Wilson needlepoint that could be

{

applied to Kagan furniture.
Nantucket is not necessarily conducive
to productive work for Kagan. "Perhaps it's
because our house there is too traditional,"
he speculates. (Surprisingly, the island has

also been the summer home for modernist
designers Paul Evans and Billy Baldwin; the
Kagans were acquainted with both).
"At any rate," continues Kagan, "I work
in great spurts of creativity. It takes a long

time to turn on my spigot. I have to draw
and draw until I get into a vein of creativity, then it really flows. At those times I can
create drawings for a year's worth of production."

When scalloping and sailing seasons
diminish on Nantucket, maybe Kagan's
spigot of creativity will flow freely. At the
age of 70 and as the new millennium approaches, Kagan might yet see his house of
the 21st century fully realized.
- Speciol thanks to Bea Bodenstein, Vladimir's assis.
tant , for her generous help in researching this article
- William Ferrnll lus uritten conmrunity and person-

ality profiles for Boston Herald Sunday Magazine,
People Magazine, numerous regional magazines,
and for business and trade publications. Along with
his partncr lohtt Mayo,lrc ou,ns Modern Arts, Nan-

trcket lsland's only gnllery shop featuring ointage
modern attd contemporary ftrrniture, art, and decor.
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The Miami Design Preservation League's
20th Annual Art Deco Weekend is sched-

Jacques Caussin, President of Caussin Pro-

It will have been almost two years when,
on April 72-13, 1,997 New York City once

uled to take place Friday, January

fourth annual Miami Modernism show will
take place at a new location: The Ramada
Resort Deauville, a spacious mid-century
hotel on Collins Avenue at 67th Street on
the Miami Beach oceanfront. The show

again views a great selection of the best of
'50s, '60s, and '70s art and artifacts, furni-

opens Thursday, january 23rd, with a Gala
Preview from 6-1Opm. A portion of the proceeds from the Preview will benefit The

Street Armory at Lexington Avenue. For
further show information call (212) 255-

17

through Monday, January 20th. The theme
of this year's event will be "Art Deco at Sea
- A Salute to the Great Ocean Liners of the
1930s."

Art Deco Weekend is the largest public
event in the world dedicated to celebrating
the Art Deco era, and each year reaffirms
the enormous popularity of the style. In
7996 over 350,000 festival-goers attended
the Weekend's wide variety of programs
which include the "Moon Over Miami Ball,"
an opening parade, the street festival along
Ocean Drive, outdoor concerts, and a film
festival and lecture series. With few exceptions, all events and programs are free and
open to the public.
This annual celebration draws attention to the importance of preserving our Art
Deco architectural heritage, and has helped
inspire anArt Deco preservation movement

which is now international in scope. The
MDPL's trolley, walking, and bicycle tours
of the world-famous Art Deco District, containing the largest concentration of Art Deco
architecture any'where, are some of the most
popular activities of the weekend.

Art Deco Weekend is also an annual
destination for collectors of vintage art, design, and artifacts, as well as contemporary
works inspired by the Art Deco style. Last
year over 100 vendors of all varieties, including more than 30 vintage Art Deco dealers from across the country, participated in
the street festival.
For further Weekend information, call
(305) 672-201.4.
54

ductions, Inc., has announced that the

ture and fashions, plus rock 'n roll collectibles and psychedelia at the Sixties
Show. The show

will take place at the 26th

0020.

Miami Design Preservation

League
(MDPL). The show then continues for three
full days Friday-Sunday, lanuary 24-26.

The promoters of Baby Boombazaar plan to

This year's Miami Modernism takes
place the weekend after the MDPL's 20th
Annual Art Deco Weekend and within the
same time frame as other major shows in

diversify the "Boomer era" collectibles offered at their May 24 and 25,7997 Memorial Day weekend show by actively soliciting dealers who have vintage furniture and

South Florida. "This is the perfect time slot
for our show," comments Jacques Caussin.

household items to sell.

"Visitors coming a week earlier can now
enjoy the festivities of Art Deco Weekend,
and those staying later can browse the other
antique shows happening in South Florida."
In just three years, Miami Modernism
has become recognized as an exhibition of
the highest caliber, due to its unparalleled
roster of 65 specialized dealers from across
the country and abroad. The show offers the

finest in 20th century design: furniture,
lamps, clocks, paintings, ceramics, prints,
glass, jewelry, sculpture, photography, industrial design, posters, books, and much
more, representing all major design and fine
art movements 1900-1970.
Gala Preview tickets are $50, general
show admission is $10. For more information call (305) 861-0108 or (810) 333-9977.For

hotel/travel packages call ARTours at (800)
226-6972.

Carol Perry, one of the promoters of the
show, told Echoes " A number of our show-

goers commented that they'd like to see
more'50s and'60s furniture at the show. We
think they're right, and we'd like to encourage furniture dealers to be part of next
May's event."
Baby Boombazaar is a well established
show held at the St. Petersburg Coliseum
featuring items from the Baby Boomer era the late 1940s through the '70s. Dealers offer such nostalgic favorites as jukeboxes,
toys, autographs, records, vintage fashions,

costume jewelry, TV and movie memorabilia, and more. Period music, vintage fashion shows, and special guest signers are always part of Baby Boombazaar. For vendor
or show information call (813) 398-2945.
ABovE: Jusl

o lew of the mony spectoculor

items lo be offered by deolers ot lhe Miomi
Modernism Show on Jonuory 23-26, 1997.

OOKSTOR
Designed & Signed: '50s & '60s Glass,
Ceramics & Enamel Wares by Georges
Briard, Sascha Brastoff, Mark Bellaire,
Higgins by Leslie Piia ... Highly collectible household objects designed and
.1950s
signed by name artists of the
and
'60s are presented here. A heavv focus is
placed on Georges Briard, a marketing
wiz and leading modern designer, along
with the n orks of other prominent midcentury artists. 1 92 pgs. 587 color photographs. S/ Hardcover $29.95

The National Trust Guide to Art
Deco in America by David Gebhard ...
Gebhard takes you on a coast-to-coast

journey surveying over 500 significant
Art Deco buildings from the strongholds
in Miami Beach to Wilshire Boulevard in
Los Angeles. Buildings, which include
skyscrapers, residences, off ice buildings,
shops, hotels, and public buildings, are

listed bv place and street address.

theater and set design, and influential
events in his career. 150 illustrations,50
in color. 304 pgs. R/Hardcover $45.00

Messengers of Modernism:
American Studio Jewelry, 1940-1960 by
Toni Greenbaum ... In this beautifully
designed and lavishly illustrated book,

Greenbaum analyzes the output of
American modernist jewelers, many of
whom, such as Alexander Calder and
Harry Bertoia, began as sculptors or
painters. This r olume accompanies an
exhibition of the same name at the
Cranbrook Art Museum. 106 illustrations. 168 pgs. A/Hardcover $37.50

$19.e5

ern.

240 pgs. 582 color photos. S/Hardcover $49.95

The Details of Modern Architecture, Volume 2: 1928 to 1988 by Edward
R. Ford ... This second volume continues
the study of the relationships of the ideals of design and the renlities of construc-

tion in modern architecture, from the late
1920s to the present day. It contains a
wealth of new information on the construction of modern architecture, and
over 500 illustrations, including 130
original photographs and 230 original
drawings. lndividual chapters treat the
work of Eliel and Eero Saarinen, Richard Neutra, Alvar Aalto, among other
modern masters. Buildings which are
icons of modern design are also examined in detail. 513 illustrations. 384 pgs.

M/Hardcover

$75.00

Progressive German Graphics: 19001937 by Leslie Cabarga...This is the first
English language book to explore the
social, aesthetic, and historical influences
on the commercial arts in Germany - including the Bauhaus and Constructivist

movements. Includes fascinating text
and an arrav of German and Austrian
packaging, letterhead, trademark, and
advertising design elements, many never
before publishecl in the United States.72
color illus. 132pgs. C/Softcover g16.95
Too Much is Never Enough: The
Autobiography of Morris Lapidus, Architect by Morris Lapidus ... American
architect Morris Lapidus is best known
as the architect of the Fontainebleu and
Eden Roc resorts in Miami Beach, yet in
a remarkable 70-year career, Lapidus has
designed more than 500 other projects in
the U.S. and abroad. His innovative sig-

nature forms - chevrons, kidney bean
shapes, and curving walls and ceilings have become icons of American architecture of the fifties and sixties. In this el-

r'gantly written autobiography, Lapidus
recounts his early lite as a Russian immigrant in New York, his love for the

and Steven Guamaccia... An entertaining

book showcasing typical men's trappings of the 1930s, ',10s and '50s - including shaving brushes, barware, poker
chips, and cigarette lighters - complete
with advertising images and product designs of a bvgone era. 96 pgs. 150 full
color photographs. C/Hardcover 912.95

cluding cowboy prints, tropical blooms,

b&w photographs. 416 pgs. WY/

Clarice Cliff, and American Mod-

A Stiff Drink and a Close Shave: The
Lost Art of Manliness by Robert Sloan

color books offers hundreds of fabric
styles popular in the mid-century, in-

Softcover $19.95

Pottery, Modern Wares 1920-1960 by
Leslie Pina...This book explores production pottery, the factorv made and hand
decorated wares produced by select
American and European companies,
such as Cowan, Susie Cooper. Fiesta,

pgs. ALlSoftcover $12.00

Fun Fabrics of the '50s by Joy Shih ... For
designers and '50s enthusiasts, this full-

geometrics, florals, plaids, and more.300
color photographs. 112 pgs. S/Softcover

230

Modernism

The Heman Miller Collection
(1952) furniture designed by George
Nelson and Charles Eames, with occasional pieces by Isamu Noguchi, Peter
Hvidt and O.M. Nielsen, with a new introduction by Ralph Caplan...The collection of furniture offered through the 1952
Herman Miller catalog has been highly
sought after as has the scarce catalog itself. The Herman Miller Company has
endorsed the reprinting of this hard-tofind classic, once again making available
this essential reference. 124 pgs. Illustrated. AClHardcover 937.50

Sunglasses... This book traces the

colorful history of "shades" from their
invention in 1885 through their popularity with Hollywood stars of the 1930s,
the beatnik and existentialist cool looks
of the 1950s and the star-spangled 1960s
wrap-around look, to the present Ray
Bans which went from being a Mod accessory to a style classic.Vintage visuals
combined with present-day photos. 75
illustrations,50 in color. 64 pgs. R/Hardcover $15.95.

A LVAIT
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Collector's Guide to LuRay Pastels by
Bill and Kathy Meehan...This colorful
book includes a history of the company,
a comprehensive guide to the many colors and shapes of LuRay Pastels, as well
as Vistosa, Coral Craft, Conversation,
Versatile, and Pebbleford. Vintage ads
and catalogs are also reproduced. "176
pgs. CB/Softcover 918.95
Queen Mary by James Steele ...Once the
world's largest and fastest ocean liner,
today the Queen Mary represents a peak
of perfection in the art of shipbuilding.
With her sleek, sophisticated lines, Art
Deco interiors and exquisite detailing,
she encapsulates the spirit of an era characterized by elegance and style. Illustrated with specially commissioned color

photographs and much unpublished
archive material. 100 color, 200 b&w illustrations. 240pgs. C/ Hardcover $55.00
Eames Design: The Work of
The Office of Charles and Ray Eames
by John Neuhart, Marilvn Neuhart, and
Ray Eames ... This is the first book to
present the work of the extraordinary
husband-and-wife team whose creative
imprint revolutionizecl the look of postwar American society. Every pro,ect produced by the Eameses and their office of
top-flight designers from 1941 to 1978 is
examined in considerable depth. A stunning assemblv of drawings, plans, models, period photographs, film clips, and
graphics. 3,50.1 illustrations, 2,107 in
color. 464 pgs. H/Hardcover 995.00

Instant Expert: Vintage Fashion & Fabrics by Pamela Smith...This indespensible book chronicles the history of fash-

ion by period, and the designers and

manufacturers that made each period
memorable. Instant Expert explains

fashion trends and the reasons behind
them, and explores fashion's link with
Hollywood and influential people. This
book also includes information to help
collectors get started or expand their collection such as lists of show promoters,
auction houses and stores which specialize in vintage fashion. 4" x I 7 /2". '153

Charles and Ray Eames: Designers of the Twentieth Century by
Pat Kirklram...Kirkham interprets the
work of the Eames's in depth, probing
the lives behind the designs, re-evaluating Ray's rolc in their work, eramining their early careers, their multimedia presL'ntations, exhibitions, films,
and their role in popularizing the computer. 199 illustrations, 10 in color. 400
pgs. M/Hardcover 955.00

Miami introduction by

?
P UL DAVI] BRSON

Beth

Dunlop, Photographs by Santi Visalli ...
Now in a new edition, this volume presents hundreds of views of Miami. From
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cruise ships on the bay to the Art Deco
District; from Brickell Avenue to the

bright neon signs, the beauty and
atmopshere of Miami has been captured

in this book.

165 color

illustrations.

192

pgs. R/Softcover $25.00

Machine Age to Jet Age: Radiomania,s

Guide to Tabletop Radios 1933-1959 by
Mark. V Stein...The most comprehensive
pictorial guide on tabletop radios to date,
with over 1,400 radios individually pictured, identified and valued. 1,400 hatftone illus. 255 pgs. RM $24.95

Alvar Aalto and The International Style by Paul David Pearson
... (Now out of print, limited copies available) This classic study of Aalto's formative and middle years as an architect
traces his development within his native
Finnish tradition in the 1920s, his recognition as a member of the modern movement in the late 1920s and early '30s, and
his eventual reiection of the tenets of the
International Style. 350 b&w illustrations. 240 pgs. Softcover 932.50
George Nelson, The Design

of

Modern Design by Stanley Abercrombie...The definitive work on this noted

architect-designer and design director of

59
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RE BOOKSTORE
the He.rman Miller Company. The full
range of Nelson's work is represented,
from product and furniture design to
packaging and graphics to large-scale
proiects such as the Fairchild house . 38,1
pgs. 170 illustrations, 58 in color. M/

Hardcover

208 pgs.

AClHardcover

Fabulous Fabrics of the Fifties (And Other
Terrific Textiles of the '20s, '30s and '40s) by
Cideon Boske,r, Michele Mancini, antl John
Cr.rmstacl...120 pgs. 170 full color photos. C/

$70.00

S()ftco\'('r $18.95
Turned On: Decorative Lamps Of The'50s bv
Lcland and Crystal Payton...250 illustrations,
200 in color. 96 pgs. A/Hardcover $21.95

$55.00

Collector's Encyclopedia of Sascha
Brastoff bv Steve Conti, A. DeWayne
Bethany, Bill Seay ... This stylish biogra-

phv provides a picture of the brilliant

Italian Art Deco: Graphic Design Between

The Wars by Steven Heller and Louise

s59.95

Pastime: Telling Time From 1879 to 1959 bv
Philip Collins... 108 pgs. C/H.rrdcover $14.95
Radios by Hallicralters by Chuck Dachis...

lection, and great Hollywood stories.

C)ver 1,000 photographs.225 p8s. S/Softcover

There's also a special collectors section
featuring 300 color photos u'ith current
values. 320 pgs. CB/Hardcor.er $24.95

$29.95

Lisa Fonssagrives: A Portrait by
David Seidner ,.. Lisa Fonssagrives became in thc 1930s,'40s, and '50s the most

f;rmous model in the history of fashion
photography. The list of photographers
with whom she worked in her more than
20-year career includes the elite of the
profession. This volume brings bgether
irer most impressive photographs and at
the same time provides an international
history of fashion phobgraphy. 120 illustrations. 180 pgs. R/Hardcover $75.00

Collectible Aluminum by Everett

.. Russel Wright: American Designer by William J. Henessey ...This
book accrrmp,rnied an erhibition circulated by the Gallery Association of New
York State which covered Wright's entire
career, from his dinnerware to spun alu-

minum, furniture, consulting, lamps,
glassware, fabric, appliances, and interior decoration. 96 pgs. Cokrr and black
& white illus. M/Softcover $15.95
.,.. Fostoria Designer George Sakier

by Leslie Piia ... For over 50 years,

Everything from ashtrays to iewelry to
tables and hundreds oI serving pieces.

through the Great Depression, George'
Sakier created classic and modern designs for the Fostoria Glass Companv
This book includes a thoroughly researchecl text about the man and his art,
as well as cokrr photographs of Sakier's

160 pgs. CB/Softcover $16.95

Art

Grist...An informative guide including
over 430 photos featuring hand wrought.
f()rged, cast, and hammered altrminum.

Deco glass designs. 176 pgs.

S/Hard-

cover $29.95

Dashboards by David Holland

lure of the classic car is undeniable, and
one of the quint.'ssential features of anv
classic car is the dashboard. Through the
expert photography of over fifty cars,
this book preserlts the reader with an
array of luxury and inventiveness. Each
clashboard is lovingly photographed and
described in detail. 224 pgs.169 color
illustrations. C/Hardcover $39.95

Modern American Design by

The

American Union of Decorative Artists
and Craftsmen, edited by R.L. Leonard
and C.A. Glassgold, u'ith a new introduction by Mel Byars...Reprinted for the
first time in six decades, this rare volume
showcases the works of the members of
The American Union of Decorative Art-

ists and Craftsmen, whose roster included such design giants as Donald
Deskev atrd Gilbert Rohde. 290 illus.

books
modern
FORM
ORDER

Posters

of the WPA by Christopher

Denoon ... In 1935 the Works Progress
Administration's Federal Art Project was
the large'st employer of the nation's artists. Within this project was a group of
poster painters who began to experiment
with color and style, the resulting posters being very modern and avant-garde
for their time. This volume explains the
history of the WPA and showcases the
posters produced. 320 illust., 280 in color.
'176 pgs.tN

/Hardcover

50s Popular Fashions Ior Men. Women, Boys
& Girls by Iioseann Ettinger ...160 pgs. 633
color photographs. S/Sof tcover $29.95

$39.95

Fabulous Fifties: Designs For Modern
Living by Sheila Steinberg and Kate
Dooner... From furniture and lots of textiles to Hawaiian shirts, poodle skirts,
vinyl handbags, gabardine iackets, and
more, nearly every aspect of modern living in the'50s is shown in full color. 770
color photographs. S/Hardcover $55.95

QUANTITY

Lady Head Vases by Marv Zav.rda... This book
features over 300 charming lady heacl vases illustrated in colot with collecting tips and price
guidc- included. 112pgs. S/Softcover $16.95
Fit To Be Tied: Vintage Ties Of The 1940s and
Early '50s by Rod Dyer and Ron Spark...682 r,intage ties illustratrd in full color 96 pgs. A/
Hardcover $27.50
Shelf Life: Modern Package Design 1920-1945
by lerry Jankowski...Lavishlv illustrated. 120
pgs.

Toasters: 1909-1950 by E. Townscnd Artman ...
Ove,r.l00 color and black & whitc photographs.
175 pgs. S/Softcover $29.95

Collector's Guide to Transistor Radios by
M:rrty and Sue Burris...200 full color photographs. 256 pgs. CB/Softcover $16.95

C/

$13.95

The Watch of The Future [the Hamilton Electric Watchl by Renc Rondeau...170 illLrstrations.
168 pgs. RR,/Hardcover $29.95
Forties and Fifties PopularJewelry by Rose'ann
Ettinger..l60 pgs. 510 color photographs. S/
$29.95

Snapshot Poetics: Allen Ginsberg's Photographic Memoir of the Beat Era by Allc'n
Cirrsberg...96 pgs. C/Softcover

$1

2.95

Collectible Glassware from the'40s,'50s and
'50s by
$1S.95

(iene FIorencc... l92 pgs. CB/Hardcover

Radical Rags: Fashions of the Sixties by Joel
Lobenthal...256 pgs. 200 illustrations, 75 in
color A/Softcover $14.9t1 [imited quantitiesl
Mexican Silver: 20th Century HandwrouBht
Jewelry by Penny Chittim Morrill anci Carole
A. Berk...272 pgs. ,140 photographs, '105 in color.

S/Hardcover

...The

Le Corbusier: Ideas and foms by William ,.R.
Curtis... A comprehensive and objective surtey
of Le Corbusier's carecr 240 p8s. 2.13 illustrations,31 in color C/Softcover $29.95

Shawnee Pottery: The Full Encyclopedia by
Pam Curran...A thorough history on Shawnee
Pottery produced betwe,en 1936 and 1963. 1300
full color photographs. 304pgs.S/ Hardcover

Fili...More than 500 illustrations. l32 pgs. C/
Softcolrr $1{.95

career of one' of the most prolific contemporarv artists. lt's filled with newspaper clippings, letters, mementos, photos
of Sa"cha's home and personal art col-

pgs. C/Softcover $18.95

$59.95

Architecture In Detail: Bauhaus, Dessau by
Walter Gropius. 1925-25, text bv Dennis
Sh.rrp... 60 pgs. C/5,1614111,91 $29.95

Architecture ln Detail: Villa Mairea by Alvar
.1938-39,
text by Richard Weston... 60 pgs.
Aalto,

C/Softco!er

$29.95

Philco Radio:7928-1942by Ron Ramirez and

Michael Prosise...160 p8s. u7 b& s' photographs,464 in color,277 line drau'ings. S/
Softcover $29.95
Toy Bop: Kid Classics of the '50s & '50s [classic toysl by Tom Frey... Over 350 color photos.
180 pgs. FD,/Hardcover $39.95

Colle.tor's Encyclopedia of Califomia Pottery
by Jack Chipman...168 pgs. 300 color Photos.
cB $24.95
Heywood-Wakef

ield Modern Furniture

bt,

Steve and Iioger Roulanc1...352 pgs. CB $1ti..95

The Legend Of The Lighter by A.M.W. Van
Wert...192 pgs. 150 color illustrations. A $15.00

Jackets Required: An lllustrated History of
American Book Jacket Design,1920-1950 b1'
Steven Heller and Sevmour Chwast...144 Pgs.
270 full color illustrations. C/Softcouer $19.95

Architecture ln Detail: Unite d'Habitation by

Heavenly Soles: Extraordinary TwentiethCentury Shoes by Mary Trasko...132 Pgs. 163

Jenltns...b0 pAs. C/S()ftcover $2c.q5

illustrations, 125 in color. A/Softcover $19.95

Le Corbusier,1945-52, text by David

Architecture ln Detail: Hoov€rFactory, London 1931-8 by Wallis, Gilbert and Partners
pgs. C/Softcover $29.95

.. 50

Googie: Fifties Coffe€ ShoP Architecture by
Alan Hess...lllustrated q'ith both color and b&u'
phobgraphy. 144 pgs. C/Softcover $14.95

Architecture In Detail: Town Hall, Saynatsalo
by Alvar Aalto, 1951, text by llichard Wesk)n...
o0 pgs, C/Softcover $29.95

The Life and Times of Miami Beach by Ann
Armbruster ... Miam in tlte twenties, Deco thirties and forties, and thc fifties Fontainebleau

Hitting the Road: The Art of the American
Roadmap by Douglas Yorke, Jr., and lohn

Collectible Plastic Kitchenware & Dinner-

M;rrgolies ... Color illustrations of over 200 road
maps, c.1900-1950, and accomPanying text. 132

Hotel. 224 pgs. RH/Hardcove'r $45.00
ware, 1935-1955 by Michael Coldberg ... '128
color phokrgraphs. 192 pgs. S,/Softcover $29.95
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PO Box 191
FortLee, NJ 07024
We always haoe an excellent selection
of ltalian Glass. Tell us your needs!

Venini; Chose Chrome
VOTUME 4, NO.3
Puerto Ricon Deco; Werkstotten Hogenouerj
Gilbert Rohdej '1960's &'70s ptostics; Modern
lnteflors; Piet Mondrion

DEOO QETLEOTTONS
FEATURING ITEMS FROM THE 2OTH CENTURY
CHASE CHROME ITEMS, MANHATTAN GLASS, KITCHEN APPLIANCES,
CLOCKS, DINNERWARE, FURNITURE, AND COSTUME JEWELRY
SHOP HOURS: 1-6

S9

- oirmoil. To order coll

1.800.695.5768
or write: Deco Echoes, PO Box 232,l.

poges.onromp. net/-wnksm ile

ART GLASS FROM THE '40S, '50S, AND '605
TRUTY !MMENSE SETECTION FROM SCANDINAVIA,
ITAIY, AMERICA, AND BEYOND

Greenbelt Deco Com-munity; Americon

Bock issues ore 55 eoch within
the U.S,, Conodo 56 eoch. Foreign

m

w1

Cloes Oldenberg; lsomu Noguchi Museum;
Europeon Modernist Textiles; Rock n Roll
Shirts; Edword Wormley; Venini: Prewor
VOLUME 4, NO. 2

SPRING I996
An lntroduction to Aluminum; RodloLomps; 1940's Tiesj Thomos Conodo
Molesworth; Russel Wright's Drogon Rock
Retreot; Royol Copenhogen; The tvlodern
tvlorket in Europe; Modern lnteriors
FALL I996
Frederick Kiesler: Ivlodernist Visionory; Red
Wing Art Pottery; Film Posters of the
Russion Avont-Gorde; Eileen Groy:
Designer For All Senses; Americon
Abstroct Art of the i930s ond '1940s;
Modern lnterior in Conodo.

4/824.4136

PM. AND By APPO|NTMENT

TELEPHONE: 508/388-6250
EASILY REACHED FROM ROUTES 95 AND 495

44 MARKET STREET
AMESBURY MA 01913

Moshpee, Moss 02649
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Specializing in fane 2oth Century
Furniture from 1950 to 1960-

SENZATEMPO
we sell the most
unique furniture
at the most
competitive
prices.

Boomelong House
(corttinued from page 42) able to find some
great pieces both from local shops and at

auction. For example, the pair of Arne

We pay the highest prices

for designer f urniture,

Featuring designs by
charles Eames, George Nelson,
Heywood wakefield, Alvar Aalto,
Fornasetti, lsamu Noguchi,
and many others.

unusual shaped furniture
and architectural lighting
8l 5 Woshington Avenue
Miomi Beoch, FL 331 39

1-800{o8-8f19

jacobsen Egg chairs with matching stool
were a perfect find for the living room and
were in excellent condition. Fabrics to coordinate and complement each other were
found for the built-in sofa cushions, pillows
(their fabric matches the chair seats in the
adjacent dining room), and for the poof seat
of the Heywood-Wakefield vanity bench
used as a piano bench (not shown in photo).
The Robsjohn-Gibbings desk and the
black leather Castiglioni chair were important finds for the library, as were the Cavina
chairs for the dining room. The chairs' sleekness complements the roughness of the steel

dining table designed by Detroit artist Mat-

whot is

thew Blake.
The artwork chosen for the home is
very diversified, although each piece seems
to "belong" to the room in which it hangs.
The many collections displayed throughout
the home make each room special in its own
way. Although Tom and Tom are both avid
antique, auction, and flea market shoppers
and collect many things, they are serious

modern?

about collecting objects by Memphis,

http,,/

Ttpo

/

www.decoro tiveo rts.com

20th CENTURY

"Memphis" refers to a multi-cultural
design group based in Milan during the
1980s, which created textiles, lighting, furniture, metalware, ceramics, iaminates,
glass, and interiors. Drawing on a wide
range of references from ancient Egypt to
American consumerism, the group's impact

was international, and they were widely
imitated.

Furniture

Piero Fornasetti, 1913-1988, was an Italian designer who created a wide range of

and

SIXIIIS

Fornasetti, Blenko, and Vicke Lindstrand.

Decorative Arts
1 900 to 1960

objects for the interior, the most r,r,'ell-known

being his ceramics and furniture. He
worked in collaboration with the architect
Gio Ponti. Much of his work was surreal,
with trornpe l'oeil motifs being applied to
mass produced products. Fornasetti also de-

-

Tuesday
thru
Saturday

1900 Thru 1960

- Buy - Sell - Renl

11to5

Furnilure - Folkqrt - Czech Gloss - 50's

Itolion Gloss ond Pottery - Lighling

Sunday

-

11to4

Jewelry - Wotches - Clocks Compocts - Cookie Jors - Chrome Pointings - Children's Choirs - 50's
Wire ond Wrought lron - Unusuol
Obiects, etc. - I900 Thru 1960 - Buy
Sell - Rent - Contocl Robin Lowe.

-

75 Thompson St. (Broome-Spring)
NYC 10012

212-925-0932
62

5533W. Glendale
Glcndalc,

M

Ave.,

O5W1

(602) O42-b6O7

signed complete interiors, the most famous

being the ill-fated ocean liner, the

SS

An-

drea Doria.

Blenko Glass Company of West Virginia became, in the 1940s, a leading Ameri-

can producer of mold-blown and freeblown glassware, from tableware to elaborate decanters, vases, etc., in rich, vibrant
colors. Most sought after by collectors are
pieces produced from the 1950s-1970s, designed by such artists as Winslow Anderson, Wayne Husted, and foel Philip Myers.

The collection displayed in the home's library contains many desirable pieces, both
by color and form, designed by these artists. Tom V.'s favorites are the more unusual,
such as the cat decanter he found recently
at an auction - it's head is the stopper; it's

tail, the handle.
Vicke Lindstrand, 1904-1983, was

a

Swedish glass designer who came to
Orrefors in 1928 and left to join Kosta in

WesirRlr

Cc r

Lt.cTtBts Clc IHrN6

K*N

1950, where he held the position of senior
designer. His designs included etched or

engraved pieces, many of them nude
figurals, and pieces in which air bubbles
form a major part of the design. After his

RAIi

switch to Kosta, he created forms that were
gently asymmetric, often with colored filaments running through them. One of his
most famous commissions was a glass fountain designed for the 1939 New York
World's Fair. While other Swedish glass
designers have produced similar work, Tom
and Tom prefer to collect only those pieces
signed by Lindstrand.
"Our collections are a great source of
pleasure for us, and we enjoy the hunt as

[fl/ilt[$$ili

tglo'6-tggo
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ITTH AVENUE SOUTH (OFF BROAOWAY)
NASHVILLE, TN 37AO3
HOURS I I.6 MONOAY FRIDAY
SATUROAY I 2,5 ANO AY APPOINTMENT
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FURNIIURE FROM & FOR THE 2OIH CENIURY

much as the acquisition; particularly because we have chosen to collect items that

are somewhat unique and not so easily

]

found at general antique shows, etc.," both
men say. "We hope that visitors to our home
find it a source of interest and pleasure, as

well."
Tom Verwest is President of TVI, a
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan based interior
design firm. His partner, Tom Walsh, is coowner of Capelli Hair, Face, and Body , a
luxurious day spa in Bloomfield Hills,

Michigan.

- Robin Cohen is otuner of lult Circle

TAJI'S AT THE
I

*

Golden Nugget
Rt. 29
Lomberlville, NJ

-'

Buy, Sell, Rent

Knoll. Widdicomb. Herman Miller

609-3979846
609.627 -8238

Weekends l0-4:30 PM
AND BY APPOIN]MENI
rra

Arttiques ond

Dr:sign in Blootnficld Hills, Michigntt, speciolizittg
in 20th cortury dcsigrt.

Exhibilions
(continuecl
front page 12t with the Tools of

DONZETLA

olwoys octively
buying & selling:

newyo]kcity

- t.h. robsjohn-gibbings

90 eost l0lh streel

Today."

Donated to the Museum of the City of
New York in 1940 and 1941 by the Fair's
Legal Department, many of the drawings
in the exhibition have never before been

10003

-

20th century design

buy osell .rent
,. 930s- 960s
,

displal'ed or published. Installed in the
Museum's first floor south gallery, the exhibition features works by such noted art-

1

1

,,

,

-Poir of upholslered choirs
ond mohogony server by
Tommi Porzinger

ists, architectural renderers, and designers

,

as Hugh Ferriss, Chester Price, and
Raymond Loewy, as well as remarkable

- donold deskey
- scondinovion gloss

ond ceromics

-Gold-leof, bross ond gloss
lomp by Gio Ponti co. 1935

212-598-9675

drawings by lesser known artists.

rys

widdicomb

dunbor
tommi porzinger
chorok modern
poul fronkl
- gilbert rohde

t-

- french & itolion

furniture
- decorotive orts

While numerous shows and books
have explored the 1939 World's Fair, this is
the first exhibition to showcase the avant-

I

garde designers and renderers who made
history by envisioning the future. Displayed
are drawings for projects that were actually
constructed at the Flushing Meadow site,
as well as other unique conceptions that

I

J.Rff Ylttgu{ S rfir0u{r

were never built.

I

At the close of the Fair, most of the
original blueprints, renderings, and actual
structures were destroyed. This exhibition
offers visitors a glimpse of the most accurate remaining record of the intentions of
the architects and designers who created
this momentous event.
The Museum of the Citv of New > cc

]
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OF NEWS, HAPPENINGS, TRENDS, AND INTERESTING INFORMATION

Far left: A oieu of
seaeral items on
display at the newly
expanded Barry

t:

Friedmnn Ltd.

gallery. Left: While
many are forecasting
the demise of the
skyscrnper, the
Skyscraper Museum
in Manhattan zoould
like to conttince us

lr

x

into disrepair, crime rates

are

skyrocketing, corporate Amer-

ica is heading for suburbia

-

Carol Willis offers a different
viewpoint.
Willis, a New York architectural historian, author, and professor - she teaches urban studies at Columbia University - is

the founder of the recently
opened Skyscraper Museum in
Manhattan.

Located on the ground
floor of a 1929 skyscraper, the
Museum's goal is to help peoPle
appreciate and understand the

history and economic factors
behind the skyscraper phenomenon, through gallery installations, documentary films, period office settings, and photographs.
The Skyscraper Museum is
located at 44 Wall Street in Manhattan. For further information
call (212) 968-1961.

Did You Know?
These fun facts are courtesY of
the exhibition "This is the Modern World: Furnishings of the
20th Century" on view at the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
through July 1997.

Over four million Arne

64

Bridgehampton, referring to the
mass production of furniture
companies like Herman Miller
and Knoll. "Now we've grown
up and want more elegance."
An 8 1/2 foot long oedenza
by Parzinger for Charack Modern, a Boston company, in pickled wood with Asian-infl uenced
hardware, is $5,500. An over-

sized brass chandelier by

The Eichler Net-

Lightoliet probably from

work's promotional
bumper sticker "l
Like Eichlers!"

complementary selection of Venetian glass and pottery starts

a res-

taurant, is priced at $1,500. A

at $250.

Palumbo is located at 972
Lexington Avenue in New York.
(2r2) 734-7630.

,,

l, ll r-

Just when you thought the book
had been closed on the future of
American cities - they're falling

Palumbo, formerly of Mix in

otlrcrwise. Belozu:

ta

,l
il

years," says gallery owner Pat

Jacobsen side chairs (model no.
3107) have been sold since the
chair was designed in 1955 by

the Danish architect. o fean

Puiforcat, the famed Art Deco
silversmith, was also a distinguished athlete, being a member of the French national rugby

Friedman presents European
avant-garde painting and sculp-

ture juxtaposed with museumquality furniture and objects
from Charles Rennie Mackin-

Joseph Eichler changed the face
of American architecture in the

tosh to Carlo Mollino, along

mass-produced, affordable, yet

with French furniture of the

well-designed contemporary

1930s

and 1940s.

Iate 1940s and '50s with his
homes. Today there are over

Houk-Friedman, Barry

12,000 Eichler-designed homes

The Max 2 plas-

Friedman's other gallery spe-

in Northern California. Servic-

tic coffee cups, designed by

cializing in 20th century photography, has expanded as well,
taking over the entire space at
851 Madison. Barry Friedman

ing these homeowners is T/lc
Eichler Netruork - a newsletter
offering advice on interior and

shares his time between the two

fecting Eichler homes, alon6;
with historical retrospectives on

team and the Olympic icehockey team.

.

Massimo Vignelli for theAmeri-

can manufacturer Heller, were
introduced in 197 0. It was found
soon after that, because Americans fill their cups closer to the
rim than do Europeans, the indentation at the point where the
handle joins the rim caused liquids to pour down the handle.
When the mug design was re-

in 1972, this cultural difference was taken into account:
a little "wall" was added to the
top of the handle. r Arne Jacobleased

sen's A/ cutlery, designed in
7957, was so ahead of its time
that it was cast in the role of the
cutlery of the future in Stanley
Kubrick's 1968 science fiction
film 2001: A Space Odrlsserl.

Barry Friedman Ltd. has opened

a new gallery at the Galerie
Didier Aaron townhouse at 32
East 67th Street in New York.

With nearly four times the
space at their new locatlon,

galleries. Gallery hours are
Tuesday-Saturday, 10-6, and
Mondays by appointment. (212)
794-8950.

Palumbo, a new secondstory gallery on Lexington Avenue between 70th and 71st

exterior maintenance issues af-

the architecture, Eichler himself,
his staff, and profiles of presentday Eichler homeowners.
The newsletter is published
five times per year, in January,
April, June, August, and Octo-

Streets, features

a collection of
designer-name
post-war furniture focused on
the more formal

and luxurious
designs of the era.
The look at Palumbo is el-

egant, understated, urbane.
Tommi Parzinger, Edward
Wormley, T.H. Robsjohn-Gibbings, William Paulman, and

ber, and mailed free of charge to

Eichler homeowners in Northern California. Paid subscriptions are available for $12.50 per
year, single issues are $2.50.

For further information,

Carlo Buffa are some of the designers whose work is on view.
"We rode the wave of or-

call (415) 750-1225, or visit the

ganic design for at least a dozen

com.

Eichler Network web site at
http: /

/www. eichlernetwork.

DCCO

IO
50s
Furniture, Accessories, Rugs,
Art, Fabrics, Collectibles and
Decorative Objects of the
2oth Century

20lh Cenlury
Modern Design
3795 Pork Blvd. Son Diego, CA 92103

6r9-295-19s3

Specializing in:

AeT DEOO *rau OOS

Dining Room Sets,
Bedroom Sets &
Heywood Wakefield furniture

TUPiIITUAE AND ACCESSCPTES

ANOT]1TP TIMT

Buy-Sell -Rent
Peter & Deborah Keresztury
149 Gough St. lnear Market)
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 553-4500
Tues-Sun:

l2-5 Mondoy:

srrecializing in tleywoorl Walrefield
t Oae ,|larlret SL San Francisco" CA
4to/oo3-aoco
]rttJt / /wwv.deco-ecfioes.com/an attame /

by Appointment
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1950',s
FURN I TURE

,UodetnE

PRODUCTS
CRAFTS
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VINTAGE DESIGNS FROM ARTISTS,ARCHITECTS,DESIGNERS

POP CUTTURE
1930's -1970's
.
.

ADVERTISING
ART DECO
. AUTOGRAPHS
. BAKEUTE
. CHARACTER COLLECIIBLES
. FLA|,{|NGOS
.
.

FURNISHINGS

5O.s
JE'IiffiLRY &

.

KITCHEN

& DINER SIUFF

.KITSCH

.

5C0 neo HrLL AVE.sAN ANsELMO,cA.94960

415-456-3960

a

12

nrus

Fnoil s,F

I.AMPS

. MARILYN MONROE
. MEN'S NECKTIES
& ACCESSORTES

. MOVIE MEMORABIUA
TV SHOW MEMO&{BIUA

ACCESSORIES .

BUY, SELL & TRADE

DECO,

:*

lDfireo
Modern Meccol
Cool20th Century

a

t

':.

Furniture & Accessories
oPEN ruES..SAT.,

1

lAJ^.-6PJ,t.

ctosEDsuN.eAoN.
36{2

E.

rHOtiAS

RD. . pHOENt& AZ 85018

(6Ot) 957-3E7{

http://www.deco-echoes.com/dowoh/

Wed.-Sol. l0-5pm, Sun. l2-4pm
3213 E. l5 Sheel Tulso, OK74lO4
(9r8) 749-3620
"Mrdwoy between Konsos City &
Doilos or NY & LA"

I

POP ART AT ITS FINEST
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Exhibitions
(continued from page 53) York is located on

/;

Fifth Avenue at 103rd Street in New York
City. Museum hours are Wednesday
through Saturday 10am to 5pm, Tuesday
10am to 2pm for registered groups only, and

Sunday 1pm to 5pm. Admission is $5. For

further information call (212)

534-1.672.

I
Galerie de Beyrie Inaugural Exhibition.
Catherine and Stephane de Beyrie have

i.,

J

closed their Paris gallery and opened a loft
in the heart of Soho, bringing together their
numerous American clients, private collec-

tors, interior designers, and museums,
while still keeping their roots intact with

ril

frequent buying trips to France.

The Beyrie's are inaugurating their
with an exhibition of rare works from
the French Avant-garde, including a cabispace

THE MICHIGAN

net by Mallet-Stevens which served as

a

prop in Marcel l'Herbier's 7925 film,
L'lnhurnaine; a Le Corbusier tabie created for

EXPOSITION
AN EXPOSITION AND SALE OF
]OTH CENTURY DESI(JN

CLOTHINC

M

ART NOUVEAU. ART DECO.
STREAMLINE. PRAIRII SCHOOt,.
CREEK. ECYPTIAN AND COTHIC
REVIVAL. SURREALISM AND
NEO BAROQT]E. ARTS & CRAF|S.
INDUSTRIAL DESICN. FIFIIES.
SIXTIES. ART MODERNE.
TRAMP ART AND MUCH MOREI

PI-us *oesrcNEp sHowcASE-.
A ROOM SETTINC SPOTLICHTIN(]
DECADES OF THE MOST SLJPERB
DESICNS IN HOME FURNISHINCS

COWBOY
PHOTOS

POTIERY

Ar*,.*u 21

t991

SOUl'HFIELD CIVIC CEN'TER
ON EVERGREEN AT I() I/2 N,IILE ROAI)
SOUTHFIELD. MICHIGAN
sAT I l-9. SUN 1l 5
at ocKs
U,TICH

ES

,{RCHITECTLiRI;

Goro ,*ru,u* APRIL r5
IO PM TO BENEFITTHE
DETROITAREA ART DECO SOCIETY
HORS D'OEUVRES. WINE &
ENTERlAINN4ENT

7

$60ADVANCE.CALL r 8(n

5,+7-5716

BRlNG THIS AD IJOR
M&M ENTERPBISES

>

PHONE: 810"4691706

ADI\,I

or

810'465_9441

I

z0'h CENTURY
DESIGNS
Feoturing Americon ond Europeon Designer Furniture

ond Decorotive Accessories from the'40s''60s

255 Lofoyettest. NYC, NY 10012
212.226.6290
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the dining room of the "Cite de Refuge" in
7927; a Pierre Chareau prototype side table,
c.1927; and a 1927 chandelier by Rene
Herbst. Also represented in the exhibition
are French decorative arts from the 1940s

ists prominent in other media; and various
creators from other regions.

The collection is distinguished by its
inclusion of work by respected artists in the
fine and decorative arts. In addition to the
contributions of Calder and Bertoia, the exhibition includes some lesser-known, unexpected treasures. Among these is a brooch
by renowned sculptor Jos6 de Rivera and
an unusual necklace by Marianne Strengell,
one of North America's most distinguished
textile designers. Irena Brynner, Peter
Macchiarini, and Bob Winston are among
the other respected jewelers represented.
The exhibition is part of the Montreal
N4useum's ongoing mission to make design
accessible to a diverse audience; it is
planned to travel throughout North America
and Europe. Upon leaving the Cranbrook
Art Museum, the exhibition will stop next
at the American Craft Museum in New York
from March 5 through Jurre 8,1997.
The Cranbrook Art Museum is located
at1221N. Woodward Avenue in Bloomfield
Hills, Michigan. Museum hours are Wednesday through Sunday 1pm-Spm, and
Thursdays 10am-9pm. For further information call (810) 645-3312.

and '50s, including a number of unique
pieces by Jean Roydre, an incredible cabi-

Art and Design in the Modern Age: Selec-

net by Alexandre Noll, and an important
pair of early Prouv6 armchairs from 1,927.

tions from the Wolfsonian Collection, is an
inspirational installation of the Wolfsonian's

This exhibition is on view through

permanent collection which provides an
intriguing overview of the Museum's ex-

January 20,7997. Galerie de Beyrie, openby

appointment only, is located at 393 West
Broadway, 3rd Floor, in New York. For further information call (272) 219-9565.
Messengers of Modernism: American Studio Jewelry 1940-1960. Organized by the

Montreal Museum of Decorative Arts, this
exhibition, on view at the Cranbrook Art
Museum through January 5, 1997, focuses
on a unique collection of mid-2Oth century
jewelry acquired recently by the Montreal
Museum.
Assembled in the early 1980s by Mark
Isaacson, Mark McDonald, and Ralph Cutler of the progressive Fifty /50 Gallery in
New York, the I\4useum's collection of 90
pieces is considered to be the most significant of its kind. According to Guest Curator Toni Greenbaum: "This landmark collection is both definitive and comprehensive. Furthermore, it chronicles a distinctive
jewelry movement that emphasized handcraftsmanship and non-precious metals,
and that was based on contemporary art
theories."
The exhibition includes works by the
major studio jewelers of the period: the influential Sam Kramer; Paul Lobel and Art
Smith, Greenwich Village pioneers; Margaret De Patta, a leading proponent of Modernism, and her fellow California jewelers;
sculptor Alexander Calder and sculptor and
furniture designer Harry Bertoia, both art-

ceptional objects.
Selecting from the collection's more
than 70,000 objects, curator Marianne
Lamonaca gathered nearly 300 works that
provide insight into the ways design has

influenced and adapted to the modern
world. The exhibition, designed by Richard
Miltner, explores the many focal points of
the Wolfsonian collection, including the ico-

nography of labor, design reform movements, architecture, urbanism, industrial
design, transporatation, world's fairs, advertising, and political propaganda.
The wide-ranging themes and objects
provide not only a picture of the past, but a
path to understanding today's cultural and
political issues. "Art and Design in the Modern Age" engages the observer visually and

intellectually. Some of the unique objects
exhibited include a handmade box by New
Zealand silversmith Reuben Watts that com-

Art and Crafts tenets with native
Maori decorative motifs; Electricity, abas

bines

relief produced for the 1933 Chicago

World's Fair; mass-produced modcrne furniture by American industrial designers
Kem Weber and Paul Frankl; and Alexander
Calder's sculpture of a female figure entitled Sfar from the Panama-Pacific Exposi-

tion of

1915.

The Wolfsonian Museum is located at
1001 Washington Avenue, Miami Beach,
Florida. Museum hours are Tuesday through

Saturday 11am to 6pm, and Sunday Noon
to 5pm. On Thursdays from 6pm to 9pm the
Museum is open free of charge. Regular admission is $5. For further information call

nrQo rnoD€an€
NOW SHOWING AT

(305) 53t-6287.

Edward Wormley: The Other Face of Modernism, the first ever one-man show of Edward Wormley's work, ls scheduled to take

[/rrRotoLrs
ART DECO TO MODERNE
TO MID.CENTURY MODERN

place at the LinlWeinberg Gallery from
February 5 through March 2, 1997.
Edward Wormley was once considered
among the most important American designers of the mid-20th century, on a Ievel
with Charles Eames, George Nelson, and
other leaders of modernism. Wormley, who
died in November, 1995, designed modern
furniture which drew on historic precedent
and took a more humanistic approach than
many of his contemporaries. He received
national and international acclaim in the
two decades following World War II. In recent years, however, he and the designs he
created for Dunbar Furniture Company
have been largely overlooked.
Not any longer. This exhibition and sale
will feature approximately 75 pieces of
Wormley furniture, including such significant works as his first chair for Dunbar,
dated 1,932; items from his "Precendent"

3120 BAY TO BAY BOULEVARD. TAMPA, FL 33629
John Herrmann
(352)

(81 3) 839-1

588-3437

76;9

John Juns
(813) 237-8092

QfMEA{EEANOES
pASf

Of f HINCS
c.rooo-tooo

nostarsia & couectibres

Wlde seleotion of Bakelitc, includinc
early rrenoh pieces and the works
of Qon and Ester Shultz. Also
Lea Stein's Celluloid Jewelry.

Oall, Write or Visit our Shorr
376

MERCIAL ST,

collection for Drexel Furniture; the celebrated "Janus Collection" of 1956 and1957;
and a variety of Dunbar casegoods and upholstered furniture created in the period up

to 1960, when most of his most important
work was designed. The works on exhibit
will show the full range of Wormley's outpt,
including pieces for living room, bedroom,
dining, and occasional use. They will high-

light features characteristic of this
designer's work, including highly-polished
wood finishes, the use of contrasting wood
and veneers, inlays of glass and ceramic,
overscaled upholstery, and the meticulous

construction and finishing which made
Dunbar furniture one of the most prestigious and costly lines of "decorator furniture" in America in the middle years of this
century.

Organized jointly by Lin,/Weinberg
and Chris Kennedy Decorative Arts, the
exhibit will include examples of pre-World
War II designs which are generally less familiar than the more widely published later

in
ZtcZnc tluhen
CLEVELAND
ART DECO . MODERNE

ABT DECO

2oth C. FURNISHINGS

cooL 50's

lu

hmps
lumlture
art

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
IRONWORK

ll

lt

!!

I.ADIES ITEMS
vlntaoe hals
bags

BAKELITE

pieces, as well as "icons" of this designer's

work. Andy Lin, Larry Weinberg, and Chris
Kennedy consider Wormley an exceptional
and highly creative designer, whose refusal
to reject the influences of the past in his
modern designs has prevented him from
receiving the recognition he deserves. They

llnens

sewlng ltems
costumo Jewelry

3419 NORTH TINCOLN AVENUE

The Lin/Weinberg Gallery is located at

84 Wooster Street,

in New York City. For

further information call (212) 279-3022. > 6s

e

cHtcAGo, tL 60657
CYNTHIA BARTA

intend their joint project to remedy this
oversight. A fully-documented, illustrated
catalog will accompany the exhibition.
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Exhibitions

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION

OF AUTHENTIC AMERICAN ART DECO
TIGHTING FIXTURES

Henry Dreyfuss (1904-7972), the legendary
industrial designer who helped raise the
standards of his profession in the United
States, and who created many products still
in the American home today, will be featured in a major retrospective at the Coo-

oo
I

6t

s
o
o
o

per-Hewitt, National Design IVluseum,
Smithsonian Institution. The exhibition will
open on March 18, 1997, and will remain

z

Slip-ln Shodes
for fixtures
bought, sold
& troded

on view until August 17. More than 200 examples of this innovator's legacy will be
featured, including drawings, prototypes,
and products he created for various presti-

U'
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o
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I
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o
rJ)

gious clients.

A native New Yorker, Dreyfuss began

his career in theater design and soon
branched out into product design. In1929,
Dreyfuss opened his own industrial design
office on West 48th Street. The exhibition
documents his unparalleled career with five
case studies for five major clients - the 20th
Century Limited Train for New York Central Railroad; the 502 desk set (1949),Princess (1959), fbuchTone (1964), and Trimline

CI
(!/)

I
I

ct\

(1968) telephones for Bell Telephone Laboratories; the Model L tractor for Deere & Co.;

AI
C'\

Rondy Wicker's

UPLIFT LIGHTING

940s

1

1
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6t

the Roundo thermostat (1953) for Honeywell; and the "Swinger" (1965) and other

950s,1 960s,1 970s

chrome dinettes, toasters, blenders,

sunbeam mixers, heywood-wakefield, western, vintage eyeglasses,
russel wright, eames, 60's plastic,
red hall, c
glidden,

phants,

b

burst, italia

glass,

polyester,

SC

vVE

have

br

dles,

can star-

lamps & planters, luray, 70's lava
lamps, fireking, pyrex, turner, metlox,
chenilles, mens & womens dothing
tuxes, ties, shoes, bags, nelson,
bertoia, vintage LPs, art

millennium
1528

u

2 blks west u st. metro
mm&wed4-8;thu-sun 12€

202-483-1218
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merch
daily

of

5371.
- For a complete listing of ctrrrent and future exhibitions, please consult the Calendar of Eoents irr tlris
issue. Dates, locations, nnd times of eztents are sthject to change. Please confirm in adonnce.
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dealers
new

1930-1970: Masterpieces

period: Venini & Co.
The Corning Museum of Glass is 1ocated at One Museum Way, Corning, New
York. For further information call (607) 937-

frankoma

I

exhibition focuses on Wright's only foreign
projects, built in Japan, entitled "Three
Buildings by Frank Lloyd Wright: American Spirit Alive in |apan." The exhibition
runs through February 18,1997. Call (202)
272-2448 for further information. The Library of Congress exhibition focuses on five
unbuilt Wright projects, most in the desert
southwest, and runs through February 15,
7997. Call (202) 707-5000 for further information.
-

lim

Sweeney is

a

freelance

uriter and editor

based

in Al e xandria, V ir gi nia.

Koj Fronck
(continued from page 21) different colors, including blue, olive, purple, gray, pink, and
amber. The stoppers generally had a cork
to ensure a perfect fit. In many instances,
the upper decanter is signed, while the

lower decanter remains unsigned. Were

special emphasis on the 1950s and the work
of the foremost Italian glass producer of that

cocKail shakers, danish modern, rugs,

work. The Nationai Building Museum's

these utilitarian, or were they purely deco-

Design from Murano and Milan, opening
at The Corning Museum of Glass on April
19, 1997, and running through October 26,
will feature more than 200 prime examples
of mid-2Oth century Italian glass from the
collection of the Steinberg Foundation of
Liechtenstein. Although the survey will extend across four decades, there will be a

:4

way with no sidewalk.
AIso in Washington this winter, both
the National Building Museum and the Library of Congress have shows on Wright's

The Cooper-Hewitt, National Design
Museum, Smithsonian Institution, is located
at the corner of 91st Street and Fifth Avenue
in New York City. Museum hours are Tuesday 1Oam to 9pm, Wednesday through Saturday L0am to 5pm, and Sunday Noon to
5pm. Admission is $3. Free admission on
Tuesdays from Spm to 9pm. For further in-

Italian Glass,

mps, boda
bangles &

(continued
from page 17) waits on weekends.
The trip takes about 25 minutes from Huntington. Call Metro at (202) 637-7000 |or
schedules. Visitors who arrive by bus must
walk about 4 / 70 of a mile up a steep drive-

cameras for Polaroid.

formation call (212) 860-6868.

ele-

max, fiesta, krom
contempo
glassware, globes, deco mirrors,
sofas, faux fur stools, fans, knoll,
smiley, 8-track, radios, plastic furn,
shadow boxes, harlequin, panther
earri ngs,

Di-

recting Design: The Industrial Designer
and His Work, 1.929-1,972. The work of

E

Complete &
incomplete
Deco fixlules
purchosed!

Pope-Leighey House

(continuedfrompage 67) Henry Dreyfuss

rative? One has to wonder. As Martin
Eidelberg aptly points ofi in Design 19351965: What Modern Was,the upper decanter
had no pouring spout.2 Whatever the conclusion, from a design point of view, the
Kremlin Beil was extremely successful. It
won the Grand Prix at the 7957 Triennale,
and has become identified as the quintes-

sential Finnish design of the 1950s. The
Kremlin Bell remained in production until
\968.
Franck's Prisma series of vases, in pro-

duction from 1954-1968, is reminiscent of
the work of the Italian Flavio Poli and was
a precursor to the 1960s work of Monica
Morales Schildt for Kosta. These vases used
the sommerso technique of layered glass

and were usually violet blue, yellow, and
clear or ruby, smoke, and clear glass. The
main difference from Poli's work was the
angular nature of the design. There was no
softness, just sharp edges. These pieces are
the least organic of Franck's and the most
difficult to understand.
Franck created many decanters and
goblets in a mold-blown filigree glass. These
pieces differed from Italian design in the use
of harsh angles and a glass with impurities
throughout the base color. The filigree was
not uniform in design, and in many pieces
appears wavy.
In the 1960s Franck designed his famous Ring plates. These plates consist of

rings of concentric circles of up to eight different colors. Some of the rings were clear
glass, while others were mottled. These
simple plates are masterpieces of design and
were, unlike most of his work, unique, non-

production pieces.
Franck's use of color reached a high
point in the Pokels of 1970. These decora-

tive goblets, which come in several sizes,
are the epitome of 1970s color. The bowl of
the goblet was mold-blown. The stem and
the base were free-blown and attatched. The
rim of the goblet was finished by hand. The

a

Deco Echoes Diner Co.
PO Box 2321
\Iashpee, MA 02649
T (508) 428-2324
F (508) 428-0077
Info. package $10

colors of these goblets were based on the
primary colors in all of their richness. The
stems recall his earlier work with metallic

inclusions. Though technically functional,
these pieces were art and can be displayed
as vases rather than as utilitarian glasses.

They are very reminiscent of the POP
glasses which Gunnar Cyren designed for
Orrefors in1966.
Unlike most of the work in Italy, other
than his tableware, most of Kaj Franck's

work

at

Nuutajiirvi-Notsjo was signed with

an engraved signature. This pride of design
is much appreciated by collectors, especially

those who must research their collections
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for attribution.
Franck remained the artistic director for
Nuutajdrvi unf1l1976. He encouraged many

new designers, and the efforts of his encouragement can be seen in Nuutajdrvi's cata-

logs which include the work of Gunnel
Nyman, Oiva Toikka, and Saara Hopea.
If you would like to study Franck's
work further, a good place to start would
be a museum. His work is represented in
the design collections of every major museum. I also suggest the 1992 catalog Koj
Franck Muotoilija Formgiaare Designer by
Jarno Peltonen, etal., or The Modern Spirit Glnss From Finland, a 1985 exhibition catalog from the Finnish Glass Museum. *

- Houard

Lockzuood teaches "Class Betzoeen the

Wars," "Fifties Class," and "Art Glass from 7880 to
7960" in the Appraisal Studies Program at Nezo York
Uniztersity, and is Publisher and Editor in Chief of
Vetri: Italian Glass News, a quarterly ne-tttsletter
specializing in ltalian glass of the 20th century.
'(exhibition catalog) Kaj Franck: Designer. New York: The
Museum of Modern Art, 1992, p. 3.
'?Eidelberg, Martin, Desi.gr 19j5 1965: What Modern Was.

Modernism, eh?

Bell Canada has a vast Historical Collection
in Montreal, Quebec. Officiaily created in
7929, the collection consists of over 35,000
pieces representing past and present Bell
Canada, Northern Telecom, and Bell Northern Research products. These include tele-

phones, switchboards, linesman tools,

a
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arl form +

modern design '1930's

ART

to

1960's

.

BOOKS
. OBJECTS
FURNITURE

.
8316 w 3rd st. la ca

90048 p:213 951 0620 f:213 951 0621 e:zipperart@aol.com

tlu
1478 Hertel Avenue Buffalo,
(716) 837-3385 phone

(corttinued from pnge 22) (416) 446-6660

and transmission equipment from
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20th Century Furniture
1920s- 1950s Decorative Arts
and Accessories
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Modernism, eh?

l-vn'inr
2OTH CENTURY DESIGN

ARTHUR IVIECKLER
1 12 N" THIRD ST.

(continued from page 69) company involved

The Royal Ontario Museum's (ROM) Con-

in telecommunications since 1880! Extensive

servation Department has been actively researching methods to prolong the life expectancy of objects made from cellulose nitrate - more popularly known as celluloid,
xylonite, ivoride, or French ivory. Products

archives include photographs, documents
(such as old phone books), and audio-visual
material.
The collection can only be viewed on a
limited basis for research purposes, and fees
are assessed. However, for serious telephone aficionados, it is the ultimate homage.
For more information, call (514) 870-5214.

PHILA., PA 19106

215-922-6908

The exhibition, "Watching Television: Historic Televisions and Memorabilia from the

MZTV Museum" continues until April

&

2flua*

St*Tqutuu + /cccaa'*o
ol tL zotl ecrr44,
Bill and Kristi Lewis

303-744-2774
800-853-7864
Antique Center on Broadway
1235 So. Broadway
Denver, CO 80210
(303) 744-1857

6,

7997, at the Canadian Museum of Civilization, Ottawa, Ontario. (see Echoes Summer
1996 issue, page 42.) In Canada's capital, it
focuses on television as a cultural ritual. The
exhibit also features 61 vintage sets dating

from 1928 to 7972. Designer sets include
Philco Predictas (Catherine Winkler),
Hallicrafters (Raymond Loewy), RCA's
World's Fair line (John Vassos), and Zenith
(Robert Davol Budlong).
Later in the year, the exhibit will travel
to other locations in both Canada and the
U.S. In addition, more than 200 television
sets and related ephemera are on display at

the MZTV Museum in the CHUMcitytv
Building at 151 John Street, Toronto. Call
(476) 599-7339 for hours of operation.

WRIGTEYYILTE
Chicago's Antique
Department Store!
An evet*harrging selection of the very best,,.

40Top Deabrs.,, [Iisio4 Art Deco to'50r

ANTIQUE MALI
3336

N. Clark St., Chicago

(3 blocks south of Wrigley Field.l
Open DaiJy, ll-6:30; Su. l2-6
(.312)

Brf-0285

BUYING. SETLING

HEYWOOD

WAKEIIEI.D

Once you've purchased collectibles, it's
important to ensure that your investment
retains its value. The Royal Ontario Museum (ROM), occasionally offers courses to
help you take care of your treasures.
This past fall, ROM's conservation staff

70

An exhibit devoted to decorative art and
design continues until September 1997, at
the Musee du Quebec in Quebec City.
About 100 rarely exhibited works, primarily from the museum's own collection, are
on display. The highlights of the show are

works from 1950 to 1960, including furni-

conducted a series of lectures covering tech-

2150.

mounting. Eight, two-hour evening sessions
included furniture and gilded objects;

- Cora Golden is happy to try to anszler youl

bronze, silver, and other metals; textiles and

costumes; and lacquer, Japanning, and
painted objects. Many courses were fully
booked, so the museum hopes to offer
workshops in the spring of 1997.
Across Ontario, the museum's Outreach Services offers "in person" as well as
teleconferenced lectures on subjects such as
identif ication and preservation. The Royal
Ontario Museum also features a regular column on conservation in its quarterly magazine, Rottrndo. For more information on upcoming courses, contact the Royal Ontario

Museum Programs Department at (416)
Plouffe at (41 6) 586-5833. For a subscription
to Roltrndn, contact Debra Reierson at (416)

I.8OO-WNT.HWWF

(416) s86-5511.

niques such as cleaning, storing, and

58b-5797. For lecture and teleconference fee

A Okoy Antiques

gen compounds that may damage neighboring objects, and, in extreme and unusual
cases, ignite.
Vulnerabiiity depends on the original
manufacturing process used to create the
object. The ROM has developed a method
of detecting which items are hazardous,
making it possible for collectors to retain
most celluloid nitrate pieces with confidence. For more information, contact Julia
Fenn in the Conservation Department at

ture, ceramics, jewelry, textiles, glass, and
more. The museum began collecting decorative art in 1933, and established a department devoted to the field in 1993. For more
information on the exhibition, call (418) 643-

and booking information, contact Mary

124 sth St. West Des Moineb, lA

made from cellulose nitrate include costume
jewelry, perfume bottles, buttons, and decorative arts.
Cellulose nitrate was used for nearly a
century (1870s to 1960s) before being replaced with less flammable plastics. Unfortunateiy, many celluloid collectibles are like
ticking time bombs. The plastic, after years
in storage, can begin to emit acidic nitro-

586-5581.

Collectors outside the Toronto area are
urged to contact their local museum's conservation staff.

ques-

tions and share your intercsts ir.r post-war Canadian
design. She may be contacted by calling (905) 6491731, or br/ fax at (905) 649-3650.

Correction:

ln

the

fall

1996 issue o/ Echoes, fftis

column mentioned the new book by Virginia
Wright, Modern Furniture in Canada, 7920 to
L970, would be released this past September. Unfortunately, this due date was oaerly optimistic; the
new scheduled release riate is lanuary 1997 front
tlrc Unioersitrl of Toronto Press.

modern clossifieds

WHERE TO BUY OR SELI !T

Selling: Original classics below
wholesale! Bertoia grid chairs,

chairs with seat cushions. Good
condition. Asking $3,500. Call days

vanities, 1 pouffe, Encore bedroom,
Dining room table, and more. (860)

Saarinen side chairs, Eames: LCM
dining chairs, DAR shell chairs,
Time-Liie chairs, upholstered shell
chairs. Knoll: credenzas, oval desk,
Polloch desk chairs, Flor. Knoll
chrome tables (all sizes), Brno arm
chairs. (203) 562-6394 John.

(212) 501-3035.

267-0063.

Selling: Original 1 930s Czechoslo-

Selling: Tips, Tools & Techniques for
Antique Dealers and Collectors, a

965-1 91 6.

book with helpful ideas for restoring,
cleaning, and lixing-up antiques and

Selling: Gaetano Pesce's Tramonto

collectibles. $12.95 + $2.00 s/h.
Georgia Caraway, 500 El Paseo,

Good condition. (418) 835-9005.

Denton, TX 76205. (81 7) 565-961

Selling: Pair of Eames LCM, black
on chrome, best offer over $400;
Aluminum Group lounge chair,
arms, black naug., best offer over
$1 25; 21 " Predicta TV wooden box,

Selling: Scandinavian ceramics and

glass. Gustavsberg, Rorstrand,
Tobo, Gefle, Kosta, Orrefors. Artists
include Friberg, Lindberg, Kage,
Salto, Nylund, Stalhane, Lindstrand,
Palmqvist. Ken (212) 982-7047.

Selling: Large collection of vintage
clothing, jewelry, Art Deco furnishings, draperies, textiles. Call with
requests for things you need. (718)

vakian pressed glass pendants and
drops in various sizes and styles.
High quality imitations of lapis, jet,
carnelian, jade, and more. Custom
jewelry designs available. SMP Designs Bead Workshop, Cape Cod,
MA. (508) 420-0241.

Selling: Roseville Pottery

1

.

Selling: George Nelson Bubble

a New York (Sunset in New

York).

from

Lamps; Eames, Jacobsen and lots

Freesia to Futura. Over 100 pieces.

more furniture and accessories.

Case 149, Antiques Marketplace,
Putnam, CT. Case 549, Reed's,

(01 B1 ) 647 -5442 (England).

Selling: Russel Wright 3pc. Sofa, 2

Wells, ME.

Selling: Heywood-Wakefield Kohi-

Eames bucket chairs, 5 Eames tilt
and Swivel chairs, 2 Vecta chairs
with matching coffee table, 5 Knoll
chairs, a collection of never worn
original platform shoes and boots
made in Spain, and lots more. lf interested call (602) 610-0086.

Selling: Glass architectural blocks
(+t500). Heavy sealed glass with
"checkerboard" pattern. Removed
from '30s/'40s building. $2,000 for

nal champagne finish, $650. Also,

Selling: Georg Jensen Dining

14 piece Ashcraft Living room. (717)

Room Set designed by H.J. Wegner
& Johannes Hansen cabinet maker.

Love MeTwoTimes

-

Vintage cloth-

ing and accessories for men

&

noor Vanity #M146, excellent origi-

Madonna Bice, P., 3770 Cleveland
(330) 4e3-8270.

689-9413 before 2pm.

Also, rocker by same designers.

all. Considerably cheaper than inferior new unpatterned blocks. Make

Freeforms UK - 1940s to 1970s ltalian, Scandinavian, and other Euro-

your diner/home shine! You must

pean ceramics and glass. Unit 6,
The Antiques Centre, 58/60

pick up in Alexandria, Virginia. (703)
836-0749.

women with discriminating taste.
Avenue NW, Canton, OH 44709.

no legs, works (bad vert.), make offer. Rob Scott, 5100 W 76 Street,
PV KS 66208. (913) 648-42s1.

2023 Antiques - Buying and selling fun, fabulous forties and fifties.
2023 Frankfort Avenue, Louisville,
.l
KY. (502) 899-9872. Wed.-Sat. 1-

Kensington Church Street, London
W8 4D B. Call 01 1 - 44- 1 7 1 -937 -9447
Monday to Friday.

Selling: Holt Howard ceramics,

Selling: Knoll Eero Saarinen oval

5pm.

dining/conference table - white formica top, 96"w, and six white arm

Head Vases, Kreiss, Lefton, Hall,
Russel Wright, Fiesta. Cookie's Collectibles, PO Box 566, Martinsville,

Selling: Heywood-Wakef ield - 2 Rio

NJ 08836.

Photos available. Call (800) 255I t3J.

Selling: Starburst chandelier, solid
brass, 16 light. Call (716) 647-3863
or e-mail bovina@frontiernet.net.

Selling: Matthew Adams Alaska
16 1/2" plate #171 , $195; matching

ashtray 13" #016, $95; watercolor
by Corky Normart, 1957, 19"x27",
$1,500. (20e) 642-3084.

Selling: Rebajes copper
Selling: Genaro Modern Mosaic, 24

Roles:

x 48, handmade in Mexico c.1958,
$2,250. (31 2) 640-0696.

Every Echoes Magazine subscriber is entitled to
one free classified ad (maxgnunn_15trygld$.
Rates are 35 cents perword, with a $5.00 minimum.
Phone number counts as one word, no charge for zip
code. Payment must accompany ad (US funds only).
Please type classified ads, thank you.

Send classified ads

to:

Deco Echoes
PO Box 2321
Mashpee, MA 02649
Or fax with credit card number, expiration date
and signature to: (508) 428-0077

Or e-mail information to: hey@deco-echoes.com

Metuchen, NJ 08840, or e-mail
lorenc1497 @aol.com.

Selling: Heywood-Wakef ield wheat
D.R. table, 30 x 60, drop-leaf, $400;

7122.

Selling: Vintage clothing business
for sale. Mens/Womens 1930-1975.
Phone "Fifi" at (716) 882-7371 (NY
and Calif. show participant).

Selling: lllustrated, hardcover book

Traveling Route 66? Make a stop

champagne Cocktail table #M335,
$200. Woods Hole, MA. (508) 457-

Art Deco & Modernist Ceramics.
$45.00, softcover $24.95. $3.50

Deadlines for insertion are as follows:
February 1st, May 1st, August 1st, November 1st

tray,

approx. 4"x4" with leaf design. Contact L. Cherensky, 19 Carlton Road,

in Tulsey Town at Glow Collectibles
- Brookside area. '50s &'60s items.

shipping and tax. Karen McCready,

39 Bond Street, New York,

NY

Selling: Pattyn Products table lamp

10012. Fax (212) 995-1648.

by Walter von Nessen, c.1935, pa-

Selling: Saarinen "Tulip" Dining

$3,250. Norman Bel Geddes "Manhattan Serving Set," shaker, eight
cups, and tray, perfect, $3,000.
(612) e27-6973.

room set, oval table with six chairs,
excellent condition. (212) 535-0969
anytime.

per label, excellent condition,

Selling: Frankl signed airbrush in
original frame, $1,800/best offer.

Selling: '30s, '40s, '50s,

Photo avail. Michael Rush/Modern

tery, kitchenware, collectibles. 51 13
No. Pearl Street, Tacoma, WA

Richmond, 106 N. Vine Street, Richmond, VA 23220. (BO4) 353-5837.

Deco,
chrome, vanity items, Czech. pot-

71
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Selling: Russel Wright / Bauer Art

Selling: Noguchi knock-off coffee

Fiesta & Russel Wright Collections

Wanted: Ottoman forJacobsen Egg

Pottery. 17 diflerent shapes, only
serious inquiries please. Richard

table and two end tables. (941)7480680.

and Holt Howard Pixieware.

chair, any condition. Call Josh at

Gomez (504) 524-7970.

181

Prince Street, Soho, NYC 10012.

Etelco Lighting - Lamps, Shades,
Selling: Noguchi Buddertable, mint,
black, wooden legs, $6,500; Eames
folding card table, mint, blonde top,

Fixtures, Bepairs, Reslorations.
Collingwood Mkt., Routes 33 & 34,
Farmingdale, NJ 07727. (908) 938-

chrome legs, $1,250; Soft pad sofa,
brown, ex. condition, $1,200; Molded
plywood dining table, needs work,
$1 ,800; Eames ESU sliders, original,
$250 ea.; 2 saucer table tops, mint,
blonde, $250 ea.; Gilbert Rohde
Kidney desk and chair, top needs
work, $1,400; 3-pce. bedroom set,
blonde, $950; George Nelson freestanding vanity. lighted with mirror,
ex. cond., $900. Call orfax Douglas
Coghlin at (404) 848-1 667, or e-mail
1 05363.3005 @ compuserve.com.

4027.

Selling: Reference books

www.mustangsallys.com/vintage.

Deco, and 20th century objects, '50s/
'60s collectibles, Paintings. Chelsea
Antiques Building, 8th Floor, 1 10 W.
25th Slreet, NYC 10001 . (212)239-

All books 10% discount off

3531.

on

collectibles. Visit our online publi-

cation and catalog

at

http://

retail
price. Mustang Sally's, 5318 E. 2nd
Street, Suite 255, Long Beach, CA
90803.

Pioneer Antique Mall - Pioneer,
Ohio (4 miles north of Ohio Turnpike
Exit 2). Booth 28, Deco-'60s. Cool
stuff.

$15 each. Quantity and package
discounts available. Send check or
money order to Douglas Coghlin,

3052 W. Pine Valley Road NW,
Atlanta, GA 30305, or call (404) 8481667.

Selling: Davenport desk, hidden
compartment on top back, dark
cherry, excellent condition, still has
original rope and brick inside that
operates secret back, make offer.
(52o\ 282-oo74 or (91 8) 335-2074.

Selling: Furniture, Art Pottery

Selling: Collection of copper jewelry.
Signed/unsigned. For list contact
Virginia c/o Fax (212) 533-5631.

Regeneration
Selling: American Dinnerware and
Arl Pottery. Large inventory ol

Franciscan, Metlox/Poppytrail,
Vernon, Winfield, Fiesta, Russel
Wright, Heath, Bauer, and much

-

223 East

1

oth

Street, NYC. New second location
at 38 Renwick Street. Unbeatable
prices and selection of 20th century
furniture. (212) 61 4-9577.

-

"California Modern" dishes and

serving pieces to complete

dinnerware set. Oatmeal color.
Contact Deborah Shprentz, 1516

Weller, Catalina too. (No Dealer

office, or stage set! Furniture,

capaccess.org.

Pricing). LAGUNA, 609 2nd Avenue,
Seattle, WA 98104. (206) 682-6162.

lighting, and accessories. Sold in
groupings or by the room. Call 24
hour order line w/ Visa or MC for

Wanted: Funky 1940 Made

- Large selection of
Vintage luggage, Art Pottery, Art
Scout, NYC

Selling: Sascha Brastoff "Surf
Ballet" dinnerware, 78 pieces, gold
on gold, all signed, $1,200. Bussel
Wright American Modern dinnerware,66 pieces, cedargreen, $350.
Bruce Hamilton (908) 281-5638.

new Art Deco booth at the Westfield

Antique Mall! (lndiana 317-8673327). Super selection of Chase,
Bakelite, vintage compacts, clocks,
etc. Send SASE {or complete list.

Deco's New Dawn, 9428 Charter
Drive, lndianapolis, lndiana 46250.

Selling: 1900-1940 Pottery.

10

video (970)206-1310. $14.95 + $3.95

S&H (refundable with purchase), or
send Check/MO to D&J Pozvek,
5917 Harrison Drive. Ft. Collins. CO
80526.

Mark (916) 872-1957.

phones, woodwalls, candlesticks,
over 45 characters like '57 Chevy,
etc. Catalog (608) 582-4124.

Rocket 88 Designs Etc.

- Deco,

Retro stylings, clothing,

and

furnishings. 9272 Richmond

Avenue, Houston, TX 77063. Owner,

Jodi Griffin. (713) 952-6494.

REMEMBER ME DECO-'sos
VINTAGE: Clothing; BarkclothBlack background & '50s Sputnik;
Chrome tripole lamp $ 1 65; '40s table
lamp stylized lady figure; Sputnik
table lamp; Red/Bl chrome Lloyd
loveseat $495; Heywood-Wake{ield

MA (near Harvard Square) and Toad
Hollow, 121 Charles St., Boston, MA.

band dropleaf w/2 leaves $995;
Jensen framed tile; BAKELITE pins:

including the Fox. Susan Marks, OH
MY, PO Box 148375, Chicago, lL
60614. (312) 477-7782.

Double breasted suits - Gab & wool;
Ladies Lilly Ann size 10 Vogue suit;

549-4733. Also: We are actively

Wildwood, 1201 N. High. Buy-SellOr Complete Auctions. (614) 291-

buying vintage Warren McArthur.

- Always a
large selection of Fiestaware, Russel

tables M1 502G or M1 503G in champagnefinish. Also, art moderne rugs.
Dave (410) 923-0630.

Wanted: "Century" dinnerware by

Eva Zeisel in white; Franciscan
"Starburst" teapot. (41 6) 925-8073.
E-mail alf redh @ dur.utoronto.ca.
flamingo collectible items. Send

When in Columbus, Ohio - Visit

MOOD lNDlGO, NYC

Wanted: Heywood-Wakefield end

Wanted: Flamingo pottery and

charm bracelet; Hollycraft sets $45;
Hobe sets; Zebra rug & ultrasuede
chair; Eames Eiffel Tower chair wh;
5 Deco mesh bags - Egyptian Deco
beaded & 4 exquisite floral beaded,

Call us today!

Wanted : Sascha Brastotf - especial ly
ceramic abstract designs, but other
Sascha B. pieces too. Call Marilyn
Glasser (91 4) 279-5501.

necklace, several pin clip sets $45,
black hinged carved bracelet, red
carved bracelet; Gab reversible
jacket; Gab shirts; Cowboy shirts;

reprint, ca. 1930, 70 full

page

Wanted: lnformation on Beftoia Bird,
Diamond, and dining room chairseat
covers. Call (304) 243-1707.

pear, sailor, horse, strawberry

Sunbeam light-up toaster; Fish

photos, $35 + postage/sales tax. To
order call (703) 5 49-467 2 ot tax (7 03)

Wanted: Heywood-Wakefield

85 different styles 1892-1979. Pay-

desk, bookcase, dining table triple

Lea Stein, Paris. Fabulous seleclion

Van Horn, PO Box 58173, Webster,

TX 77598. (713) 332-3067.

record cabjnet end table, tU395, top
left on p. 283. Also, HM slat bench.

Arrow Street Antiques, Cambridge,

Selling: Vrntage costume jewelry,

in

California lady head and face pins
with lucite, fabric, and fruit. Elaine

For Christmas: Telephones: Over

Selling: Warren McArthur catalog

799 Ailendale Boad, Key Biscayne,
Florida 33149. T/F (305) 365-9482,
Portable (305) 794-4236.

Wanted: Santa Anita Ware

Park Glen Court, Reston, VA 22090.
(703) 478-9668. E-maildsheiman @

&

Modern i Scandinavian Design Glass, silver, and ceramics by T.
Wirkkala, T. Sarpaneva, K. Frank,
G. Nyman, etc. Eeva lt/lusacchia,

Bill at (810) 268-2702.

Selling; Cool stuff for your home,

Glass, Dishware, Lamps, etc. Rocket
Rick's Modern Gallery. (602) 6616949.

9400.

Wanted: Heywood-Wakef ield Bedroom Suite, preferably Encore, in
refinishable condition. Please call

more. Roseville, Rookwood,

Deco's New Dawn - Outstanding
Selling: Howard Millerclock, Bubble
lamp, weather van, bird house, and
fireplace equipment catalog reproductions. 17 catalogs available at

72

(714\ 744-8224.

(212) 2s4-1176.

description and prices to Collector,
261 Cascade Falls Drive, Folsom,

cA 95630.
Wanted: Hagenauer and similar
style African and exotica-inspired
pieces. Brian (954) 725-0094.

Wanted: Deco

/

Streamlined /

BAKELITE

lvloderne screens. Send photo and
price to 6235 Holly Mont Drive, Los
Angeles, CA 90068. (21 3) 962-8655.

FIGURAL PINS. Hours 11-6. (314)
773-1930, eves. (314) 664-7572.

Wanted: Serving cart, chaise lounge,

all mint. WANTED

unusual coat and hat racks. '50s
Scandinavian preferred. (21 6) 3978933, e-mail hatem @ uhrad.com.

Bakelite: Jewelry, Napkin Rings, and

Wanted: Damaged designer furniture, lamps, and clocks. Complete
or parts. Please phone with description and price. I pay cash! Jim

Flatware. We tvlail Order. MC, V,

(21 3) 654-5062, fax (21 3) 654-5760.

microskirts, and hotpants. No suede
or vinyl. Steve Hannan, 141 East

Wright Dinnerware, 1930s-1950s
Cocktail Shakers, 1939 NYWF
Items, Novelty Salt & Peppers,
AE. Always interested in purchasing

Wanted: 1960s leather mrniskirts,

C

tASSI

F

I

E

Central Street, Natick, IUA

DS.

01760.

C

LASSI F I E DS . CLASSI F I E DS . CLASSI F I E DS

Ken (908) 477-4165.

bikini covers, possibly black. Callor
01 149-71 1-2369908. Gallerie

Collaborative has reputation for

fax

sensitive/striking additions and

Wanted: American advertising

Wanted: Deco lighting or ceiling

Fiity Fifty, Olgastr. 47, D 70182,

renovations to modern buildings.

poster for Champion Spark Plugs,
featuring Scottie, entitled "Winter
Ahead." Original only, no reproductions. Call (201) 670-9343.

fixtures with planes, trains, or autos.
1 -800-549-8861 extension 269.

Stuttgart.

Experienced; f urniture procurement
to full service; residential / commercial. BAU (213) 666-6155.

Wanted: Service to repair Aurora
clocks or supplied parts and instructions to repair. P ele (61 2) 927 -697 3.

Wanted: ltalian Glass; Marine-Motif

Figural Examples. A.V.E.M.,
Cenedese, Barbini, Poli, Vistosi, etc.
Mint Condition fish figures, "aquariums," vases, lamps, etc. Leonard
Barton c/o Archives, PO Box 4414,
Grand Central Station, New York,
NY 10163-4414.

Wanted: lnterested owners of '50s'70s/Retro/Designertype stores to
be included in advertising map of

modern stores in Florida/South
Georgia. Contact Sharon lor details
al (941 ) 334-2443, or send business
card/letterhead to Flowers To Fifties,

2229 Mdn Street, Ft. Myers, FL
33901 . Wholesale dealers welcomed lo advertise.
Wanted: Looking lo buy any Bussel
Wright Bauer, or flatware, or glass
ware. Call (504)524-5992, fax (504)
897 -31

54, e-mail jfischbach @aol.

com.

Wanted: American modernist
jewelry 1940-1960, or 1950s art
glass in trade for vintage design
reference books such as "Esempi,"
Scandinavian publications, etc.

Buy-Sell: Robsjohn-Gibbings

Wanted: Two Eames dimple doors
(top), 23 112" x 11 1/2" for ESU 400
unit. (330) 678-7750.

Buy-Sell-Trade: Men's wrist-

735 W. Ponce de Leon, Decatur, GA

Wanted: Heywood-Wakefield

watches, 1960s and earlier. Hamilton, Gruen, Rolex, Omega, and

30030. (404) 377-5241.

dresser with tambour deck M1536,

furniture, Iamps, brochures, books.
Widdicomb or custom. Terry Bird,

Wanted: Canadian collector looking
for Carlton Ware Rouge Royale
(plain pieces to add to collection).
Call (416) 487-2750.
Wanted: Chase Octaball bookends;
Chase 1939 World's Fair Dolphinstyle box. Call Barry at (602) 8386971 or e-mail vanhook@asu.edu.

M1521; Nestof tables M902; Record
cabinet M395. Call (561) 683-191 1

.

Wanted: 1930 thru 1933 issues of
"Astounding Stories." Call Todd Lief
(312) 664-4533, tlief @suba.com.

others. Any condition. Timekeepers,
PO Box 151044-ED, Columbus, OH

43215.

1930s-1960s Decorative Arts IUiddleton-Moore Antiques, 3949
Gravois, St. Louis,
773-8096.

tMO 631 16.

(314)

Wanted: Serious collector seeks

FRANKABT LAMPS, mirrors,
clocks, etc., and other Art Deco
Nudes, as well as Robj. Perfume

Wanted: Raymor by Roseville

Wanted: Rare undamaged Russel
Wright (Bauer, wood, aluminum,

Lamps. Send photo and price to: PO
Box 596553, Dallas, TX 75359. Tel:

Wanted: Rebajes copper

china, sales brochures, etc...) Steve
(804) 222-7 37 7, e-mai I heff shef @ m

(214) 824-7917.

5.sprynet.com.

Wanted: George Nelson / Herman

Wanted: Cigarette Lighters and

system (CSS), individual compo-

and other objects wanted by
collector. Unusual items preferred.
Send photo or xerox and price.
lVlichael Zentman, 83 Stony Hollow
Road, Centerpod, NY 11721.

Miller comprehensive storage
other Deco items made by Ronson,
pocket and table lighters (especially
touch-tips and striker models),
bookends, advertising novelties,

cigarette dispensers, cigarette
cases. ltems marked are marked:
"Ronson," "De-Light," "Art metal
works," or "A.M.W." Also buying
catalogs. Will pay top dollar. Call or
send description. E-mail Buy
Ronson

aol.com. Scott Moore, PO
Box 451387, Los Angeles, CA
90045.
@

Ronald Swartz (504) 283-3227.
and

sterling jewelry, wall masks, plates,

nents or parts including poles, lights,

etc. Call (212) 535-0969 anytime.

Wanted: WPA / American scene
style paintings. Social Realism of

Wanted: Original sketches, blueprints, and paperwork of modern
designers'20s-'40s. Loewy, Fuller,
Bel Geddes great, butalso interested

particular interest. David Zdyb, PO

in lesser-known designers.

Box 46, Dingmans Ferry, PA 18328.

info. to Roman Coppola,6740 Milner

(717) 828-2361.

Road, Los Angeles, CA 90068.

Wanted: Women's rubber rainboots
ofthe 1950s. D. Segraves, PO Box

Wanted: Art Deco fountain pen desk
bases. Chris Odgers, 976 Foothill
#294, Claremont, CA 9171 1 . (909)
621-2675, fax (909) 621-2075, e-

1

23988, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523.
(510) 934-4848.

mail

7

0441 .423

@

Send

compuserve.com.

(604) 251-5183.

Wanted: JazzlSwing/R&B Concert
Posters 1930-1955. Offers to Herb

Wanted: POSTERS. Highest prices

paid for travel, entertainment,

Wanted: Manhattan Advertisino

Wanted: Pre-War Heywood-Wake-

G. Baschung, Hauptstr. 42, 2562

patriotic, transportation, and others,
to 1960. Call us before you sell!
Miscellaneous Man, Box 1000DE,

Ashtravs. Send company name,

field

- smaller

pieces in Rouland

book, pg. 55: C291 3 and C2917;pg.
56: C29141 and C2915R; pg. 65:

C2913; pg. 71: C2927G, p9.72:
C2926G and C2924G; pg. 74:
C3324X: p9.79: C3325G; pg. 103:

C559. Condition may vary,

I

Port, Switzerland.

Wanted: 1950s Jenny Lynn Twin
bed - red finish; Parisian Poodle

New Freedom, PA 17349-0191.

61

0-0086.

Wanted: Unusual Bakelite pins,

Wanted: Modern flatware,

all
materials, send image. Designer

am
willing to relinish even darker stains

Wanted: Silver by ALPHONSE LA

(no warping or major structural

PAGLIA ("lnternational Sterling - La

flaws). Paul'G', 533 Central Avenue,
Brick, NJ 08723. (908) 477-7221

Paglia Designed"), Glass from

patterns available. Jerryll Habegger,
7404 North Sheridan Road, Chicago,
rL 60626-2091. (312) 338-4914.

FINLAND, Paintings by GRANVILLE
FISHER, Glass by Edris Eckhardt.

Buy-Sell-Trade: [Vlaxfield Parrish /

Wanted: Ruba Rombic pieces by
Consolidated & Muncie. Cubist art

(212) 989-1724.

.

175 N. Canyon Drive, Bolingbrook,
lL 60440.

(800) 647-006e.

stuff; metal lunch boxes; old Zippo
lighters. Please call (602)

color, and condition to Glenn Rogers,

Rolf Armstrong calendars, posters,
ephemera. Jason Karp, 15 Laurelton
Road, Rochester, NY 14609. (716)

bracelets, necklaces, f igural pieces,

vegetables, fruits, faces, animals,
military. Call Meri (516) 484-4794.
Wanted: German and Czech 1920s
to 1930s ceramics - airbrushed and
geometric. Send pictures. Frilz, 1 455
No. Noheny Drive, Los Angeles, CA
90069. Fax (310) 274-3721.

and sculpture. Paintings by Robert

Wanted: Andrew Szoeke marquetry

Gilberg, Richard Hackett, and James
Budd Dixon. Paul (408) 730-4010.

furniture or decorative smalls. N.
Fisher, 1 120 Park Avenue, New

482-4590.

York, NY 10128. Tel. 1212)860-7577.

Deluxe by Lorren Bell - Manufacturer of faux tortoise jewelry and

Boston, MA (617) 522-0104.

home accessories invites you to call
or write for style sheets. (214) 638-

Wanted: Peter Max items

Wanted: Molded fiberglass Eames
armchairs, any base, any color.

(31

4)

721-OO4B.

Wanted: Russel Wright American
Modern square coffee table (page
48 Kerr book). Any condition. Call

Wanted: Joe Columbo, Anna
Castelli-Ferrieri, Frank Gehry Easy
Edges. Call Karl (718) 786-7914.

620'1

. Deluxe by Lorren Bell,

PO

Box 586738, Dallas, TX 75258.

Wanted: Several Eames dowel leg
chairs "DKW", wire baskets, and

A;;il;;i,;;i r rnt",ioi o""isi

Buying / Selling: Danish modern,
Knoll, Widdicomb, cool guitars,
Herman Miller. The Modernist,

-

sneakers, linens, clothes, etc. S.
Schutten, 9431 E. Corabell Avenue
#32, Mesa, AZ 85208. (602) 98473

a

CLASSIFIEDS

The Estate Sale Warehouse
in No.ian Diego

a

Wanted: Higgins glass designs by Michael and

30'r to '10's

Frances Higgins. Prefer unusual and studio pieces
but will consider any. Gary (619) 491-0331
.

Wanted: Mid-century Canadian-designed
furniture and decorative arts, emphasis on works
by architects and designers. Tel. (905) 649-1 731

Specializing in
1930s-1960s
Estates

Always a
warehouse
full of the
unusual

,

MON - FRt 10-5
5AT & 5UN 11-5

Fax (905) 649-3650 (Toronto).

Wanted: Dishes made by Continental Kilns

MoJ..

(1950s?) in the "Tahiti" pattern (Palm Tree). Will
buy one piece or entire set. Pittsburgh. (41 2) 487 -

St Long Bemh,

221O e.4th

1146.

(61e) 433-654e

Foo l\4od"o.,.
Ca.

1719 S. Coast Hl8hway
Oceanside, CA 92O54

?O814
"Look For Our Cow"

Wanted: Hussel Wright American Modern
dinnerware, and Heywood-Wakefield lurniture.
Sarasota, Florida. (941 ) 388-4064.

Wanted: Heywood-Wakefield night stand #M538, Kneehole desk #M-320W, Bed #M-530,
Blanket chest #l\/-539. Call (813) 894-5404.

Wanted: Books/catalogs/reference material on
Neon lighting manufacturer, decor, and signage.

Jerry (408) 269-1420.

Wanted: Womb ottoman (black legs), George
Nelson/Miller clocks, Herman Miller, Eames,
quality period lighting, Peter [/ax. Will Beck (410)
821 -8127

.

Wanted: Miniature lvletal Buildings (especially

Bs6 llag,?

V

Sell

Inside Antique Emporium
7l2O Litie River Tirrnpike
Annandale, YA ZZOO3
shop (703) 256-6688
home (703) 719-0896
Donald J.

A OI

ANTIQUES
Art Deco - Buy &

Selkirk

ra

soHo

PAST
PLEASURES

Hillcrest
Mid Cenlury Style
With lnterior Design ln Mind
36,l 0

Kovonough

Little Rock, AR 72205

Hours l1-6 Wed-Sun

501 -663-47 47

World's Fair), reasonably priced metaltoy airliners/
passenger ships. tr/iami lvlike Hiscano, 510 NW
B6th Place, #201 , t\/iami, Florida 33126.

Wanted: Pink or glitter lucite [/oss lamps,
information about lt/loss tr/fg., and lamps missing
figurines. Jeff or Chris (773) 244-1297.
.

Lukens, Beato, Voulkos, Andreson Pond Farm,
and Heino. Top $$ paid for one piece or whole
collection. Penelope Cloutier, Box 423, Guernevrlle, CA 95446. (707) 865-1576.

Wanted: Dinnerware

- Metlox Confetti,

Contempora, and Del Rey, Vernon Ultra, HLC
Serenade, and Rookwood paperweights (ivory).
Brenda Mosher (408) 998-8865.

Wanted: Stainless Gaucho by Stanley Roberts;
Saarinen Pedestal chair(s). (415) 759-1912.

,l:

l\.

ir,

Wanted: California Studio Ceramics by Natzler,

I

201h

20IH GENIURY DESI

399 EAST 5rj
DES !d9I NES
r 9w A 5 9 3 99
515-24335 ry

Cenlury Furnishings & Oesjgn
for Home & Oflice

DECO.MODERN.INDUSTRIAL
furnitu re.fa ns. lighting. accessories

herman miller.knoll.good f om
THUR-FRI 1-6. SAT-SUN 12.5
1 1 ST CLEVELAND OH 441
216.241.5485 . Goirodem@aol.com

2360 W

13

Wanted: Bakelite jewelry. Floral hinged bracelets,
acorn & oak leaf bracelets. Call (808) 627-0570.

Wanted: Pottery and porcelain vases, incised
Deichmann, NB (New Brunswick). Lew Fisher

Art Deco

(412) 438-7359.

Antiques

Wanted: lnflatable furniture, Pop art, Op

I

I

art,

Peter lVlax. Call Kathy at (330) 759-7739.

G

I

Wanted: Heywood-Wakefield love seat, prefer
champagne finish. Donald Douville (860) 742-

Vintage

74

1940's-1970's
Furnishings

Watc h es

9446.

Wanted: Old furniture / accessories catalogs,
Herman lt/iller, Knoll, etc. Send info. to Walsh,
3128 Bray Road, Virginia Beach,VA23452.

ifts

"4f,fim.p

DICO
DOUG
DOUG RAMSEY
1O6th West

Fourth Royal Oak, N/l 44067
(41 o) 547-333O

5142 ilorth Glark St.
Ghicago, lt 60640
(31 2) 784-7936
Wednesday-Sunday l2:00 p.m, - 7:00 p.m.
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Wonled:

703.549

1990's - 60's
gUV 61 S(LL
75

modern listings
IVODERN REAL ESTATE CURRENTLY FOR SALE

J

-ll
--t

't.,,."?":

This is

the house for
the Art Deco lover ond
,l938,

collector. Built in

it reflects the period with

outhentic fixtures ond hordwore, olong with
beoutiful inloid floors, o block locquer
streomlined fireploce, on elegont spiroling
bonister, ond other Deco feotures,
Generous in size. the home feotures four
bedrooms, severol bolconies,2.5 boths, o lorge
formol living room, o formol dining room, o
spocious new kitchen, sunroom, ond on
ottotched 2-cor goroge.
The home is conveniently locoted wilhin
wolking distonce to schools, the YMCA,
commuter buses, shopping, churches, ond
synogogue. lt's just o short drive to skiing ond
other recreotionol focilities in the scenic Hudson
Volley, ond only L5 hours to NYC! $225,000.
lnteresied porties moy contoct Sonford Altmon
ot (914) 342-6888, or (9.l4) 342-6646.
To

featm'e your home in modern listings, call (508) 428-2324

